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Published a few days before
the war, this remarkable book
received the unqualified praise
of the German Crown Prince.

The German
Empire's

Hour of Destiny
COLONEL H. FROBENIUS

With Preface by Sir Valentine Chirol

Formerly Foreign Editor of the London Times

THLS remarkably prophetic book, on
its publication in Germany a few days

lx-forc the war, received thewarm commen-
dation of the Crown Prince. Colonel Fro-

benius, an officer of the German army, with

a soldier's blunt frankness, here reveals the

why and wherefore of the Kaiser's startling

challenge to Europe and his defiance of the

opinion of the civilized world. He definitely

forecasts the present war and gives astonish-

ing minute details of its probable strategy.

12mo. $1.00 net. Postage 10 cents

NINTH LARGE EDITION of the

book everyone is talking about.

7 Times to Press in 2 Months

The Secrets

of the German
War Office

By DR. ARMGAARD KARL GRAVES
Secret Agent

With the Collaboration of Edward Fox

NPRECEDENTED and astounding
revelations of the inner workings of the

German Secret vService Department. Dr.
Graves, who recently was imprisoned by
England for spying at Rosyth, tells his tale

without concealment or hesitation from the
day when he entered the "spy school" at

Berlin to the day when he finally left the
service in disgust. From the first page—

a

scene at question time in the English Par-
liament to the end of the story, the interest

and excitement never flags.

Illustrated. 8vo. $1 .50 net. Postage 14 cents

HOW THE GREAT WAR IS CONDUCTED
The Modern Army in Action

By MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN F. O'RYAN
Commanding N. Y. Division of National Guard

and
Captain W. D. A. ANDERSON, U.S.A.

Corps of Engineers, formerly Instructor in Military Science at West Point

An elementary study of the science of modern warfare, which tells how the
great armies are mobilized, how they are fed and how they are transported

Introduction by Major-General Leonard Wood, U. S. A.

AS a practical study of military operations it will be of great
• interest to the layman, and of invaluable service to the officers

and men of the National Guard, who have no time to study or

digest an advanced technical study of strategy. Much that has
been printed in the daily press about the strategy of the greatwar
is grotesque and improbable. This book will enable everyone to

easily follow the movements of the great armies and determine their

future aetion where lines are established by military precedent.

Sea. Illustrated. 81 .50 net. Postage 1A cents
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Location, Elegance and Refine-
ment have given this resort a world
famous distinction.

Absolutely
Fireproof

nA Beach
Southern California

ITUATED in a region famous for its equable year-
round climate. Close to all historic places of interest
and the centre of social activities.

Golfing at the Virginia Country Club, maintaining
the most picturesque L84iole links in the West. De-
lightful surf bathing, fishing, yachting, tennis, motoring
mi] ot her diversions.

American Plan

No Raise in Tariff During 1915

Write for DeSi riptive
Booklet and Rates

A HOLIDAY PRESENT FOR INTELLIGENT PEOPLE

Impartial The New York Times Pro and Con

Current History of the European War
A Semi-Monthly Magazine History of the World's Catastrophe

Price 25 cents a number, 50 cents a month, $6.00 a year

THIS magazine is practically a necessity for all persons

who are following the war at all seriously. In addition

to its current interest and importance, it is indispensable as

a permanent record of the documents and official utterances of

all the nations concerned; also of the more notable of the

public utterances of men of authority and influence in all

lands; also of the notable literature about the war. It will

carry in detail many important documents which have
appeared necessarily in part in the daily press.

The First Number, Ready Everywhere, contains, as its leading feature, the whole of

BERNARD SHAW'S
it COMMON SENSE ABOUT THE WAR"

THE HOLIDAY PROPOSITION

The First Four Numbers for
Make up a list of your friends. To each person whose name and
address you send us, inclosing $1 .00 for each name, we will mail, as
issued, the first four numbers of The New York Times Current
History of the War, and, with the first number, a presentation card
in your name, carrying your holiday greetings.

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS,
INCLUDING PRICE, TO NEW YORK TIMES WAR HISTORY, Times Square, New York
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The metropolis of the

Northwest (pop. 315.000).

ENJOY our unrivalled

summer climate—five months
of sunshine and never a

hot day!
SEE Mt. Rainier, the tall-

est peak in the U. S.—a few
hours away by aulo.

TRAVEL among the for-

est-clad islands of Puget
Sound.

For free booklets write
Manager Publicity Bureau
Chamber of Commerce.

SEATTLE the Shrine City
in 1916

JAPAN
The Land of the Rising Sun

Europe and the Mediterranean are closed.

to Japan? For information write

THE JAPAN SOCIETY

Why not go

165 Broadway New York City

^fourteen

Cast

txtteti)^t.

A quiet, luxurious Residen-
tial Hotel, Affording the Ex-
cluiiveness and Elegance of a

Private Residence. Opposite
the Metropolitan Club and the
5th Av. Entrance to Central

Park. Apartments, single or

en suite, rented, furnished or

unfurnished, for long or short

periods. EAGER 4 BIBCOCK.

New Countries
and

New
%

There is a fascination in visiting strange countries.

The trip is a continual delight on the palatial

IOOOij ton American Steamers "Sonoma," "Sierra" or
* 4 Ventura " (100 Al Lloyds). Sydney in 19 days, stopping at

Honolulu and Samoa. Round trip Sydney, $337.50— first

cabin— Honolulu, $110- Sailing every 14 days for Honolulu

—

every 28 days for Sydney. Grand Tour of South Seas, includ-

ing Samoa. Australia, New Zealand and Tahiti, $337. SO.

"Write for Illustrated ioldcrs with colored maps
of Pacific Isles.

OCEANIC S. S. CO. 669 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Nassau
Bahamas

Hotel
Colonial
Florida East Coast Hotel Co.

Flagler System

REACHED BY STEAMERS
FLYING AMERICAN FLAG

60 hours from New York
15 hours from Miami

Four New
Championship Tennis Courts
Boating, Fishing, Golf, Bathing

OPENS JAN. 2

New York Office: 243 Fifth Ave.

Telephone, Madison Sq. 92

J. W. GREENE, Mgr,
^5

HOTEL
COLONIAL
NASSAU

WINTER
Consult our nearest office when planning long or short

tours anywhere. Tickets and Tours to Southern Re-
sorts! Florida, New Orleans, California and the
Expositions, Hawaii, Bermuda, Nassau-Bahamas,
West Indiesi Panama Canal, etc. Complete Tours
and Cruises to South America.

Spring Tours to the Philippines) Japan, China
Booklets, estimates and information from

THOS. COOK & SON
New York (4 Offices), Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Montreal, Toronto

MOTOR TOURS IN EUROPE
Town cars by the day, week or month in

Paris and London
The most silent and up-to-date cars in the trade.

Itineraries planned and information given gratis.

Write or call for Tariff and Tour Books.

THE DAIMLER MOTOR CO.
22 Boulevard des Capucines, PARIS

Phone: Gutenberg 72-17 Telegrams: DAIMLER-PARIS
Please mention the name of this paper
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THE SOLDIER'S
OWN STORY

Tommy
Atkins
at War

As Told in His Own Letters

Edited by James A. Kilpatrick

"Tommy Atkins at War" is a book

that throbs with life— the soldier's

own story of battle—a record of his

glories, achievements, and sufferings

that cannot be excelled in human in-

terest as a memorial of the greatest

war in history.

12 mo. 50 cents net. Postage, 8 cents

McBRIDE,NAST (Si CO.
31 Union Square, North New York

The Best Regular Services to

EGYPT, INDIA, CHINA, PHILIP-

PINES, JAPAN, AUSTRALIA, NEW
ZEALAND. Round World Trips

and Winter Tours in INDIA.

PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL S. N.

CO. Full information from

CUNARD LINE, 21-24 State Street. N. Y.

BUREAU OF

University Travel
TDAVEI 1Q1K I

S°Uth America
' IaPaD'

P\dfic EX
"
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| position. Spring, Summer. Autumn.

21 TRINITY PLACE BOSTON, MASS.

IT'S SOUTH AMERICA NOW
Most beautiful cities in the world. Climate. Scenery. Hotels.

Social Life. Tours to Brazil. Argentina and all bouth American

points via Panama Canal. Write for Booklet S.

TOPHAM TOURS, 305 So. Rebecca Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMERICAN
To the Panama Canal. California, The Expositions Alaska, the

Rockies. Grand Canyon, our great National Parks, Yellowstone,

< ilacicr Park, etc., Niagara Falls. Send for booklet.

TEMPLE TOURS, 149 Trcmont Street, Boston, Mass.

Back Numbers of Travel Wanted

If any reader of TRAVEL will kindly

forward to the publishers any one of

the following; baek numbers, his sub-

scription will be extended three months.

December, 1910, March, April, May, July, 1911

McBride, NastCSLCo., Union Square, NewYork
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SAN DIEGO AND ITS
EXHIBITION

(Continual from page 13)

look with understanding eyes into those shells

of concrete and see the fundamental idea that

brought them into being. And one must be-

gin by being- without bias as to the exposi-

tion situation in California this year. San
Francisco is to have an exposition, too—

a

very wonderful exposition and a very beauti-

ful show. There has been some jealousy

.shown between those two rival fairs out on
the west coast; and, as is the ease with all

jealousy, useless hard feeling aroused. As a

matter of real and actual fact, there should
be no jealousy between San b'rancisco and
San Diego. Any sane student of the situa-

tion will see quickly that their fairs are not

competitors, but that one is supplementary to

the other.

For each is as different from the other as

it is possible for one exposition to be different

from another. They are different in loca-

tion, the Panama-Pacific closely huersring the

very shore of the Golden ('.ate; different in

color, the San Francisco exposition brilliant

in its gay colorings, while San Diego is gen-
tle in the soft grays of concrete, relieved a

wee bit by bright mosaics of tile; entirely

different in the stor_\ thai each seeks to tell.

The I 'anama-i "ali fornia Exposition—San
Diego's blessed dream come true— is to tell a

story of achievement, of creation bv showing
achievement and creation step by step. It

is to be a process exposition. The fruits of

Tali fornia are to be shown, not grouped up
in miniature pyramids, as in the old-time

country fairs, but in actual growth. To do
ibis has meant the placing aside of whole
acres in small plantations, not merely of

oranges or of lemons, but of other fruits as

well as vegetables. These demonstration
farms have given opportunity for the service
exhibition of agricultural machinery and the

like. Truly here is a "process show." And
if yon tire of the agricultural "processes" yon
can turn quite easily to the great exhibit halls

and see manufactured goods in the stages of

construction. You can watch the progress of

a pair of silk socks, from almost the very
hour that the worm sheds his coat up to the

time when the finished product goes into its

gayly labeled box. with a certificate for six

months of good conduct testing alongside it.

That is the Davis idea. I le has a feeling—
in newspaper offices one might call it "news
sense"—that many folk like "to sec the
wheels go round. "' He thinks that we have
passed the time when exposition visitors en-

thuse over triumphal arches of canned corn

or the Federal capitol at Washington repro-

duced in blanc-mange.

There arc many other fascinations at the

southwest corner of the U. S. A. beside this

new great lion. On the broad sand spit, much
grassed and bearing the rarest of tropical

trees and exotic plants, that protects the

crescent harbor from the sea, is a wonderful
hotel, a little old-fashioned and fantastic in

' iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiffl

Hotel Carolina Ball Room New Addition
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They are acknowledged stand-

ards of quality and upkeep, and
offer a variety unobtainable
where play is limited to one
course.

The three eighteen and one six

hole practice courses at Pine-

hurst have become the center
of golf and golfing interest __
during the Winter and Spring. J^ NORTH CAROLINA

THE CAROLINA NOW OPEN
This house enjoys a reputation for hospitality and excellence of cuisine. The new addition, to be
ready in January, adds a large number of rooms with bath, also sixteen sleeping porches and
three private parlors. Holly Inn, Berkshire and Harvard open early in January.

All out-of-door sports. Tennis. Livery and saddle horses. Model dairy. Shooting preserve.
Trap shooting. Good roads in a radius of 50 miles or more. (No consumptives received.)

Through Pullman service from New York via Seahoard Air Line. Only one night from New York,
Boston, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati. Send for illustrated booklet giving full information.

§ Pinehurst Office, Pinehurst, N. C. Leonard Tufts, Owner, Boston, Mass.

AMATEURS, ATTENTION!
Did you ever come home from a trip with a fine lot of pictures which

had cost you much time and trouble to secure, and have them spoiled
in the developing? *kl& "•**

This has happened to so many of our customers that we have decided
to open a department for high-class developing and finishing for ama-
teurs, in addition to our regular business, which is that of illustration

photographers. The work will be done by the same men and given the
same care as our own well-known photographs. Our prices are not
high, though we do not claim to be the cheapest.

Send us your next lot of films and see the difference.

BROWN <& DAWSON
Specialists^in Photography Stamford, Conn,

* '
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PLORID7X FOUR
THROUGH
TRAINS

CUBA SOllTHl 1 daily

ALL STEEL ELECTRIC LIGHTED DINING CAR TRAINS

OFFICES:
NEW YORK
1218 Broadway

BOSTON
24M Washington St.

PHILADELPHIA
lOl'.i Chestnut St.

BALTIMORE
Light & German Sts.

WASHINGTON
14(16 New Y.irk Ave.

N. \V.

Superior Roadway, "Equipment and Service to

Charleston, Summerville. Augusta, Savannah,
Thoniasville ami Florida Resorts.

LEAVING NEW YORK
FROM PENNSYLVANIA R. R. STATION
Florida and West Indian Limited" 9.15 A.M.
New York and Florida Special"
( 28th Season > in operation Jan. 4th

"Palmetto Limited"
"Coast Line Florida Mail"

4*

44 2.12 P.M.

3.34 P.M.
9.30 P.M.

Atlantic Coast Line
The Standard Railroad of the South
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ositions
In California in 1915 DO NOT FAIL to use

tke Northern Pacific Railway at least

ONE WAY and see tke Historic and

Scenic Nortkwest, including particularly

Yellowstone Park
\>ia

Gardiner Gateway
Season June 15-Sept. 15

1000 Miles of Lake

nnd Ri\>er Scenery)

Big Baked Potatoes

On All Dining Cars

Send for Literature

A. M. CLELAND, General Passenger Agent

ST. PAUL, MINN.
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its architecture, and yet planned and con-

ducted with a rare degree of thoughtiulness

for the comfort of its guests. From the

rooms of this hotel that face the sea one looks

down into the breakers. There is a gentle

beach stretching far to the south and losing

itself in the blue haze around the base of

the mountains of old Mexico. It is an in-

viting beach for bathers, and vet a bather

must be a good swimmer to use it in any real

degree of safety.

For there are other than humans who en-

iov that shelf of sandy beach. Somewhere
in the shallows rests the stingaree, and the

stingaree has a sort of natural resentment to

having the human foot implanted in his back.

Xature has given him a way of showing that

resentment. Shaped something like a banjo

or a frying-pan, he has plenty of back, and in

the middle of his handle—if one mav still

think of the frying-pan—there stands a

jagged needle. The points of this sword lie

Hat when they enter the human leg. in ex-

pression of resentment. When they come out

they are strictly on the job, standing straight

out, and they cause a wound tremendously

painful and tremendously hard to heal.

But Coronado beach long ago outwitted

the stingaree and made preparation for the

timid bather by giving him as fine a pool as

one might find in a week's journey anywhere.

It is the one of the particular fascinations of

that most delectable shore spot. There are

other fascinations along the same shore—one

of the best known of them La Jolla, which is

reached bv a funny little anaemic railroad.

La Jolla revels in strange caves and exquisite

scenery. Then there is the trip to Tia

Juanna

—

'"Aunt Jane" in plain English

—

v. hich is religiously taken by every tourist

who wants to write home and say that he has

been in a "furrin land," and is ready to prove

it by means of sundry post cards sent to the

home town under Mexican postage. Some
folk, who are wiser, pass by Tia Juanna,

which expresses no interest save the purely

sentimental one of having crossed the inter-

national border, and they show their senti-

ment in making a trip back of the town to

the early settlement and the fine old ranch

house that is asserted to be the home of Ra-

mona. Such assertions are purely tradi-

tional, however. They are part of the folk

lore of that corner of our land.

Perhaps no one single side trip from San
Diego is of greater interest to the average

tourist than Point Loma. Point Loma is, in

realitv, a sort of American Gibraltar, a mod-
em fortress with modern guns designed for

the efficient protection of a valuable and
strategic harbor. But to the tourist who is

only ordinarily well informed it is the capital

and headquarters of the most interesting

group of folk that America has known since

the days of the Brook Farm and the early

economic successes of the Shakers. Point

Loma to him is Mrs. Katherine Tingley and

the colony of Theosophists that she has as-

sembled there. On a site superbly located,

with the high mountains in background upon

one side and the eternal restful beauty of the

open sea upon the other, Mrs. Tingley has

/;/ writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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builded her colony, schools, workshops,

homes—all culminating in a great temple of

strange East Indian architecture, whose glass

dome is a shining landmark under the cloud-

less skies of Southern California.

There are stout fences around about the

colony, stern admonitions against trespass

are posted every few feet along the high road

—even the ubiquitous camera is firmly barred.

But visitors, under certain reasonable and or-

dinary restrictions, are welcomed to the place,

"notwithstanding misrepresentations to the

contrary/' as an extremely sensitive sign-

board on an approach to the colony puts it.

They are not often admitted to the schools,

but that is stated to be because of the inter-

ruptions that constant callers would make

upon their work.

"In fact, we ourselves only see our chil-

dren two hours a week, on Sunday after-

noons," your guide tells you. You look at

him in a bit of astonishment. He is a slim,

gentlemanly fellow in his smooth-fitting

khaki suit—you could hardly call it a uni-

form, even though all the men of the colony

wear it—and his home is a lovely cottage

down under the slope of a gentle hill.

That seems strange to you—particularly if

vou are a woman, who can hardly spare her

children for four or five hours at school each

day—yet it is a part of the gentle but inexor-

able discipline of the place. It is part of the

discipline, too, that the children, instead of

being taught to receive constant gifts from

their parents, are educated into making such

love tokens. There are many of the unusual

rules at Point Loma that seem most sensible.

But it would be hard to make many mothers

believe that but two hours of intercourse with

their children in seven long days is one of

these.

The most dramatic feature of Point Loma.

however, is the one most readily shown even

to chance visitors. It is the exquisite open-

air theater, with its semi-circle of stone seats

looking upon a perfect little Greek temple

set upon a stage—a stage whose back scene

was painted by the greatest of all scene paint-

ers, the master hand who put the changing

blues and greens into the deep waters of the

Pacific. Upon this open-air stage the boys

and girls of all ages, who form the student

body at Point Loma, present classical and

Shakespearean drama. Almost invariably

the hour chosen for beginning the play is just

before sundown, and as the afternoon grows

late San Diego rolls noisily up to the theater

entrance in its motor-cars. The big amphi-

theater is filled as the shadows grow long.

And just as the red sun begins to dip behind

the western horizon the trumpets sound and

the drama begins. Thereafter through on-

coming dusk more and more torches blaze.

And when the play is done it is quite dark

without—the amphitheater itself radiant with

the blazing torches, and the white gleam of

the electric spot light. And as San Diego

finds its way out to its motor-cars once again

it is apt to find itself asking what the ancient

Greeks might have done if the wizard touch

of electricity had only been given into their

hands.

^RANICH
^fltrarQuality PIANOS

and PLAYER. PIANOS

Pre-eminent for half a century

because they are priced fairly,

and because of tangible, demon-

strable, really remarkable musi-

cal superiority that is apparent

to all who investigate and in-

telligently choose between real

and fancied values.

Player Grand Piano

Jubilee Player Piano

Small Grand Piano

Upright Piano . •

KRANICH BACH
237 East 23d Street New York City

Write for Booklet and address of

our nearest agency.

Graphically Written and Beautifully Illustrated

With the Flowers and Trees in California
By CHARLES FRANCIS SAUNDERS

Author of " Under the Sky in California." Illustrated with pictures in color by

Elizabeth II. Saunders and from photographs by the author.

Graphically written and beautifully illustrated, this guide-book and search light

of the wonders of California plant life is not a dry, scientific treatise, but one which

is so easily understood that it can be read with profit and education by everyone.

Tourists, especially, will find this publication an excellent taking-home book.

—

Portland Oregonian.

Svo. Illustrated. $2.50 net. Postage, 16 cents.

McBride, Nast (Si Co., Publishers, New York
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Make 1915

The Happiest Year
Of Your Life

OUT it to yourself this way. If you
r want to have the best time you've

ever had, if you want to see more that

is interesting and wonderful than you've

ever seen— if you want to have much to remem-
ber that is worth remembering for the restof your

life, decide now to go to San Diego next year.

San Diego and the country around San Diego repre-

sents the very utmost that nature can do for any nun p

pleasure and delight, or his comfort. For years every

adjective of superlative admiration has been used lo do it

justice, and still the truth has never been exaggerated.

And now. in such a setting and against such a

ground has been created this extraordinarily beau-

tiful an*] original Exposition; differing from all

previous expositions; exceeded in beauty and inter-

esl by none of them.

It's beauty is attained through its form the

faithful and marvelouslv realistic reproduction of

an Old Spanish City- This idea has been con-

sistently carried out in the architecture, the build

ings and gates, the cool patios, the fountains, the

fascinating wealth of color, the shimmering white
walls against the turquoise sky.

Five hundred miles to the North lies Sau FranciSCO
where timing the greater part of 1915 will be held another

Exposition, also celebrating the opening of the Panama
Canal, the two supplementing each other. When Cali-

fornia celebrates, the Golden State's enthusiasm requires

two outlets.

On up l lie coast and across the Rockies there are other

Ights which make all other lands commonplace.

It is the Great West of the Grand Canyon. theVosemite,
the Yellowstone, the Painted Desert, the Great Trees. It

is the West that you should see, and 1915 is the time for

you to see it, when California with her two expositions

offers you the opportunity and special rates.

You can come any time; the weather is always de-

lightful, Begin to plan for it now; make 11)15 your big

"time/'

Open January 1

"Hacer lo que tu. Oh! Espana, nunca
sonaste."

—

Cervantes.

"To do what thou, O Spain, did never
dream.

1 '

—

Cervantes.

^
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The Bridge of Cabrillo

OX the sweep of one of the loveliest

harbors in all this world you will find

it—San Diego, the most southwesterly of all

the cities of our land. At first glance upon

the map it may not seem of easy approach.

It is isolated from the through routes of

travel, with a single railroad link leading

down to it from Los Angeles. But it also

happens that that very link of branch rail-

read belongs to one of the largest and most

progressive of American systems, so that

the train service in and out of the south-

west corner of the U. S. A. is quite beyond

all cavil. And you will find the 125-mile

journey down from Los Angeles filled with

a changing interest for almost every mile

of the way. The straggling suburbs of a

town, ambitious for metropolitanism. give

way to orchards of oranges, of lemons and

of walnuts; orchards made to spring from

the desert by the wizard touch of irrigation

;

orchards immaculate; orchards as carefully

reared as a child ; orchards whose value al-

readv begins to rise toward a fabulous sum.

A PERMANENT PROJECT UNIQUE
IN DESIGN AND CHARACTER—ITS
VARIOUS BUILDINGS AND FEA-
TURES — THE ATTRACTIONS OF
THE CITY AND ITS ENVIRONS

After all these come the open ranches.

Up around San Francisco and Los An-

geles a man will plant a nine-room bunga-

low in a quarter-acre lot in the suburbs and call it a "ranch." Cali-

fornia, which is unusually fertile in radical legislation, ought to be

able to devise a statute to stop that sort of thing. To the Eastern

mind at least, a ranch means a sweep of land, such a holding of the

earth's surface as to make the old phrasing of farm or plantations

seem utterly inadequate. And by the same tokens the Eastern mind

is sure to rise to the ranches one sees from the car window as he

goes whirling down from Los Angeles to San Diego. Here is one,

typical of many another; It has some eighteen or twenty thousand

acres within its boundaries and it stretches for a dozen miles at least

along the railroad track. With the modern intent upon specializa-

tion it grows beans—nothing but beans. It is an inspiration to the

Photographs copyrighted by Panama-California

Exposition

A cloistered patio

frijole industry and a source of supply to

New England—three thousand miles dis-

tant. The next ranch grows beets. There

are many beet-sugar factories in southern

California. Both of these farmers ship

their crops by the trainload, dumping them

into great hopper-cars which are placed on

sidings devised for the purpose.

After the farms, a glimpse at a passing

station of the ruins of what was once the

very greatest of all the California missions

—San Juan Capistrano—and then, a breath

of real joy—the open sea. For twenty

miles or more the railroad runs along the

sandy beach of the Pacific, and a stout-

armed man might thrust a pebble from the

observation platform into the surf. On
the one side of the train is the unlimited

sweep of the ocean, upon the other sheer

cliffs, as high and as abrupt as the Pali-

sades that rise from the Hudson opposite

the city of New York. Those sheer cliffs

set memory afire. You begin to think of

Richard Henry Dana and how he once told

of the ranchmen who came to the top of the

cliffs and threw their bullock hides over to

the waiting ships below. This is the very

spot, these cliffs the very cliffs. The conductor assures you of that.

• • •

Before you reach San Diego the train will have swept away from

the edge of the Pacific, will have tugged and chugged its way through

a fascinating bit of mountain canon, then—almost at the very end

of its four hours of toil—you will have caught a glimpse of salt water

once again—the so-called "false harbor," a shallow land-locked pool

with the glistening open sea beyond. In another instant comes the

"true harbor," lined with piers, with ships riding easily at anchor

and a broad fairway out to the open sea. After that the rush ami

confusion of the terminal station, but you are not apt to be too

hurried to notice that it resembles a great mission church in its

9
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FACADE OF THE HOME ECONOMY BUILDING
The exhibits of this building will be devoted to the newest devices and appliances

in domestic economy and management

PORTAL TO THE CALIFORNIA STATE BUILDING
The figures surrounding the doorway are of men prominent in the early civil and

religious history of the State

fabric and its fashioning. The railroad that holds the key to San the while. He will tell vo
Diego turns it with delicacy and with taste.

Before you are a dozen feet away from the line new railroad sta-

tion and ui) the broad main street of the town, you realize that you
are in "a real town."' Hotels have sprung up, seemingly over night
—one or two of them large enough and complete enough to hold

their own upon Broadway—there are restaurants galore and in a
variety more than a little reminiscent of San Francisco. The entire

business heart of the town has an appearance crisp and fresh and
new, as if it had grown up
over night, and yet it has

been builded to stay. For
solidity and for dignity San
Diego already can hold her

own with many and many
a larger town that lies to

the north and to the east of

her.

"Mow large a popula-

tion ?" yon begin to ask.

'I hat depends upon how
interested you arc in buy-
ing land within her vicin-

age. The smart real es-

tate operator who begins to

he cognizant of your pres-

ence before you are in the

place more than two or

three days will tell you
i hat it is from sixty to

eighty thousand-

u many things. Me will tell von that San

-growing
nearer eighty thousand all

THE HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
In the foreground are the botanical gardens. The building is of special interest, in that an open-

work roof has been substituted for the usual glass construction

Diego has the finest harbor on the Pacific Coast—which is almost
literally true—that two or three important systems are pushing their
rails toward that harbor—which is not quite so literally true—and
thai the city, whose charms he speaks so eloquently, is soon to be-
come one of the great manufacturing centers of the land—which
probably is not true at all. Manufacturing, as the north and east
of the United States may know it, has never thrived upon the Pacific

coast. There are many reasons for this. The most compelling of
them is the high cost of labor. That is why commercial California

has looked forward so

_ eagerly to the completion
of the Panama Canal. It

has expected that, with the

great ditch in full use.

ships would sail from Ham-
burg and Trieste and
< icnoa direct to its ports,

loaded with immigrants
ready to work. The war
will probably prove a sad
blow to such expectations.

When it finally is over Eu-
rope will need all of it-

men, and immigration will

fall to a thin stream at the

best. it is hardly likely

now that the Panama Canal
will bring any real or im-
mediate relief to the com-
plicated labor conditions as

they exist.

Your accomplished—and
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THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY BUILDING
I he San Diego exposition is not primarily a show, it tells a story -the story of the great industries of the State, whether agricultural or manufacturing, here to be demonstrated

in every process of growth or construction. It is a cultural project in its highest sense

»

olific— San 1 real-estat not let so littl< t mat as

world-wide war and its « t upon economic conditions trouble him.

railroads art coming over the mountains and the I tories </

_ ling t<> spring up along tin- harbor side. His city, with a commend
municipal pride, has already begun to pla that harbor side

>rder. Its bi inning i- a municipal pier, for tin- construction of

ich it recently raised a million dollars. The facility with which
San I

'i go to raise money i>. as we shall s< • in a moment, on<

the astounding thin: about the pla<

"We have nearh eighty thousand folks to-da> ays your r I-

• ater, a- he whirls you around the big and sprawling town in his

tomobile. "X t year we wi

.i hundred thousand, the

ar alter that a hundred and

twenty-five. In ten years v

ill have half a million.'"

You halt the eit\ progress

for a brief moment.

"What arc- the half million

ing to do with themselves?" yon

ask, in your cold-blooded and un-

mpathetic Eastern way.

N our real-estater is nol feazed.

i [e slacks the sp< ed of his car

and smiles cheerily at you.

"You forget

—

the factories, the

manufacturing, the who], iling.

We are going to he one of the

commerce hubs of the

world."

Now it is your turn to look al

great

The 1 aos pueblo of the Painted Desert

exposi

him. lie iiia\ smile, pel this i, no smiling mal it heart. Behind

that smile he is deadly serious. The smile i> a glowing mask—the

mask of optimism.

Now you are coming do ;• home. No matter whether San Diego

i er will or will not be a huh of commerce, she is to-day a huh of

timism. She has enough optimism for every one of her sixty to

eighty thousand inhabitants, and a reserve st,,ck for not only half a

million, hut a million more.

Come closer home. Optimism does not linger in dark alleys or

tin i in dank, cold climates. Optimism is a child of sunshine—the

sort of patienl and ever) read) sunshine that the Californian knows as

climate. Now we have arrived.

Climate is the thing. Climate

progress* s as yon dip south along

the West Coast. The\ do not

talk much about it up in Oregon
and Washington, except to tell

you that it probably will not rain

next week. Even San Francisco

possesses a sort of climate mod-
esty. She has her frailties, of

which she. herself, is conscious

It is only when you get to Los

Angeles that the climate becomes

a grand, sweet song, without a

single discordant note. And San

Diego raises that song to a sym-

phony.

Climate is the otic thing about

which San Diego can talk and

absolutely cannot exaggerate.

reproduced within the grounds of the

tion
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THE CENTRAL THOROUGHFARE OF THE EXPOSITION
The Prado, named after the famous street of Madrid, runs through the heart of the exposition.' Everywhere, in the gray concrete of the buildings, in the flourishing

trees, in the paved streets, there is a satisfying sense of permanency and dignity, while the tiles and mosaics lend a happy touch of color

To go down there in the middle of summer—a city so far south as

to be at about the same latitude as Savannah, Ga.—and find blue skies

and air as crisp and as bracing as one might hope to find in the
Maine woods; to go there again in the middle of winter and find

exactly the same climate—the grass and
the trees, the brilliant red foliage of the

tropical flowers, the warmth and beauty
of the sunlight—there can be no exag-

gerations on such a topic. No wonder
that San Diego is optimistic.

• • • • •

It was optimism, plus climate, plus a

generous supply of that splendid Ameri-
can quality, that may be described col-

loquially as "pure nerve," that has just

completed San Diego's crowning glory

—

the Panama-California Exposition. It

stands on a rolling hillside back of the

town—the harbor in its deep, translu-

cent tones of blue, sweeps the distance,

with half the sky-line formed by the

clear-cut horizon of the Pacific; the

other half by the shadowy Sierras. In

closer distance the growing town and
foothills, threaded by deep canons. In-

deed, it is over one of the deepest of

these that one gains access to the ex-

position, by a great arched bridge of

concrete. The roadway on the top of

this structure leads straight to the fair

buildings, through a tower and deep

gate, as one would have approached a

fortified town in old Spain. There are

other towers, the domed mass of what
seems to be a great cathedral rising be-

hind the walled and turreted building at

the city's gate—a faint foretaste of the

hind those very walls.

No exposition has had a more impressive or unusual approach.

And few of them—not even the architecturally successful shows at

Buffalo, at Chicago or at San Francisco—have shown more unity or

real beauty in the scheme of all their buildings. Not that the struc-

tures lack individuality. While each is cousin to the others, each is

still different, and as you look at each you begin to feel that if it

had been wrought in a far land overseas

it would be a shrine to lead beauty-lov-

ing Americans far from their doorsteps.

Yet in the passing of a twelvemonth,

not one, but a whole group, of these

architectural monuments have been

wrought by an enterprising town which
wished to bring itself to the attention of

the land. For a twelvemonth these ex-

quisite creations of an architectural

brain—old Spain transplanted in young
America—will give keenest delight to

every man whose mind has begun to

understand taste and real beauty. Then
a twelvemonth more and

—

"Cows grazing again on the top of

the hillside," you interrupt. "The
chance stroller finding here and there a

bit of broken staff in the long grass."

A COURTYARD WITH ITS TOWER
It is indeed fortunate that these exquisite towered and cloistered

walls are not to vanish with the close of the exposition

glories that are hidden be-

You remember. Perhaps you went
out in the suburbs of Buffalo in the

summer of 1904 and found not a vestige

left of the wonder city that two years
before was the Pan-American Exposi-
tion and the theater of one of our great

national tragedies. But in regard to

San Diego you are wrong.
"A city park, perhaps," you venture.

Now you are nearer right. The expo-
sition grounds in 1916, and for many,
many years thereafter, are to be a city

park for San Diego—a city park whose
most distinguished feature is to be a high-arched bridge terminating
in a city gate; a gate set in a high wall, above which rises the mass
of a domed cathedral, towers and turrets—faint foretasters of the
glories hidden behind that high wall.
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For the chief buildings of the exposition, the architect's loving
fancies wrought into mass and a bit of color, into tower and turret,

the twist of an outer stair or the turn of a cornice, the frame of a

window or the placing of a door, are not to pass with the closing of
the show at the very end of the year 191 5. Unlike other expositions,

the most beautiful of the buildings of the San Diego fair have not
been wrought in stucco over wood, but have been poured in solid

concrete. Some of the large exhibit structures for which there
obviously would be lit-

tle use after next year

have been builded of

the wood and stucco.

But the lovely entrance

group, with its individ-

ual plaza and its domed
cathedral— a unit in

itself— have been
wrought in the most

enduring of building

material that man has

vet devised. And a

thousand years hence

the San Diegan of that

day should be able to

lead his children over

the bridge and through

the gate and tell him

of the fabled exposi-

tion of J915.

Most expositions are

born in the brain of

.iiie man. San Diego
THE PLAZA IN THE CITY

or canbeauty and dignity San Diego
is no exception to that

rule. In its case the

man is C. P. Collier, "Col. Collier" to most Californians, "Charlie

Collier" to every native son of the southwest corner of the U. S. A.

To tenderfeet from the East, Col. Collier is an endless joy and satis-

faction. In dress, in figure, in manner he is the typical Westerner
as we of the Atlantic

seaboard like to know
him. We have plenty

of typical Southerners

in Xew York, "profes-

sional Southerners" we
are sometimes pleased

to call them, but for

typical Westerners

—

from riding-spurs to

sombrero—we have
had to find our satisfac-

tion in the "movies."

But Col. C. P. Col-

lier, of San Diego, is

no "movie hero" turn-

ing from one role to

another. He is a real.

upstanding sort of a

man : real in every

sense of his world,

genuine in his affec-

tions and his sympa-
thies—the man whose
ingenious mind one
night dreamed of an

exposition city rising

on a hilltop back of his town

of dollars; a little town like San Diego could not afford to buy a
corner of even a third-rate exposition. It would be useless to go
to either the State or the Federal Government for aid. Besides, there
was a still more important exposition to commemorate the opening
of the Panama Canal. It had succeeded in wresting that national
honor away from the only other important claimant—New Orleans.
It had raised all the available exposition money in sight.

"Your're crazy," they told Collier, after they had ceased laughing

Perhaps Collier was
crazy. Any man may
be crazy to try and
make concrete reality

out of a dream. But
Collier's craziness was
of a practical sort

;

contagious, too. Be-

fore he was done the

contagion had spread.

San Diego was mad.
exposition mad. But
its madness was also

practical. And it is

still mad—so mad that

it has builded a five-

million-dollar exposi-
tion and paid for it.

This last is of itself a

record in the historv

of expositions. Most
of them have not been

paid for, even up to

the day that they closed

their doors for the final

time and the drearv
bills were pouring in.

builded and paid for in

hold her own with many a larger town that lies to the north
and east of her

ALONG CORONADO BEACH
Here is to be found in the most brilliant of settings every attraction and amusement a beach can afford

-a hilltop bare of everything save

sage-brush and chapparal—and who began the next morning to make
his dream come true.

For five years Collier went around about the land urging his

fair; for at least three of those years men laughed at his enthusiasms.

It was an absurd idea. Expositions cost money, millions and millions

period of dismantling began, while the

The San Diego Exposition was not only

advance of its opening, but along in September last it actually found
itself in the possession of a comfortable cash surplus in its treasury

—a cash surplus that

H. O. Davis immedi-
ately proceeded to

spend in buying adver-

tising space to make
the fair better known
to the land—thereby

establishing another

record in expositions

which generally have
been known as pretty

good "grafters" of free

advertising space.

This brings Davis
into attention. He is

worthv of attention.

For if Col. C. P. Col-

t
Her was the dreamer
of the Panama-Cali-
fornia Exposition, H.
O. Davis has been its

creator. He is not a

showman. He is not

even a business man.
He is a farmer. He
will tell you that him-
self. Yet he is the

red-headed, shrewd-headed executive that took a big enterprise, so

big that it almost looked at one time as if it would swamp exposition-

mad San Diego, and made a success of it, even in advance of the

hour of the opening of its doors.

To understand Davis, one must understand the exposition ; must
(Continued on page 3)



The hnrlior of Valctta

THE ANCIENT ISLAND STRONGHOLD OF THEiCRUSADER KNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN—VALETTA, THE EM-
BATTLED NAVAL BASE OF THE ENGLISH .MEDITERRANEAN FLEET

(.
' ii .\ k ! I S W I LLINGTON F U R I- N G. F. R. G. S.

A FILM of rose on the dawn-flushed battlements emphasized the

blue-green of the waters lapping their base. Britain's mod-

ern battleships here and there silhouetted in ponderous masses of

violet shadow seemed strangely in keeping with these ancient ram-

parts ranging above them. A poem of romance in actuality—such was

Valetta, Malta's capital.

Battled over, bartered hack and forth by Mediterranean nations,

demoralized and again rebuilt by Pagan, Christian and Moslem, tin-

Maltese Islands (Malta. Gozzo, Comino, Cominotto and Filfia), like

Gibraltar, are to-day a crown colony of a nation not one fool oi

whose native soil borders the Midland Sea. From Gibraltar, Britain

controls the entrance to the western half of the Mediterranean, from

Malta the entrance to the eastern half. These twin fortresses serve

as rendezvous, coaling stations and bases of supplies for the British

navy and merchant marine.

In Valetta 1 felt the predominance of the native element, for the

208,000 inhabitants who occupy the one hundred and nineteen square

miles of the Maltese Islands include the twenty thousand soldiers and

sailors of the British garrison, maintained here for many years. In

Malta, as in the United States, are the modern tendencies on the part

n{ its people to congest at certain centers at the expense of average

distribution. In Valetta we have the giant human vortex of this

region, and the majority of the citizens of the two largest islands,

Malta and Gozzo, know no more, perhaps, of things beyond their own

confines than do the majority of the denizens who inhabit the great

canons which crisscross that wonderful, artificial, rocky plateau of

Manhattan. For instance, the majority of the Maltese know as little

of Comino, the third smallest island, as they do of the heart of

Africa, while Filfia and Cominotto, insignificant islets, are but names.

Before the anchor plunged beneath the limpid water, a Yalettan

tleet of awning-bedecked dhaisas (small boa:^) surround the steamer.

The dulcet cries of the boatmen and the color-streaked dhaisas with

pretty canopies lent a brilliant holiday touch as they floated grace-

fullv on the azure waters. Like the gondolas of \ enice. they evi-

dently originated in design from the ancient galleys. A glance showed
that the blood of Arab forebears coursed the veins of these swarthv

boatmen, apparent, too, in the inhabitants along the greater part of

the Mediterranean littoral, where after the death of Mohammed tin

wave of Arab conquest spread, and at Gibraltar seven hundred and
eleven years after Christ the Moslems first gained footing in west-

ern Europe. More than one hundred years later Malta surrendered

to them, after sixty years of invasions. Those Saracens then held

these islands for over two hundred and twenty years, and more than

any other conquerors left their impress upon the language and char-

acter of that heterogeneous population.

More than likely, I mused, as the swarthv clean-cut Ali and his-

crew swung on the loom of their oars, these are sons ^i those same
pirates and freebooters. When the gibli or sand storm lifts the

desert sand from the shifting dunes of the Tripolitan Sahara, it blows
it across the Mediterranean and carries it to these islands, a gentle

reminder, perhaps, of the days when the Mohammedan corsairs put

nut from those sun-scorched shores and assailed the battlement- of

the Knights of St. John.

Alighting at the stone steps by the Marine Customs House, a babel
of voices of beggars, boatmen and cab drivers bespoke a potpourri
of languages of Arabic. Italian, English, French and Levantine.
The ancient, muzzle-loading cannon along the quay serve as moor-
ing or warping posts and link the present with the past. Standing
in that sultry, tropical heat of early summer, I scanned the walls

of fortress and Oriental-looking houses rising hundreds of feet sheer

14
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hundred years before Christ,

when their galley keels first

grated on the shores belov* and
the barren cliffs then echoed to

the shouts and commands of a

language \\ e know not of. 1 [ere

those first naval adventurers

and explorers of history, in

their westward progress, estab-

lished their rendezvous and port

"I" call, and held it for seven

long centuries. Eventually they

The native lavishes

trappings on his

mule and paint on

his cart

Peasant women of Malta, in gala atlire, wearing the

faldella as a protection from the sun

from the water front to the crests <>)' the

battlements, upon which forty thousand

slaves labored for twenty years.

I might take one of the Little white-

canopied carriages, a polite British of-

ti, I informed me, and ascend by road to

the upper town. or. he added apologeti-

illy—for it registered 150 in the sun—
}r. oik mi the streets of steep steps which

shunt up from the quays. However, de-

spite the heat. 1 decided to climb leisurely,

foot, the zigzag carriage road up the

cliff side, hut tin- visitor to Malta soon

di cles that its steps are for descent

mly. I broke the ascent by frequent

s to look down over the "Id walls and

the busy little water-front settlement far below.

InM across the Great Harbor was another part of Valetta,

called Vittoriosa. the first residence of tin- Knight (.rand

Masters before this part of Valetta was built. Vittoriosa

v also the principal seine of operations during the me

morable siege of the Moslems in [565, when their famous

leader Dragut, once governor of Tripoli, was killed. In

Tripoli I once en-

t e r e d the 1 i 1 1 1 e

mosque of his name,

and stood by the

jreen catafalque un-

der which his re-

mains have since lain

in state-.

The harbor with it
-

shipping merged into

the limitless reach oi

the Mediterranean
e r broadening

southward in a -real.

blue plain, flecked

itli caps of silver.

< r raising its hori-

zon to the level of

un eve. ( 'vcr it.

through a misty mir-

age of centuries, I

aw tin- galleys of

iln- Phoenicians scud-

ding toward me. as

they did fourteen

The blood of the Arab
tribesman is in the

veins of the Maltese

<

6

A rural agricultural fair held in a wayside grove with

spread upon the ground

the exhibits

Women of Valetta in shopping costume. The faldetta is stiffened to

form a hood

left many monuments behind, such as the famous mono-

liths of I [agiar Kim ( Stones of Veneration) in the north

of Malta.

Again, a little more clearly. I could see the Greeks

coming in y?^ B. C. to the swing of oar and the flaunt

of sail; here they found the honev bee and its gift to

man. so they named the islands Melita (Malta?), after

that sweet product for which they were famous. In the

wake of the Greeks came the Carthaginians; then the

Romans in their great triremes, and it was during their

rule that Paul the Apostle was wrecked some eight

miles away in the hay now hearing his name. Another
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fleet, lateen-rigged, bulged over the south-

ern horizon, and I marveled at the nomadic

instincts which enabled those Arabs not

only to breast the relentless Saharan heat

and withering sand storms, but to cross this

stretch of the Middle Sea and to take and

hold these islands for two and a quarter

centuries. Then came Roger the Norman,

at the end of the Eleventh Century, and

drove them out. So after many vicissi-

tudes under the Kings of Aragon and Cas-

tile, the Maltese Islands became the pos-

session of Charles the Fifth, who in 1530,

about the time his caravels were making

conquests in Mexico and Peru, ceded them

with Tripoli to the Knights of the Order

of St. John of Jerusalem.

Shortly after the American revolution.

Napoleon seized the islands at the dawn of

the Nineteenth Century, but in two years

capitulated them to Lord Nelson, where-

upon the inhabitants voluntarily ceded them

to the English. By inscription in their

Palace Square they have recorded "The

voice of Europe

and the love of

the Maltese con-

firm these islands

to the oreat, in-

TRAVEL

The church of St. John was named after the famous

order of Crusaders glint

again

vincible Britain."

Now and

1 looked down into

Oriental gardens
screened from be-

low by the walls

behind which they

lav in verdant re-

lief. Oriental, too.

is the predominat-

ing character of

Malta, as one
glances up the

cartoned streets

from the water
front. The warm-

toned, massive
walls of stone or

tinted stucco are

beautifully relieved

1 > y innumerable
half-jalousied bal-

conies rich in bril-

liantly painted col-

orings of red,

green and golden

yellow. At some of the house corners,

in little half niches, sculptured saints

look down and bless the quiet passing

life beneath them.

I at last found myself at the top ot

the Strada Reale, the Broadway of

Malta, running the length of the town

along the top of Mount Sceberras, upon

which Valetta is built. Sceberras was

the ancient name applied to this prom-

ontory, and by the time one has climbed

to the crest he appreciates the sig-

nificance of this appellation, which in

Arabic means "The Highest." Valetta,

named after the Grand Master La Va-

lette, comprises the world's unique and

most marvelous battlements, encompass-

ALONG THE STRADA REALE

The Strada Reale is the principal thoroughfare and runs along the top of the

Valetta is built

The waterfront at Valetta showing old cannon now used as

mooring posts
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ing the entire sides of the peninsula for two

and three-quarter miles in length and a

maximum width of a mile. Vittoriosa and

some neighboring towns are likewise en-

compassed, and a chain of defenses encir-

cles the islands.

The glare of the sunlight reflected from

the glistening white coralline limestone of

which the roadway and most of these build-

ings are constructed, was to me more try-

ing than the sun glare of the desert sands

of Tripoli and easily accounted for the

great number of wearers of blue and am-

ber glasses among the passers-by.

The predominating dress follows English

styles, for even Valetta is afflicted with

the cutaway, and some of its inhabitants in

mid-summer endure the capital punishment

of the abominable -bowler" (derby) and

that inartistic, apologetic headgear, the silk

hat. There is some compensation in ha^

of straw from London and Naples and the

ever picturesque sun helmet, by its white

against the blue shadows, gives a

soothing relief.

Red-coated and

khakied "Tommy
Atkinses" offer

brilliant accents

echoed in smaller

color spots of the

red, blue or green

swash-buckling
sashes of t h e

working classe>

who drift in from

farms or up from

their work as

lancheros from the

water front.

An occasional
red-fezzed, tur-

baned Moor from

Barbarv, in his

edge -embroidered

brown jellab of

camel's hair, scuffs

bare-legged and

yellow be-slippered

about the business

on which he came.

The Arabs not

only left their

blood coursing in

the veins of the

Maltese but have indelibly written their

history in Malta's stones, names and

many customs. Perchance vonder Moor
thinks of the days when his forebears

made kings of Europe tremble for their

thrones and dwelt in this very island,

and his soft-burnoused, half-veiled

women passed like silent specter-

through its streets. So in that unique

hooded cloak, the fahlctta of these

women of Valetta, who pass by him he

sees a survival of the Arab barracan.

The fahlctta, usually black, is a cov-

ering of light cloth stiffened in the

curved central portion, which may be

shifted to either side of the head as

sun, wind or privacy demands. The

mount upon which the town of
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Several stairways, lined with shops, afford passage be-

tween the upper and lower towns

morning Street costume is usually a dark skirt and while waist; in
the evening ... on social or la occasions Parisian hats and white
dresses arc in evidenci often trimmed with that exquisite lace for
which the Maltese arc famous.

lu the cool of the early morning:, Malta hestirs itself and people
w end their way to

the market-, where
tin- m tries of

life are cheap and

the food supply
w holesome, and

then its banks,
business offices and

clubs take uii an

attractive hustle.

and the presses of

its fifteen news-

ipers dispense
the news of Va-
letta and the out-

side world through

the medium of five

in English, eight in

Italian and two in

the v e r n a c u 1 a r

.

-Maltese women
wend their way to

n - and then to

visil thi shops,
upon which the in-

dustries of Valetta

and its environs
depend, and where

almost any com-
odity or luxury

may 1 obtained.

\*o one who has

w idered about
those fascinating

highways and by-

ways can fail to

I all the charm of

the principal in-

dustry of the in-

habitai s, lace and
hli: i work. lying

side by side with
beautiful articles
of coral. .Malta

1 no commci
to speak of. It is

primarily a place
•f transit, its in-

habitants depend
ing on the prod-
ucts of the country
nd on the armv

and navy and their

e s tablishments,
• Inch turn about

>' o.ooo annually into the coffers of the Maltese in salaries and ma-
erials; on the coaling and provisioning of steamers and on visitors

rom the boats, or from travelers journeying between Italy and the
Barbary littoral.

But in the cool of the evening, pass through an arch and suddenly
titer from a corner that attractive little square, the Piazza San

Giorgio, cosily enclosed by ancient structures with overhanging
Oriental balconies, relieved by an inner setting of small rlowerin
trees. Fronting the marble statue of Victoria of England, in its

flower Led setting in the form of the Maltese cross, is the delightful
little Cafe de la Reine.

Here
1 sipped ice drinks or Turkish coffee and looked out on the

Knights,

VALETTA AND THE CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN
Behind the grim walls crowned by the towers of the great Cathedral, the Valhalla of the medieval knights, the life

of Valetta suggests the romantic spirit of the Crusades

Valettans at play. Probably in no people does the blood of Europe
and North Africa so intermingle as in the Malt< e, and yet no
people in which it courses will disclaim Arab descendance more than
the majority of this island nation. The reason is not far to seek; the

ite of Maltcs,- society are the descendants of the Knight and the

'/rand Masters
and are noticeably

proud of their lin-

eage.

Some of the fa-

mous p a 1 a t i a 1

lodg<
. known as

auberges ( inns) of

these Knights are

still preserved.
One. I believe, is

now used as the

leading English
club of Malta;
fronting the prin-

cipal promenade.
the Pia/za Regina.

is the Aubcrgc de
Cas till e, of the
Spanish

in which are in-

stalled the offices

of the Royal En-
gineers and the
Royal Artillery.
On the S trad a

Mezzodi is the Au-
berge D' Italic.
Near by. at the t«

o f the S t r a da
Reale, on the site

of Auberge D'An-
gleterre

t
or Inn of

England, now
-stands the Royal
Theatre, often a

scene of brilliant

festivity at night,

and it is here, par-

ticularly on gala

evenings, that one
has the best op-

portunity to see

Maltese society.
The natural fore-

gathering of the

various nationali-

ties in their re-

spective auberges,
and the distinction

of class which
naturally attended

the life of the in-

habitants in such

On the left is one of the ancient auberges or inns of the

Knights of St. John

a restricted area,
under such a rigid regime as that of the Order, have made the society
of the place of rather a peculiar nature.

So although Valetta has some of the characteristics of a garrison
town and naval station, the native inhabitants seem to care little for
the system of English hospitality. The more or less secluded char-
acter of their life behind the grim walls, shuttered windows and
jalousied balconies, not only is suggestive of that of the days of the
Crusades, but savors more of the life of the Orient in this island of
the Midland Sea where the East and West have met.

Eliminate in this ancient setting a few jarring notes of be-trous-
ered, modern Malta, dress her citizens in doublet and hose of the

(Continued on page 56)



Goose girls and their flocks

AN AMERICAN GIRL IN THE POLISH WAR ZONE
CAUGHT BETWEEN THE ADVANCING AUSTRIAN AND GERMAN ARMIES IN YOLHYNIA—AN ELEVENTH-

HOUR ESCAPE TO ODESSA—POLAND'S PART IN THE WAR AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

{The chief character in the following narrative is an American lady, the wife of a Polish nobleman residing in the province of Volhynia. Her

experiences are here retold from her letters by Mr. William IVarfield.— Editor]

CENTRAL EUROPE has not been involved in any war for cen-

turies in which the people of Poland have not been among the

chief sufferers. Their forceful individuality and devotion to prin-

ciple have brought them constantly into conflict with their less

scrupulous neighbors whose autocracy has given them repeatedly the

power to overcome temporarily the proud spirit of the Poles. This

is partly due to geographical position, and to the fact that the rich

o-rai'n lands of this most fertile country in Europe make splendid

battlefields, besides supplying forage for almost unlimited armies.

Poland finds her-

self to-day be-

tween two fires

—

between vast,

careless, unscru-

pulous Russia, and

the desperate Aus-

tro-Germanic alli-

ance, whose ar-

mies,

their very exist-

ence, have been

driven by utter ter-

ror of extermina-

tion into a madness

of unthinkable
brutality.

Little did I real-

ize when I came to

Poland as a bride

that I should be

called upon in little

more than a year

to bear with my
husband a share of

this dark heritage.

We have not suf-

fered quite so

fighting for

POL1SH PEASANTS IN VOLHYNIA

much as many of my husband's compatriots, but nevertheless our

experience of war has been associated with so many horrors and

such a multiplicity of dangers that it seems impossible that those ai

home can appreciate our story.

My home is in the Russian Polish province of Volhynia, three

hundred miles southeast of Warsaw, but only about seventy-five

from the eastern frontier of Austria. To reach it by rail we gen-

erally so from Vienna to Cracow, the ancient capital, and thence

eastward across the whole length of Austrian Poland, through Lem-
berg, or Lvov as

the Poles call it. to

the Russian fron-

tier at Yolotchisk.

On the outskirts oi

this shabby little

town is Frydry-

kow, my husband's

birthplace. Here

his father. Count

lives in

a newly finished

country mansion,

with ray mother-

in-law and their

three
The house, on
which all the lov-

ing interest of the

family has been

lavished during
the long period re-

quired in these

country districts

for building and

finishing, looks

daughters.

In general the lot of the Polish peasant of to-day is not unlike that of his ancestor in the Thirteenth Century

through a beauti-

ful glade in its

18
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richly wooded park, across the river Zbruncz into Austria. It stands

upon an eminence, surrounded once by carefully tended gardens and
majestic old trees, but to-day the garden is in ruins and the trees

have been felled to make way for artillery fire.

Fortunately for me and my little

baby, our own home is seventy-five

miles farther east. We can reach it

by going by rail to the garrison town

of Ptoskuroff. and then driving fifty

mile- farther over the military road

that passes within a short distance of

Ostropol, the dirty little village

chiefly inhabited by Jews, on the out-

skirts of which we live. The coun-

try is beautifully rolling, marked off

into fields of rich black earth, some

large, cultivated for the master, some

small, tilled by the peasants for their

own use. Mere and there it is broken

by a carefully preserved forest or a

picturesque village of heavily thatched

huts, often gavly painted in light

>hades of blue, pink or green. Near

by is always a large pond, or a small

lake, in which the geese, raised by

the peasants in great numbers, dis-

port themselves each evening, and

where the women do the family laun-

dry and bleach the home-made linen

of which their clothes are made.

These women are round-faced, pleas-

ant and respectful, though often sad

looking because of the hard life they

lead. Tlie men are heavy-featured,

stupid-looking, generally bearded, and in most cases gruff and un-

pleasant. They are brutal and vindictive and. being cowards, are

rrible when aroused to mob violence, but ordinarily only sulky

and suspicious.

When we heard the first rumors of war during the latter days of

Peasant women doing the washing in the spillway between two ponds

July, the country was brilliant with blossoming crops of buckwheat
and sugar beets, and the golden harvest of wheat lay freshly cut in

the fields. The peasants were busy gathering the seed stalks of the

flax along road sides colorful with borders of continuous blossom,

the blossom of poppies and bluebells

and daisies, big Polish daisies man)
times as large as those one sees in

America. In a twinkling of an eye

this was changed. Mobilization be-

gan and on the first of August five

hundred men were marched away
from our village of Ostropol, includ-

ing the best of our farm laborers.

Those who remained, the second re-

serves and the boys, refused to work,

but gathered in the public-houses in

the Jewish village and grew wild with

vodka.

It was a time of great danger for

us. A drunken moujik is a perfect

beast. His hatred of his master is

unbounded in ordinarv times and he

receives every kindness with sus-

picion. At this time there were
plenty of wild spirits that proposed

the plundering of our house. But

my husband has always been kind to

his men and the more faithful ones

calmed the others. Meanwhile our

work horses were all taken by the

military and we feared to be cut off

from all hope of escape by the loss

of our carriage animals as well, for

we learned that the stables of our
nearest neighbor had been entirely cleared. Our chief forester, upon
whom we generally relied for protection in time of danger from the

peasants, was recalled to his home in Galicia for military service

and our farm manager, also an Austrian, was summoned, but pleaded

illness, in order to stand by us in our time of need. Meanwhile the

# U r i. A t

ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF OSTROPOL
The countryside of Poland retains many of the aspects of medieval Europe, where the houses of the peasants and villagers cluster around the church and the home of th

local nobleman
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harvest lay untouched in the field, for not a man was to be got to

work for love or money. Even if we had been able to get it threshed,

there was no money anywhere to pay for it. The situation seemed

hopeless. We could not think of fleeing with the countryside in dis-

order, no railway service, and the nearest

city, Kieff, two hundred miles away. We
had no word from the family at Frydrykow

and scarcely knew what to expect from that

quarter. My little four-months' old Therese

was the only perfectly happy member of the

family.

My husband gathered what men he could

to protect the house and slept with loaded

firearms at hand.

But the mobilization had only begun. Af-

ter a night of revelry in the village, accom-

panied by fierce noises and the lurid light

of fires, a group of officers came with an

escort and closed the liquor shops. They

called out all the reserves to the last man,

and also the recruits who should have joined the army this fall. We
learned from them that a large concentration camp had been estab-

lished a short distance away and that an army corps was about to

march toward Volotchisk to meet the Austrians, who were already

bombarding the

frontier headquar-

ter stations. Leav-

ing us this ominous

news they went
away, their men
driving off some
horses and all our

live stock save a

single cow that I

was able to keep for

baby. All after-

noon troops were

passing by. the

roads having been

hurriedly cleared

by patrols of gen-

darmes. Danger
from the neighbor-

ing peasants was
over, but we still

did not know what

to expect from
stragglers from the

army. I do not

know what I should

have done had my
husband had to

leave me, but there

is a law in Russia

exempting only sons

from service whose

fathers are over

sixtv. I still had

him, and the care of

my infant kept my
mind off my own
troubles. So passed

the second and third

of August.

Meanwhile we
learned what was

happening at Fry-

drvkow All ordinary means of communication by rail, by carnage,

by telegraph, being curtailed, we had to trust to faithful servants,

who carried messages on foot, or gather what we could from fright-

ened refugees that soon began to pass through in crowds. The fam-

ily were turned out of the beautiful new house, which was estab-

RM
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A TYPE OF POLISH CARRIAGE

Four-horse carriages are necessary for travel in the rural districts because of

These greens are used as a common pasture ground by the peasants.

Russian church

lished as a base hospital. Troops were encamped m the park and

in all the surrounding points of vantage, cutting away the trees that

interfered with the line of fire. The headquarters staff was estab-

lished in the adjacent town of Volotchisk, and the railway lines that

might serve the Austrians were blown up.

All of my father-in-law's horses were taken,

as well as the motor-car which he had hoped

to use as a means of escape. The troops

camped on his broad estates took everything

they chose or required, plundering and for-

aging indiscriminately.

The Austrians were meeting this Russian

move by a similar concentration on Podvolo-

chisk across the river. One of their chief

offensive plans was the occupation of our

province of Volhynia, and they were quite

prepared. As soon as a state of war was

declared they began a fierce bombardment, to

_ which the Russians, constantly reinforced,

responded in kind. They fought with the

grim bulldog tenacity of the monjik, while the overwhelming forces

across the river battered the town and the frontier villages to bits,

firing the thatch roofs and crumbling the ill-made walls.

My father-in-law's house, on account of its light color, situated on

a commanding emi-

nence, robbed of its

screen of trees, must

have been an easy

mark, and owes its

escape only to the

fact that the Red

Cross flag flew over

it.

As soon as the

fighting started we

ceased to be able to

communicate with

the family. Our
messenger got no

nearer than a point

fifteen miles from

the firing line. But

he came back with

frightful reports.

These were soon

confirmed by the

refugees, fleeing in

swarms, terrified by

the death -dealing
effects of the Aus-

trian fire. My hus-

band was in a state

bordering on col-

lapse. We could

not tell whether his

family were dead or

alive. We only

knew that the fron-

tier was marked by

a line of desolated

habitations. We
kept up our cour-

age by the hope
that the stories we
heard might have

ST o w n w i t h the

the bad state of the roads

,:,

A VILLAGE GREEN NEAR VOLOTCHISK
The building in the background is a

length of the flight

of their narrators. Fortunately we were relieved on the score of

our peasants, who were fairly cowed and began to look on us with

respect rather than hatred because we stayed by them, although they

knew we had still a pair of carriage horses and might have fled.

Still there was danger from stragglers and refugees, and our one
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gees.

ing

policeman came almost daily to warn

us. Every night we slept with loaded

rifles beside the bed. En the daylight I

was possessed of some courage, taken

up as I was with care for the baby, but

at night when she was asleep, and I

could hear her English nurse and my
Austrian maid talking in frightened

whispers, when my husband strode up

and down worrying about the safety of

his family, at such times I felt an awful

sinking feeling and wished we were all

in peaceful America.

On August 7 the news came that the

Russians had been driven back and the

Austrians were across the frontier.

Still there was no news from Erydry-

kow. only the wild tales of increasing

numbers of refu-

The oppos-

armies were

fighting furiously,

now only a score

of miles away.

The Russians were

resting their line

on Ptoskurotf, our

station on the rail-

way, a well forti-

fied garrison town.

If this inner line

were forced we
should see the en-

emy marching by

our front gate.

What would hap-

pen then we could

imagine from the

tales of the refu-

gees, poor, tired

old m e n a n d

women, marching

by on foot, loaded

with sacks of bed-

ding and weeping

children. They
told us the Aus-

trians were burn-

ing and plundering

everywhere, committing all sorts of

excesses. This we could hardly be-

lieve, for we knew the Austrians

wished to occupy permanently the

province, and we could not imagine

why they wished to destroy it.

the reports were constantly con-

firmed and we were forced to be-

lieve them. That evening a cav-

alry patrol rode into Ostropol and

ordered the villagers to be ready to

leave at a moment's notice. Clearly

the Russians feared to be forced to

retreat again.

Our house is built high up on the

steep bank of a little river. It is

not the historic chateau of Ostropol

in which many of my husband's an-

cestors lived in the brave days of

the Polish kingdom. That building

stood at the other end of the gar-

den on a more commanding site.

There it was burned to the ground

The peasant women share with the men the labor of gathering

the crops

All

LOOKING ACROSS THE OSTROPOL RIVER

the frontier villages have suffered great hardships in shortage of food, if not in actual destruction by the con-

tending armies

But

Gathering the grain from the rich agricultural lands. Cattle and crops were

later requisitioned
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a generation ago by the Russian troops

quartered in it during the last insurrec-

tion. All that remains of the once beau-

tiful building is a vineclad foundation

and the entrance to the well-built

vaulted cellars, which have been used

in recent times for storing tools and

garden produce. The house in which

we live was originally the gardener's

residence, and was made over for my
husband and me when we were married.

In this time of trouble it was dis-

mantled, ready for desertion. The sil-

ver and all our valuables had been

buried and only the necessities re-

mained. But my husband was not sat-

isfied. We could hear the sound of can-

non rolling along the western horizon.

We knew that a

battle to the death

was going on. The

Russians were giv-

ing back slowly in

many places.

Mv husband was
becoming con-

vinced that he

would never again

see his father,

mother or sisters,

but he was deter-

mined to save his

wife and child.

Hastily he cleaned

out the old cellar,

provisioned it and

made it as com-

fortable as pos-

sible. We lived

between it and the

house. The battle

continued to rage

in the direction of

Ptoskuroff. Peas-

ants from our out-

lying villages told

us bombs were al-

ready bursting on

the more distant

parts of our property. The stream

of refugees passed by. Only our

peasants remained.

Meanwhile we had
from the outer world,

that the Germans were
saw and had burned several towns.

We heard, too, with the greatest joy

that England had declared war
Germany and felt that through

aid we might hope for victory,

we looked upon Germany as

cause of all our troubles.

On the night of August 8

western sky was red with the glare

of burning villages and forests. The
house was dismantled and we all

slept in the cellar, glad of its pro-

tection despite the musty dampness.

It was a night of terrible suspense.

We did not know what to expect or

what to do in any eventuality. But

(Continued on page 55)

little news
We heard

near War-

on

her

for

the

the
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The spirit of the winter road

SLEIGHING THROUGH THE SNOW-BOUND COUNTRYSIDE OF
WINTER ROAD-

VERMONT—THE FASCINATION OF THE
MAKING FRIENDS WITH THE FARMERS

Julian Dimock

Photographs by the Author

IT was a real old-fashioned winter; the oldest inhabitant admitted
that, and had to search his memory for cold as severe or snow-

fall as heavy. Of course we didn't know that it was to be a record
winter when we started out with a horse and sleigh for a five-weeks'
trip over the back roads of northern Vermont. Neither, from our
feelings, did we know that it was so severe, for we were perfectly
warm, and the coldest weather and severest storms brought exhila-

ration to our spirits, while the driving, day after day, gave exuberant
health.

Our outfit wasn't stylish, neither were our clothes, but what we
lacked in style we made up in comfort. Our welcome never lacked
warmth because we looked like a

couple of gypsies, although on later

acquaintance people often made fun
of our costumes, but always with the

fun went the envy that our enjoy-
ment created. The little traverse

sleigh had seen many years' service

in carrying the mail before I bought
it for $15, But it was light, of easy
draught and just held us and our
belongings. The black

horse was part broncho
and sacrificed beauty to

strength and wiriness.
Our traps, from camera
to clothes, were in water-
proof cases and fitted in

the sleigh with the exact-

ness of a fifteen puzzle of
ancient vintage.

In any trip out of the

usual channel of tours,

the frame of mind is the

most important thing.
Madame and I cultivated

a carefree disposition on
purpose for this trip. We
didn't care where we "Winter in the country was just made for kids"

spent the nights nor where we went. As a matter of fact, we usually

made a prefigured point by night, but it made little difference to us
if we didn't. We stopped at farm house or country hotel, as hap-
pened, and enjoyed them both. We left as early or as late in the

morning as suited our convenience, or staved over a day if there
were things we wished to see. We drove on days when the mercury
was thirty degrees below zero, and on days when a strong wind
made it so bitter that none but logging teams were on the roads

—

even Vermonters choosing to remain indoors. We were out all day
in the blizzard that paralyzed New York, driving through lumber
woods at the foot of Mt. Mansfield. The beauty of that one day
was worth the whole trip. But so were the beauties of most days,
I could count on the fingers of one hand the hours when we really
felt the cold, and the minutes when we were sorry that we were out
could be counted on our thumbs. It was a gorgeous trip from start

to finish, without a hint or hardship, filled with pleasure for the time
and furnishing sweet memories for the future.

Our outfit was put to the severest test, and it stood that test so
well that it may help some other wayfarer if I describe it at some
length. Vermont is peculiarly adapted to a trip of this kind, because
it is made up of little villages. They are dotted all over the State.

Cities arc too few to be considered. One dresses for
the small village, and that costume is adapted to any
place in Vermont. A khaki-colored flannel shirt was not
out of place in one of the big hotels in the chief city
of the State, nor was it out of keeping in the humblest
farm house at which we stopped. With some misgivings
we entered a rather imposing looking hotel of a small
town clad in moccasins and swathed in furs and wool,
but were there welcomed as cordially as if we came with
clothes of the latest cut.

Winter is not a new thing to Vermont, and she has
learned how to take care of her roads during that season
of storm and stress. Instead of the snow plow, she
uses a snow-roller; instead of digging out her roads, she
pounds them down hard, so that teams may safely drive
over the top of the snow. These picturesque rollers are
everywhere—are out on the roads early in the morning
and late in the afternoon after every fall of snow. They
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THE ROAD THROUGH THE VILLAGE

*'It was a real old-fashioned winter—the oldest inhabitant admitted that. But for us each day on the road brought vigor and exhilaration anew
*«

go over the main traveled highways and over the back hill roads,

leaving hard-packed trails behind them.

For such a driving trip the motive power is obviously the most

important single factor. The horse must be adapted to the work

and strong enough to pull the load easily. Our horse belied her

looks. Shu was small and unprepossessing looking, but the broncho

blood supplied the stamina and toughness which made her actually

nut on flesh during the trip, despite the hard work. She was a wily

little customer and peculiarly capable of taking care of herself.

When the day's trip seemed long enough to her, she plainly inti-

mated that it was time to hunt a stable. But that very fact kept her

in better trim and always kept a reserve force to call upon in time

of need. She didn't use herself up in bursts of speed (maybe she

had speed, but I never discovered it), but kept her strength for the

long, hard pulls.

The sleigh must be light and of sufficient size to carry the neces-

sary baggage. The photographic outfit doubled our requirements in

this line. Apart from the clothes we wore, a suit case and a canvas

bag carried all necessary personal paraphernalia. It is well to have

a conveyance that will not upset too easily, as the chances of this

;ire always present, especially when a huge snow-roller looms up on

the horizon. I would not ask for a more comfortable rig than the

little traverse sleigh which we used. There was just room for our

rather clumsy load. For merely personal effects there would have

been room and to spare. The double sleds made it possible to turn

around with the least effort and in the smallest space. The one weak

point of the thing we discovered the first day and had remedied at

a blacksmith shop. The back of the seat was too low. Eight inches

additional height made the change from a backache to comfort at

a cost of fifty cents.

Clothing may make the difference between enjoyment and discom-

fort on such a trip. Properly clothed, one can keep warm and enjoy

every instant of the time, but with insufficient covering the enjoy-

ment will be chilled ! "I've heard people say that you can keep warm
with a newspaper, but take it from me, there's nothing to it." one

man with thirty years' experience said after looking approvingly at

our costumes.

Madame is not adapted to withstanding exposure either by physique

or training, yet she was so protected that she scarcely felt the sen-

sation of cold on the whole trip. She thus described her wrappings

in writing to her friends:

tiead—One French flannel hood, one hat, one veil.

Trunk—Two suits underwear, one waist, one chest protector, wool

tights, woolen leggings, flannel petticoat, sateen petticoat, wool

sweater, sheepskin vest, heavy ulster, fur coat, llama wool muffler.

Feet—One pair stockings, shoes, two pairs heavy homespun socks
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(worn over shoes), heavy moccasins. where they may be purchased:
Hands—Two pairs gloves, pair fringed mittens, muff. Fur coat. City or country, or may be rented in country, $15 to $20.
Charcoal foot warmer, hot water bottle. Seamster's sheep-lined corduroy coat may be substituted, probably
These clothes weighed thirty pounds and were much too heavy for advantageously. Country, $7.

any walking. The superfluous hat had to be worn: for it couldn't be Sheepskin vest. Sporting goods store. City, $5.
carried otherwise, and special occasions demanded it. Mittens, fleece lined. City or country. $2.

Wool gloves. City or country, $1.

Wool leggings. Department store. City. $1.

Heavy wool socks. Country, per pair, 35

H _ hk, jk . i cents.B § jPiJfj I Or substitute sheepskin carriage shoes. Coun-

JAM "St " try store $2.

,

Mr i £ 4 \jdtm *^ t ^east two llir r" 1,(-" s are needed and a street

\ • tdK"J^mk.fw 1 yflp K ' flm "#' I \ ; blanket for the horse. The street blanket may

fMr * 1 iWt \ be profitably used inside the fur as an additional

. * KJ-M 3*M ~ 1^1 -.-\ji%
la f roDe - ^ ls wc " t0 reinforce the fool warmer

m 1, with a lantern, as the former sometimes does

J, ? (^P
F *^W 4 w *» not last as long as it is expected to and a lighted

¥ '

Jutfl if lantern inside the robes supplies a surprising
ILm* *rf- *5r m H VJSf *IUf It t amount of heat and comfort. It is well to have

w_ -^ * ^B^W^^. ^J*^^^^^^tf^^V ;L curr >' comb and brush for the horse, as the^ ^^H^^^^^^fc^' S j- p niav )je a t some farm where the care of the

f •

*
animal will devolve upon its driver. These,

with halter and stable blanket, will care for the

beast.

f As for route, that is better planned as you
^^^^^^^^^™ ^™ y/^B B ^K^W^W97^^ 9h along. Stan from somewhere and have only

&> '^m I^ftlff If *
the day's trip in mind. The people along the

^^^S3^^^SS0^ i\ / A m/jBH ^k^M- -> 10ad can u'"
-
v,lU wnere tn &° next

-
The State

' *v&*P%- .•'/•'

^ii»-- i4BHtJ?a^ *-' \«**^*ei#£: ^sSSr HfW »
*

•*•»** of Vermont publishes an excellent road map.

.4a&&z&**r^' 7T. -^^-Aaar- *^K* ^**3&3H&-t*'^^ ^,— which is all the guide vou need besides such

?JjPB&*&*
;

'

v. ^^ ,
r inquiries as you would naturally make wher-

" "" ~~
i '^" ~ •

' ever you happen to stop. Make yourself /vr-

-^ -
,.. J0710 grata with one farmer's family, and you

probably will be passed along to another, and

so on and on. Or, the countrv hotels are sur-

THE LOGGER IN THE WOODS prisingly good and one can make no serious

..,Y ,
1 , • , , , . . 1 , , , , , ,

mistakes in reiving on them.
We reveled in days so cold that none but hardened loggers ventured out-of-doors n 1 £ ti_ 1 r • • 1 c •.56 Purely tor the sake of giving a definite start-

ing point I will suggest Wells River. From
My own costume consisted of two suits of underwear (one light there take either of two routes to Derby Line, which is a customs

and one very heavy), sweater, Pontiac shirt, heavy flannel shirt, port on the Canadian boundary. Coming south again, swing to the
Pontiac trousers, wool muffler, fur coat and cap, fur-lined mittens, westward and make for Waterbury. from there turning east to Mont-
and (for state and festival occasions) a house coat. pelier, west to Burlington or Addison county, or keeping straight

The cost of our five-weeks' trip was as follows: south to Bethel or White River Junction.

Extra equipment, sleigh, horse blanket, etc $22.10
If you want t0 take Sllch a triP and micl

'

lt hard to
I
)lan routes.

Board meals and laundry S6.10
j
unip aboard a train for Wells River, and there hire a horse and

Board for horse 17.00
i

• u J i -i r .1 1 t 1 • 1 • , , 1

Sundries, comprising drugs, church collection, chicken show, sieign and nike tor the north. It cloesu t matter which road vou take
postage, candy, magazines, papers, etc ^36 or where yQU phm tQ gQ The ^^ ^-^ Qf ^ ^ jg ^ bfi ffee

$m-~>(> from such trammels as plans. Start! And make your plans as you
I have left out the item VQ alonCr.

of photographic plates and HHMK ' ^'^^^H Dont^be in too of
prints, as they would not I a hurrv< for V()l] vvil , los,
have to do with anyone , « t much of the pleasure of the
else wishing to make such V WW* \Yj trip if vou are. For manv
a trip. I he horse was -i' mTi

\J.J vears it was mv business to
loaned to me for the win- ^^Md Y ^ on the right side of
ter for her kee P- As ^^^iJc I people in the south and the
against the hire oi a horse W| I north _

v business man re-
is the matter oi equipment \WJrJ? \ cpiires the case presented
in the above table, hone _ ^ UV -4 in a leu words, but the
could chance on H Cft !» rural inhabitant needs
with an ,dle horse the cost ^ W W p ie„tv of' time to think
of the motive power might ^ things over and yQU wi]1
h
l

assessed - <-*mmmm JHHf
The ordinary wardrobe l

1*%0~*S*i^^ respect 'for hin^wm'grow
will contain all clothing W W ft as vou watch him at his
needed or such a trip save >,. 4?^ work He [s resourceful
the following which are

' _ THF TOP of" THF HIT I

and self-^iant as few city
given with their approxi- AT THE TOP OF THE HILL men arej hc can do &
mate cost and the places "The lure of the winter road is strong upon me. I long to see the country just over the hill" (Continued Oil page

"
)



A LAST LOOK 'ROUND AMERICA
FROM AUSTERE SALT LAKE CITY TO COSMOPOLITAN SAN FRANCISCO—EASTWARD THROUGH THE

WHEAT-BELT TO NIAGARA AND MONTREAL—THE HABIT OF WRITING ABOUT AMERICA

Stuart Martin

of

Photographs by the Author

[This is the fifth and last of a scries of articles which Mr. Martin, a well-known English journalist, has written- for Travel on various phases
American life and character as they affect the foreign observer.— Editor]

The Seagull Monument, Salt Lake City

NLIKE other cities, Salt Lake is

part of the scenic makeup of

America. Its position on the con-

tinent, its remarkable history, its

strange relationship with other

cities, all make it an extraordinary

place, baffling at first to the stran-

ger, and only capable of being

treated by the casual observer as

part of the scenery amid which it

is built. The great Temple over-

shadows the city in just the same

way as Rome is overshadowed by

the Vatican, but I do not believe,

though a Mormon elder vowed it

to me. that the Mormon Temple

will en d u f e a

s

the Vatican has

endured : and one

of the reasons I hold this view is that the Vatican

has never given up any one of its fundamental be-

liefs because of outside pressure or threats, whereas

the Mormon church actually desires publication of

a retreat from a position once tenaciously held.

Sixteen miles from the city, by way of salt fields

and meadows, is the famous Salt Lake, the Dead
Sea of America, a natural puzzle and wonder.

Without this inland sea of salt I question if the

city that bears its name would have made such

rapid strides. Saltair is the one big side show

—

apart from Mormon buildings and Mormon inter-

ests—that Salt Lake City possesses. One is in-

vited—nay, recommended—to bathe in the salt lake.

I bathed. The chief recollections I have is seeing

crowds of men and women rolling about on the

surface of the water,- young ladies forming long

lines with feet under each other's armpits, paddling

along like great twisting snakes, and men standing

philosophically, arms folded on chests, shivering in

the cold. A bath in the salt lake is certainly in-

vigorating. but it is hopeless to try to swim. You
may bob up and down as long as you like and get

almost choked with the salt, or you may get out

and take a walk on the long piers and return to

the water again, but swimming is out of the ques-

tion. The majority of the people who go to Saltair

are content to take a stroll in the water and then

bask on the pavilion or piers after they have sprayed

the salt off.

It is a pity there are so many show stands on the

pavilion at Saltair, for the sight of them is some-

what devastating to one who visits the place for

the first time. And the ballroom is unconvincing.

I had read about that ballroom when I was thou-

sands of miles away. The claim is made, I believe,

that it is the largest of the kind in the world. Well,

1 am not at the moment able to successfully dispute

the claim, but I have a feeling that the ballroom in

the Tower of our own Blackpool is at least quite as

big, and certainly it is more pleasing.

I cannot share the enthusiasm of some travelers in regard to

Bingham's copper mines. I hold no shares in them. I have the in-

sane notion that the beautiful mountains are more majestic without

the coiling smoke of chimneys than with it, and I boarded the little

train which carried me back to Salt Lake City wondering if the day

would ever come when Bingham will have laid a blackened trail

across the valley to Saltair. The sun had sunk below the horizon

and the shadows of the great mountains were lying far over the

Dead Sea when I left it; yet, beside the piers that jut out from the

worn pavilion, hundreds of people were still bathing

—

little brick-red

dots on a corrugated sheet of dark, gray water shot with purple,

bounded on every side by darker hills.

Perhaps it was because I had absorbed as much scenic impressions

as I could accommodate that I lagged in my stride towards Cali-

fornia. I did not think America had more variety to offer, and therein

I was mistaken : wherefore I here and now take off my hat to the

Golden West. T

count mvself more
lucky than the ad-

venturers in the

days of Good Queen
Bess, even though

they did sail the

Spanish Main and

came upon en-
chanted lands. Not

one of them, not

even Francis Drake,

set foot in country

more glorious than

the State which pos-

sesses the Golden

Gate. Thev sailed

past it, perhaps, and

raided many a

Spanish prize just

beyond the horizon

line, but not a soul

of these adventur-

ers, hoping to come
upon an earthly

paradise, dreamed
that one was not

far off waiting their

pleasure. Down
San Francisco way
the agriculturalists

gather their crops

as soon as they raise

them, planting more

in the ground and

raising the second

and the third in the

same time that it

takes one crop to be

raised in England.

They bathe on the

OUTSIDE THE MORMON TEMPLE, SALT LAKE CITY white beach daily

The great towers of the Mormon Temple overshadow the city as Rome near Ltltt rlOUSe uy

is overshadowed by St. Peter's the clock, not by the
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season of the year, so gentle and hospitable is this climate.

California is a land where palm trees tell you that you are where
summer is. The blue mountains of Angel Island, the magnificently
tinted Pacific Ocean, the warm sunshine, the lilac hills of Contra
Costa in the distance, the sparkling surf that breaks on the beach,
the gayly clad crowds, the azure sky, all emphasize the point. But
still your calendar may in-

form you beyond contro-

versy that it is but spring-

time, or October, or even

January. There is no win-

ter here. Happy Califor-

nia !

A strong sense of Ro-
mance lies on the Pacific

Coast citv. It can never
be banished nor explained.

Enveloping San Francisco
is an air of prosperity. Its

fine buildings, raised after

the earthquake shook the

town to atoms, are bright

and clean. Of course.

there is a Chinatown. Its

fame is voiced over the

continent ; but. believe me,

the Chinatown of San
Francisco, like the China-

towns of other cities, is a

fraud. All the scenes of

opium dens and other mysteries to which the tourist is admitted (for
a fee) are really elaborate side shows. I have seen the real thing,
and it is not nearly so theatrical as that for which the guide asks
several dollars, but it is much more repulsive.

In some respects San Francisco is even more cosmopolitan than
Xew York, and you are not surprised at this when you reflect that
there is nothing but smooth water betwixt you on the beach and
the most eastern end of the earth. At the mention of that East, in-

TEMPLE SQUARE, SALT LAKE CITY
Its position, its history and its associations make Salt Lake City unique among American cities

deed, Californians shudder a little. The little brown men ot th<

East pass him daily in the streets of San Francisco—you may sei

them even at that moment on the sands or standing idly gazing at

the Seal Rocks—and these same little Japanese may one day be a

bother to California. For the present, however, San Francisco is

very busy organizing her big Exposition, and is sparing no effort to

make it a success, so that

she cannot afford the time

to think about what ma\

happen in the dim future.

And when the Exposition

is over she will return to

the toil of enjoying herself

amid her orange grov<

and palms. The Pacific

Coast is the most tranqi^

scene in all America. I'

simply oozes with the tran

quility of happy content

Not at all like the tranquil-

ity of the mighty barre

canons of the Rockies or

the motionless Great Salt

Lake, for instance. That is

the tranquility of death.

And now let us see tlu

misfhtiest wonder of East-

ern America as some sort

of contrast to those of the

West. I crossed the con-

tinent to view Niagara Falls in order that, as I sped swiftly over

Canada, I might take with me a lasting impression of their vastnes-

I shall not talk learnedly of the many tons of water that pour over

the brink of both falls, for you know all that already ; but I ma;.

admit at once that when I saw Niagara for the first time I was dis-

appointed. Not until I had spent a full day roaming over Goat
Island, passing from the American Falls to the Horseshoe Falls, and
descending to the bed of the river far below did I appreciate tlu

Statue of Brigham Young, the founder of Salt Lake City The dome of St. James' Cathedral at Montreal The French Cathedral of Notre Dame at Montreal
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grandeur I had hoped to appri iate and know the feeling of awe I

had expected, Still, 1 hold myself almost blameless in this belated

admission, for I fear thai you Americans have done something

towards robbing Niagara of its glories, or at an} rate inwards mini-

mizing them. Bin in this affair doubt 1« s no1 a little portion of the

blame lies on the other side of the river.

"Niagara has been tamed, fhe famous falls are in the back yard
. i the city. Ichabod," I said, as I stood in the main streel beside the

hiij yellow tramcars and looked across the park at the wisps oi

spra) which floated in the wind, h took me a da} to discover thai

the glon wa-> still there. I learned thai day the hidden terrors oi

ilu I of the \\ inds, the remorselessness oi th< currenl thai tears

its way through the rapids tin ilenl savagery of the whirlpool and

the ijest} of the

j nmense \ olume ol

ater that sweeps

i er the brink i f

the precipice.

( lad in oilskins I

Went (Ml 1 nl tin

Maid the Mist

itli .i stout lnart

and \
i

* feet. \\ e

i repl up t «iw a rds

the falls through a

drenching drift

ray until the cur-

ren ght the little

/ and sin- v

pushed hack out of

the danger zone as

if bv an unseen
tnd. It was very

thrilling; almost as

thrilling as the ad

venture of the [ a\ e

the \\ inds, where
:

: an dei

« d 1". the roar of

the ater} ava-
I experienced the u tl feeling of human insignil

^i N ara is a wonder. There is ui Indian 1< end to the effect

that th falls claim one human victim every year; but the 1« end
nak< a modest demand, for there is no lack of sacrifices. On the

vcrj I was there toll of the third life within a > short time
v taken. He was a I anadian fisherman to whom disaster camt
His oar had broken when he was in the stream above the rapid

and the current claimed him ruth!' sly.

I happened to be mar the Observator} when his little craft cam
im • view. It was a pitiful, a frightful, a heartrending sight. A
few mim - and it was all over. Nothing could have saved him. no
man . deavor could prevent the 1' of that life. We knew it. and

he knew it. too. . . . The last I saw of the ti edy was a bra i man
wavii swift farewell. And
he clutched at the white, i r-

mg torrent as he went down.
It would seem thai in some

mysterious, inexplicable way
much of our admiration of

n is iii proportion to the

clem- nt of dang< r it pre I

In the R< i ky Mountains, at

the Sail Lake, on board th

fast trans ntinental train-.

tin most common expression,

as we contempt: d a natural

phenomenon, was man's help
''

- to save himseli in

certain situations. "You
wouldn't have much chance if

'ii fell down there."' said a

1 anadian as we stood on thi

THE AMERICAN FALLS AT NIAGARA
"I admit thai Niagara was disappointing at first. It took me a day to discover that the glory, the terror and

the majesty were still there"

HOMEWARD BOUND
"There are many phases of your life I have left untouched, but my journeys have been

lightened by a great experience"

cliffs above the Royal Gorge. "1 gue it would be a short life for

anyone who tried to scale that rock." was the conclusion of a tourist

we gazed up a canon in I olorado. "Wouldn't like to risk a swii

in there." murmured another at the rapids of Niagara. It was re-

markable how often this conflict of Iif< and death intruded into our

comparisons, and for that reason I was glad to be rid of it when I

traveled over the golden meadows that lie northward. Never have
I Seen Such land as that which borders the railroad, and I was lucky

to see it when the earth v giving of her best. Mile after mile of

orchards bordered the railroad track. Trees laden with Fruit pro-

claimed the abundance of the produce and the fertility of the soil.

Great fields of oats, wheat, and other crops waved in the soft breeze,

ome ripe Iik< gold, some rich green, some jus! tinted yellow. And
this continued for

not ten miles, hut

rolled away to the

horizon and beyond.

The whole of Eng-

land could be taken

a n d 1 a i d d o w n

amidst that wonder-

ful harvest, and still

there would be miles

of it on either side.

Far over in the

valleys we could see

the reapers at work

in the warm sun-

light, (irain was

being threshed in

some places, and a

constant stream of

liquid gold was
pouring from the

spouts of the me-

chanical threshei s.

1 [omesteads— small

wooden houses

—

flashed past, giving

a glimpse of such

prosperity and security as is not seen elsewhere in the wide world.

Black and white cattle, such as I have seen before only in Holland.

browsed lly under the shade of the trees. It was a pictun

of .i happy land that I saw on that noteworthy journey; a land like

the earth was when man was an honest farmer.

Thus we traveled from unrise to sunset through country that wa

peaceful and hornel) and clean, a perfect da) of sweet pastoral joy;

and as we rumbled through the little towns when the sun was sink-

ing in a red mist and the sk) was streaked with crimson, there floated

cross the meadows to us the leisurely ting-ton;^ of church hells pro-

claiming the hour at which men rested from their labors. It was the

curfew of the cornlands. a benediction on the settlers of the prairie.

Out of the land of plenty I rode to the waiting ship that was to

bear me eastward. She lay in

a Montreal dock, but there

w as a day or tw o to spare in

which to s i the city.

I was able to understand

Montreal better he fore 1 left

it. and 1 can forgive much of

her narrow streets and un-

sightly squalor, inasmuch as

-he also possesses ilu Notre

Maine church. I trembled

with a strange belief that

home was very near when I

heard people speak in French

and saw public notices posted

up in that language. It

seemed as if I were again but

a score of miles from England

{Continued on page $?)



Photo by Paul Thompson

Indian cooks at work in France. Caste restrictions require individual utensils, etc..

for tlor tne soldiersid,

(C) International News Service

German soldiers drinking tea in a Polish village. Note the Russian samovar in

the corner

The Other

Photo by Paul Thompson

Making the famous Iron Cross

-_ j^C Side of War
-the coveted award for bravery

the German army and navy

in

(C) International i\cws bervice
ENGLISH SOLDIERS AT HOME IN CAMP

Soldiering has its domestic side, and this scene outside a Belgian village is typical of the day's work of washing, drying and brushing up in camp
it will be observed, is wearing a metal identification tag

The seated soldier.
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Photo from Underwood & Underwood

Saving the oxen as well as the household goods in the flight from Ghent. Note the
three-wheeled cart

(C) Underwood & Underwood

Belgian peasants fleeing from their homes before the advancing German army.
roadside witnessed scenes like this

Every

With the Belgian

Refugees
(C) Underwood & Underwood

Safe at last in Rosendaal, Holland, after a hurried exit from bom
barded and burning Antwerp

(C; Urjuerwuud & Unueiwuuu

A HALT IN THE FLIGHT FROM ANTWERP
very means of transportation was pressed into service in the hurried evacuation of Antwerp. Thousands of families were

children was the most pitiable

rendered destitute, but the plight of the
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The caravan halted at the well of Malla-Koou in the Kara-Kum san ds, with the thermometer registering 163 degrees in the sun

INTO THE TOMB OF THE CARAVANS
A DASH ACROSS THE TRACKLESS DESERT OF KARA-KUM IN TURKESTAN THE GRAVE OF LOST CARAVANS

-FIGHTING HEAT AND THIRST IN AN UNEXPLORED WASTE OF SAND

T II O M AS H. UZZEI.I.

Photographs by the Author

AX alarm threatening the geographical well arc of the Russian

Empire had filtered up through numberless myrmidons of the

chinovnik Empire from the desert wastes of Turkestan to the Min-

ister of the Interior at St. Petersburg. The Tzar's pet railroad

through Turkestan—the railroad that pins sixty-eight thousand

square miles to the map of Muscovy—was threatened with disaster.

More than this I shall not disclose. One must keep a promise, even

to a Tzar. The ministry laid the matter before the Imperial Geo-

graphical Society. The Geographical Society politely and volumin-

ously replied that it did not possess information enough to answei

the honorable query. Professor Boris Xicholievitch Kurakin was

appealed to as Russia's greatest authority on desert flora. He, in

turn testified with adequate formalities that, though he had thrice

earavaned across the illimitable sands of Turkestan, he could not say

without making another exploration; he would have to penetrate

beyond all camel trails into a region never yet visited by man Asked

to state the needs of such an exploration, the Professor named a large

number of roubles, carte blanche papers from the Minister ot the

Interior (Turkestan being in statu belli), and an Anglo-Saxon assist-

ant. The order went forth and two-score chinovniks began drawing

up papers. . , „,

I called on the Professor and applied for the job. Short, stout

with black hair and beard, a savant with a gentle disposition masked

by a solemn and august exterior, he sat amid his stacks of scientific

volumes, jars of pickled spiders and snakes and dried specimens of

grasses and leaves and told me the nature of the expedition. I want

an Englishman or an American," he said, -because your race has the

explorer's qualities of grit and resourcefulness which our race lacks.

There will be deprivations: we shall run risks. I shall pay you a salary

besides your expenses and guarantee you an experience you 11 never

°«g
po ' rukam!" I exclaimed, as we shook hands. 1

went home in

high spirits and began at once to pack my luggage for the trip.

We left St. Petersburg on May 20, New Style, with the snows

barely off the ground, and five days later arrived in Baku on the

Caspian Sea. where Persian and Cossack laborer- were busy harvest-

ing wheat. We crossed the Caspian at night on a handsome steamer,

arrived at Krasnovodsk the next morning, and took rail for Askhabacl

on the desert Skorost or Kxpress.

Furnace blasts of heat poured through our compartment, causing us

to gasp for breath and coating everything with a deposit of gritt)

dust. "Have you good nerves?" asked the Professor as soon as we

had stowed our instruments and luggage. "There is a special officer

of the secret police traveling in your honor in the next compartment.

At Askhabad we were fitted out with a tiny, box-like caboose by th<

chief of the road (a major-general of the army!), transferred our

baggage, secured Pavel to cook for us, coupled on to the end of a

slow passenger train and rattled out into the interminable regions ot

thirst, heat and dust. We side-tracked at Merv, started two of the

biggest camels in Turkestan going in the direction o\ our jumping-ott

place, laid in some more supplies at Chardjui on the Amu-Daria River,

and finally took permanent siding at the stansia called I ch-Adji.

Xow Uch-Adji has more local color than any spot this side of Mar-.

It boasts a blue water tank, a tiny stone depot, a few white-walled

mud huts, a public bania or bath-house (wherever you see even two

or three Russians settled permanently in one spot, there you will find

a bania) ; is populated by a handful of Sarts, a Cossack or two. a gen-

darme and. of course, iiaclialnik or station-master, one cow (replaced

every few months with a live one), ten hens, and a notorious and

flourishing colony of poisonous spiders, falangas. tarantulas and scor-

pions. The stan-zia is situated on a section of the vast ECara-Kum

sands much resembling a telescopic view of the moon; it is one hun-

dred and fortv-five miles north of the Afghan border and lies at the

heart of that part of Turkestan which, because of the number oi
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camel trains that have perished in it, has been dubbed "The Tomb of

the Caravans." In ancient days the caravans going up from Samar-

cand and Bokhara to Merv for carpets and silks, or to the Caspian Sea

with spices for Europe, wandered off into this blasted, trackless

region and were lost, leaving the bones of

icamels and men to mark their tragic end.

Scores of explorers of all nationalities have

pushed into the Cacausus and into Ferghana

north of Afghanistan, but have kept to the

mountains and foothills, leaving Kara-Kum

to remain a vast blank spot on the map of

the world. A few years ago a company of

American engineers with a luxurious, un-

wieldy caravan, entered these waterless

sands and was saved from an awful disaster

Bby the fortuitous finding of water by a Sart

iiide. A desert where Death stalks in such

risible and horrible forms is avoided by all—
ixcept by Professor Kurakin. My Russian

employer loves Kara-Kum and talked un-

ceasingly of its strange people and its fas-

cination for a botanist

of the desert.

Our trip southeast

into the unexplored

[sands was much like a

'final dash for an arctic

pole with all the cir-

cumstances reversed.

The desiderata of our

venture were a small

party and rapid move-

ments: but our ene-

mies were heat and

thirst.

At two o'clock on

the morning of June 2

we were wakened from

restless slumber by the

heavy breathing and

groaning of our cam-

els. We heard a sibi-

lant hiss from the cam-

el-driver, the thud ot

two monster bodies

coming to rest on the

sand, and then two
long-drawn sighs ludi-

crously expressive of

fatigue and despair. 1

looked out of the win-

dow and saw Rajab.

the Sart, standing in

the wan moonlight be-

side his anchored ani-

mals, patiently waiting

for orders.

I Before sunrise we

bore out along the ser-

pentine trail of the

wood-bearing cara-

vans. The two camels,

carrying between them
five poods or (one hun-

dred and eighty)
pounds of camp duffle besides the water kegs, had already preceded

us by two hours, led by Rajab on Moo-Moo, his little white donkey.

Boris Nicholievitch, Garbushkin, our Cossack guide and cook, and I

followed on three Tekke ponies. We used ponies instead of camels

because of the necessity of alighting frequently to collect specimens

of flora and soil and take photographs.

We covered the first stretch of nineteen versts to the first well,
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THE COMMISSARIAT ON THE MARCH

The two camels, carrying 180 pounds of camp duffle besides the water-kegs, were led off by Rajab on a

diminutive donkey

Malla-Koou, by noon. The trail ascended until we appeared at the

extreme rim of a smooth saucer of sand nearly half a mile from edge

to edge. A tiny kibitka, or native hut, and a flock of kneeling camels

about the rude well, dotted the center of this vast, shallow amphi-

theater. We found our camels among the

herd and hastened to prepare for our noon

siesta. The heat by this time was unbear-

able, registering 122 in the shade of our

tarpaulin and 163 in the sun. I tried to

throw myself into an enjoyment of the nov-

elties of the place, to photograph the natives

perched like great birds along the rude

trough by the well with their feet in the

cooling water, but it was impossible. A blaz-

ing wind whistled over the rim of the great

saucer, burning my cheeks like flame. From
that moment I was no longer a traveler joy-

ously bagging game with my camera and

making notes at every provocation : my ideas

of adventure dwindled away and my whole

being became occupied with the absorbing

problem of emerging

from Kara-Kum alive !

I drank a kettle of

hot tea, soused myself

with water, and
stretched out beside

my partner, who was
already sound asleep.

After two hours we
rose, mounted our
ponies, sent the camels

ahead along the trail,

and rode up among the

precipitous b a r k h a n i e

sands to the north of

the well. There are

few sights in nature

more awful and inspir-

ing- than these naked.

We
forced our horses up

their drifting sides and,

shading our cheeks
with our hands, gazed

through half-shut eyes

upon a shipless, sculp-

tured sea. Great cycle-

like combers, some of

them miles in length,

were halted in their

straining, mad haste to

reach the illimitable,

white horizon. Here

and there desiccated,

knotty clumps of sak-

saul clung to the sides

of these tawny waves

or toppled upon their

Clouds

of foaming sand blew

off the ridges, loosen-

ing tons of sand to lee-

.
ward, which slid in

avalanches to the gul-

lies below. These stupendous waves traveled thus across the desert

at the rate of fifteen inches a year, whelming everything in their path

in a ponderous and awful burial. Heat waves rose in quivering, white

flames from the troughs of this petrified ocean storm. The air was

incandescent, blinding. The professor attempted photographs in all

directions, and the high-speed focal plane shutter rang out above the

shrilling wind like a rifle shot.

moving sands.

racing crests.
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Keeping "in horses i«» the wind-hardened ridges,

wc wound back by compass among the uncharted

barkhanies to the trail, and pushed on toward Ak

Adjakoou, the next well, thirty-one versts farther

into the desert. We had onl) one flask oi water

unong us, tlic sun burned our backs through o

shirts, the wind dried our cheeks and blasted them

with line mineral dust mud the) felt like sand-

paper i.) the touch. We had been able to eal noth-

ing at noon and were weak from hunger. We

thirsted. This agony of the desert thirsl falls

upon a traveler in a tVu hours' time. The mem-

branes of the month contract, the saliva ducts ex-

ude froth, physical languor succeeds, and the im-

agination busies itself with radiant pictures o\

waterfalls, and pitchers of crystal water tinkling

w ith ice.

it seemed ; s before the flaming sun toward

Which we rode crept down the sky and disapi 1

in clouds of whirling -and. Never have 1 known

so long an afternoon. Finally, however, darkness

blackened the desert a if some one had turned ofl

the light. We rode on in utter silence, bowed over

our saddle horns, with but one thought in our

minds—to detect a slight thinning in the parched

vegetation which would indicate the proximity oi

the well. The saksaul bushes thinned and thick-

ened again. We for* I the ponies into a trot. It

was nine o'clock, pitch dark; we kept the trail only

by virtue of the horses' instinct. () tor a well and

water to wet our mouths! We had perspired until

we were limp and weak. At last Garbushkin an-

nounced that we had passed the well two hours

before! We turned back and doubled on out-

track-. No well, no camels! We took turns

shouting from time to time. We sel our compasses

and left the trail.

Late that night we heard the faint tinkle oi the

bell on our rear camel, hastened towards it. and

found poor Rajab with the lead rope over his

shoulder, the donkey cast adrift, wading about in

circles, lost, dazed, exhausted It was then, as

we came upon this pathetic bul welcome sight, that

my ears listened to the sweetest music they have

ever known. Never have I been charmed, never

thrilled by an ecstasy equal to the splashing and

churning of the water in those flattened little kegs

lashed to the swaying -ides of those abject drome-

We abandoned our search tor Ak- \djakoou and

had Rajab bring his animals to earth on the top

of a rounded hillock which was in the current of

the cool night breezes, I fell out of my saddle and

starred to a keg which Rajab soon dumped on

to the sand. We filled a pail with the tepid water

and gathered about it. The first few rounds w<

flavored with wine and sugar. I paused ew mo-

ments for breath, tipped up the bucket and drank

until I reeled. Then we lay on our backs and slept.

1 woke and stared Straight at a gigantic, blood-

red sun which, to all appearances, rested on the

desert not a mile away. It seemed like a trans-

parent bag of boiling and squirming flames which

momentarily threatened to burst from their en-

velope and' spill out over the surrounding gray

floor of sand. 1 heard slow, powerful respirations

a few feet away like the exhausts of laboring

pumps—the sonorous breathing of the chewing

camels. The profess,, ,- was snoring softly by my

side. The horses were snuffing in their oat bags,

while Garbushkin was bustling about a camp fire.

I pondered: the memory of the previous day's
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The last flight of a migrat.ng hawk which had

tarried at the well

J
The first picture of a venerable tribesman and \

mild reproach
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A DESERT FOREST PRIMEVAL

These bushy wastes of saksaul in Kara-Kum had never before been penetrated by wh.te men

FINDING OUR BEARINGS

On the second day we lost the camels and wandered about in a circle for several hours without water

* V J
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Our contented kitchen camel after gulping down a Rajab, ragged and forbidding, but a true child of

bucket of water the desert

Th e wood-bu rnmg

FUEL FOR THE TZAR'S RAILROAD

locomotives are supplied with fuel from the desert by camel caravans

>

*t

*>A
THE TOMB OF THE CARAVANS

The scorched and trackless Kara-Kum has earned ils name by a long record of lost caravans

event seemed like a phantasmagorical and disor-

dered dream.

Before I could lace my leggings, however, the

sun's bag of (lames lifted itself off the dirty floor

of the desert, melted into an indistinguishable blot

of white heat, and aroused again the dreams of

waterfalls and pitchers of tinkling ice. "Drink
when you can, not when you want to" is the first

rule of the desert, and we passed around the pail

before getting into our saddles.

We had not gone two hundred yards when we
came upon the elusive but now welcome well of

Ak-Adjakoou. As we waded down towards the

little kibitka and the Palestinian water troughs, I

beheld a tree of extraordinary freshness and
greenness. In the middle of the pool of muddy
water near the trough there grew a globular mul-
berry tree in full leaf—luscious, cool, green!
We drank again, filled our kegs, and pushed on

toward the last well, Geokcha. By following
'"beacons" of dead branches, camel bones, and in

one place a human skull arranged by the natives

"in code." we arrived at noon. Geokcha passes de-

scription. Its saucer of denuded vellow sand must
have reached a mile from rim to rim. At its center

are five wells, three of which are drifted full of

sand. Several hundred camels laden with faggots

spotted the tlat sand like coffee sacks on a levee.

Low overhead circled thirst-crazed eagles and
hawks, who had made the fatal error of stopping
during a transcontinental flight to the Caspian Sea.

After chasing a rabble of half-wild dogs out of

an untenanted kibitka. we spread out our tarpaul-

ins, set a pail of water between us and began to

battle with the heat until we should be relieved

by the setting of the sun. A thatch shaded us

overhead; the walls of the kibitka allowed the

wind to pour over us as we rose by turns and
soused each other with water from head to foot.

The wind leaped through the crude supports of our
shelter like flames and dried our clothes stiff as

fast as we could wet them. The thermometer
read 123° in the shade. I tried to distract myself

by sitting at the door of the hut with the shot-

gun and shortening the agony of the eagles and
hawks as they volplaned wearily overhead.

The Cossack boiled some desiccated vegetables,

stirred in a few whole wild pigeons which I had
shot, and set forth the banquet with aluminum
mugs full of warm curdled sheep's milk. The
sight of the stuff nauseated me. I fasted.

That night we pitched camp on a high bugor
just without the amphitheater of Geokcha, where
we might feel the night breezes and look out upon
the unexplored ocean of Ivara-Kum. The profes-

sor was verv ill, and though I myself was so weak
I could scarcely stand, I tried to help him to bed.

Whereupon I spread my blanket beside Rajab.

We drank his tea and talked of The Tomb of the

Caravans.

Rajab was a true child of the desert. He wore
a crownless skin cap, a ragged klialat, torn white

linen breeches which showed his well-muscled,

brown thighs, and stout sheepskin moccasins looped

to his ankles by bindings of white rags. He never

washed, never smoked or drank, never asked for

anything, never refused anything, never ate any-

thing but tea and sunbaked crusts, never prayed,

never stole, never thanked. He hissed the great,

awkward beasts to kneel, roped on their burdens

with cunning skill, "chugged" them to their feet,

led them over uncounted miles of burning, flying

(Continued on page 50)
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FETE days in

Brittany are

g i v e n over to

sports of various

kinds— races,
wrestling matches,

smoking contests
and quaint dances.

I he accompanying
photograph shows
a row of old Bre-

tons each trying to

"in do the other
and finish his pipe

first. All strike
their matches at a

given signal, and
this, the lighting, is

the most difficult

part, for matches
will break, their heads fly off, and some unfortunates have to try
several times before effecting a light; the others meantime are puff-
ing vigorously, leaving them hopelessly behind. It is a jovial contest
and vastly amusing.

F. E. K.

THE province of Catalonia,

in northern Spain, is

the home of one of the oldest
known races in Western Eu-
rope, the Iberians or Ivernians,
who are also known to have in-

habited Britain prior to the

Celts. In temperament, lan-

guage and industry the Cata-
lonians differ radically from the
more passive southern Span-
iards. Their history is a stir-

ring one of war and revolt.

The monument here shown is

an expression of the desire of
the Catalonian to preserve his

distinctive personality. It was
erected in Barcelona in memory
of Dr. Robert, who was one of

the great political leaders of

Catalonia. A. T. V.

NUREMBERG, the toy in-

dustry of which will be

sadly shattered by the war, has

been often called the gingerbread

town of Europe, so quaint and

diminutive are its houses and

Shops. But, like its equally at-

tractive Swiss cousin. Berne, it

is also noted for its many curious

fountains, of which the little

Gooseman's Fountain here illus-

trated is one of the most popu-

lar. This fountain, which Mauds

near the Hospital of the I loly

Ghost, is made of cast iron. It-

history is obscure, but like most

of the monuments of this char-

acter, it probably represents
some local legend or bit of his-

tory which the sculptor has

chosen to commemorate.
G. C. II.

IN the new residence district of San Francisco is the largest sun
dial in the world, the dial and the dial park measuring 150 feet

in diameter. The dial proper is thirty- four feet in diameter, the

gnomon of white marble rising to a height of twenty-eight feet. The
child standing at its base will give an idea of its size. The shadow
cast is of such size that the time of day can be read a block away
with the unaided eye. Formerly the largest sun dial was at Leip-
zig. Germany, measuring ten feet less in diameter than this one at
San Francisco. L. G. \Y,

THE natural conservatism
of the English peopk

finds no clearer expression than
in the retention of ancient prac-
tices and customs in the present
day. Since the Ninth Century
it has been a custom in Ripon,
England, to blow a born at nine
o'clock in the evening. If any
shop or any house was robbed
after the horn was blown until

sunrise, the loss was paid by
the inhabitants. For this in-
surance every householder paid
fourpence a year, and if there
was a back door—which doubled
the danger—eightpence. The
tax has been abolished, but the
horn is still blown every even-
ing at the Market-Cross and the
Mayor's house. M. M. F
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The dejection of the Prince of Wales when his regiment left for the front

without him. He has now been attached to General French's staff

i'liuiu iiuiii i i aui\ * icooicy

The bronze figure of a maiden seated on the rocks on the Langelinie, Copenhagen's water-

front promenade
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THE RAMBLER
WHEN Joseph Pennell named one of his remarkable etchings of

the skyline of New York at sunset, he chose a phrase that

is disposed to linger in the mind long after the picture has paled into

vagueness; he called it 'The Unbelievable City." So it is. And so

are most cities unbelievable at that hour when the victorious held-

marshal, Day, retiring for the night, sweeps his rainbowed searchlight

across the jagged ridges of roofs and spires, across the bastioned

escarpments of mighty buildings, and down into the burrowed en-

trenchment streets where wearied hosts trudge back to bivouac homes.

Surely, if one would behold the spirit of a city, he must behold it at

dusk—see it from some distant eminence whence the battlefield can be

viewed in panorama, whence the pettiness of daily struggle is lost

in the glamor of valiant, unbelievable glory.

The Rambler has always held that not in a city's streets he the

secrets of cities, but in the skyline. No less observer than Arnold

Bennett opened the eves of New Yorkers to a truth when he called

that metropolis a city of cornices. And the traveler who would dn

ferentiate between cities might find it helpful to take the skyline as

a standard for comparison. Roofs and rooflines tell what no number

of city streets can show. They are an indisputable index to the cit) s

sociological status, a striking expression of the city's consciousness.

How often have you been repelled by a city's mean streets, by its ugly

buildings, officious servants, wretched fare? With rancor in your

heart you hastened to the train, glad to shake the dust of the town

off vour feet. Had von climbed above that city—gone into the hills

behind it, ascended one of its campanili or tall buildings, and thus

gotten a perspective of it. the spirit of that place would have been

revealed to you. You would have found that above and beyond the

squalor and meanness, the discomfort and poverty, above all its glar-

ing inconsistencies, rose the vision of its immeasurable ideals.

ing to his opinions ~. , .

product of a pasi civilization, the latter
;

o^the

Continental city skyline is po

new. The aver.:

inted: the average American, Hat. Son

Renaissance, me di.i«*6«- ; _„,-.

Minalitv.

Peoples express themselves in their roofs, express their habits and

their attitude toward one another and toward the big outside world

of Nature expressions that divide roofs into three kinds—those that

were made to be comfortable on, those that through ignorance or

apathy lack all pretense at the artistic, and those that are artistic for

the mere sake of being so.

When you find a city whose people are intent on expansion, where

material prosperity and money loom big on the horizon, there would

seem to be a marked apathy toward things that are artistic for the

mere sake of being so— this including artistic roofs. Thus are many

cities of our own West and of Colonial lands—Canada, British South

Africa and Australia. Once the stage of apathy is past, interest in

matters artistic becomes quickened. And so in some American cities

these is a distinct striving for the artistic roof—save that here the

artistic is coupled with the desire for efficiency. We Americans are

building roofs to be used, to be comfortable on. We stand at the end

of the scab- where lack of space on the ground drives us to make

space on the roof. And although but few American city skylines can

be said to be picturesque as yet, they are gradually approaching that

in their roof gardens and roof schools.

At the other end are those roofs made to be comfortable on because

Nature is kindly and permits them to serve that purpose. In lands

where rain is scarce the roof is the gathering place of the family,

as along the south Mediterranean coast and in the desert lands ol

our own Southwest.

Thus it is no moot point that Nature is the deciding factor m the

shapes and uses of roofs. Travel from the south of Italy to the

north, and you will go from a district where a minimum rainfall and

the total absence of snow allows of flat roofs, to a land where those

elements have made necessary the sloping roof. And this obtains in

every country: Nature controls the skyline, fashions it after a man-

ner that suits her own local whim.

The roof artistic is the product of age, of a civilization that has

arrived at the period when the energetic seeking for life and foster-

ing it has become slowed down into an enjoyment of it. New lands

of necessitv are energetic; the old, artistic by choice. Each writes

its symbol in the skyline, a mark set against the heavens. The Creek

and Roman skylines, gradually being uncovered by excavators, showed

After being puzzled again and again by cities, The Rambler ana

hit i m t e scheme of differentiating between those that were en

u an 1 those masculine. There is a haughtin, as of a proud a

StaK- -man. about Edinburgh, for example, looking forth up-

vater: there is a patrican aloofness about Boston; and a gay at

estiVe air^bout 'Frisco, albeit she has known great suffering. Verne

is shy, Seville an innocent ingenue; Dusseldorf, I 0j«^^"
sterdam as domesticated housewives; Antwerp, [Trieste, StocUiol

and Yokohama, bustling business women. Petrograd and Pans a

out-and-out feminine, although one is distinctly a city of the north

the latter thoroughly French, tin- former nothing more than a Frenc

city in Russian clothes.

The new \merican cities, on the other hand, are distinctly mas

line as are also the majority in Colonial land. We have our sky

scrapers—marvels to the foreigner, but to us symbolism of the Annr

can people. To The Rambler, the titanic ideal he perceives in then i

the presage of a newer civilization to come. \\ hile the < >ld World

struggling in the final throes of a civilization bent on preserving ;i.

ideals of" old faiths and wornout tradition.-, we are writing in Oi

skyline a new precedent and setting up a new ideal.

When one comes to judge city skylines by nations he finds hims

forthwith faced with the salient fact that a- a nation believe so

builds. The Briton who rails against the tall buildings of Americ

points to his London. And there is London, low-lying, content*

serene. During the past few months this national contentment h

had a rude awakening. The German will point to his cities of i

ficiency and thoroughness, begs you to see their clean chimneys

their shimmering housetops. And during the past few month- th

thoroughness has also been manifest. Rome has its glory of a pas

mingling with a growing present; Constantinople is all a reflection <

the past, it is to-day what it has always been; whilst between the in-

numerable church towers of Moscow rise factory roofs, the symbi

of a new hope held out to the Russian moujik. If ever new hope c

be read in skylines, surely it is to be seen in American cities.

It has been said of Americans that they are the most religions pe< -

pic on the face of the earth. We profess to stand for a seven-day s-a

week faith, a religion of business. We are seriously interested

vice crusades, in movements for better foods, for stronger childrei

and sturdier men. We battle against Tammany with all the lustines

that St. George lunged at the proverbial Dragon. We are a race o

reformers. When we enter a new land we set about cleaning th

streets and wiping out disease. We stand uu- a people governed, nc

ruled. And these ideals are written indelibly on our skylines, in th

efficiency of our roofs.

Compare the aspiration of the needled spires oi an older generation

to the strong, masterful hulks of buildings that reach up above or

American cities. Temples they are of the new order, even as th<

spires were of the old. "Hands pointing to Heaven.'* the olden spires

were characterized. Can it not be said of our skyscrapers that the)

are mighty arms held up, like those of Moses on the mountain !
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The Man Who Brought a New Railroad to Spokane
STRAHORN is his name, and his title is, or used to be, vice-presi-

dent of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany. But Spokane prefers to know him as the man who brought

it a brand new railroad—on a silver platter, if you please. And when
the other day not only that new railroad, but still another important

system—the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, if you wish to be ex-

plicit—began running its trains into Spokane, it was Robert E.

Strahorn who struck the final ringing blows with the heavy sledge-

hammer that united two ends of tracks and gave two railroads a

Splendid pathway through the heart of the town.

Of course you know Spo-

kane, or know of it. Per-

haps you can pronounce its

name correctlv, which is no

ordinary feat. Certainly

you must know of its mar-
velous growth—open lots

and real estate agents yes-

terday and to-day real es-

tate agents still, but a well-

built, metropolitan city of

some 150,000 persons; the

commercial capital of

northern Idaho and eastern

Washington, a rich land

still in its development,
which Spokane likes to call

''the inland Empire." It

was while Spokane was still

worrying about those open
lots and dreaming of the

fourteen-story structures
that should arise from
them that Strahorn stepped

off a west-bound limited

and slipped over to the best

hotel. There was no brass

band, not even the secre-

tary of the Chamber of

ommerce, to greet him.

e even succeeded in dodg-
ng the real estate agents

—

or a little time, at least.

That was ten years ago,

>ut even then Spokane was
ar enough out of its swad-

«tiling clothes so that Strahorn could hire a modest office in an incon-

spicuous building and letter its door with the name "North Coast

Railroad"—a supposed transportation concern in which he was presi-

dent, general attorney and confidential secretary to the president and

to the general attorney. The rest of the real office force was the

stenographer, and she served as general officers and directors of the

company. Spokane might have laughed at the "North Coast Road"
and its modest equipment, save for the fact that Spokane is in a part

of the land where they build railroads every week—on paper—and

tear them up the following week.

It is well that Spokane did not laugh. For one day it woke up.

Robert E. Strahorn—the North Coast Road, whatever that might

mean—had taken title to 114 pieces of the most valuable property in

the business heart of the place. The town went wild and the real

estate agents organized a cordon to surround the railroad station and

let no more good things of that sort get past them. Spokane was

really wild. Newspaper men. detectives, rival railroads—everybody

—

took a hand in trying to find

out who was behind the

man who was dubbed the

•'Sphinx." Strahorn talked

to evervone who called

upon him, but volunteered

no information. His of-

ficers and directors were
equally as communicative.

But she surely did have a

sweet smile. So did the

Sphinx !

The newspaper men be-

gan vain imaginings about

the -North Coast." They
wove romantic stories

about the coming of Stra-

BRINGING A NEW RAILROAD TO SPOKANE

Robert E. Strahorn driving the silver spike which completed the line of the Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul to Spokane

horn. And not one of their

imaginings was half as

strange as the real story of

the man who had slipped

unseen into a growing
western town and then had

suddenly awakened to find

himself its hero. The fic-

tion of Get Rich Quick

Wallingford had nothing

on the truth about Robert

E. Strahorn.

» 1 • m 1

A year or two before

Spokane had its big shock,

Strahorn had found his

way into the Wall Street

office of the late E. H. Har-
riman. It was surprising

how quickly a man with initiative and real ideas could reach the

Napoleon of the railroads. Strahorn had a real idea that was worth

while to the Harriman system. He had conceived the idea of a

steam railroad running west from Spokane to Puget Sound, south-

west to Portland, and also making a far shorter route for Spokane

traffic bound east over the Oregon-Washington Railway & Navigation
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Company—rapidly coming to be one of the most important oi the

so-called Harriman lines. Strahorn is a born railroader. Moreover,

bavin- once worked for the Union Pacific, he was familiar with the

complicated strategic railroad situation upon the Pacific coast.

Harriman did not hesitate. He rarely did. He gave a passing

thought to Spokane, already started upon its marvelous growth, and

then a thought to his sturdy rival, James J. Hill. Spokane was a

-Hill town." The Hill railroads held a practical control of its

traffic. Hill was constantly thrusting at Harriman, the day might

come when the Northern Pacific or the Great Northern might decide

thrust an arm down into California, perhaps into San

Francisco itself.

Harriman did not hesitate. He gave Strahorn the mystic

sign that meant that he would hack him; that meant that

tin- 1 [arriman millions, the millions that stood hack of them.

the political power, the knowledge of railroad strategy that

he possessed, would stand at his shoulder. After which it

was Strahorn's job to go up into the Northwest, quietly

plan his railroad in detail and gain for it an entrance into

us most important city, before the real estate men begun

to put corporation prices on the corner lots.

While Strahorn was recording the deeds on his whole-

sale purchases, the advance agents of the Milwaukee sys-

tem, just then beginning to poke its long transcontinental

arm up toward Tacoma and Seattle, arrived on the ground

to see if they could not include Spokane upon their system.

It had already been decided that the first through main line

of the Milwaukee's new line would pass some forty miles to

the south of Spokane. But Strahorn began convincing the

management of the roads of the famous pumpkin-colored

trains that it could well afford to run those same trains right

through the heart of Spokane. He urged a union station for

the use of both roads. Each had acquired land for stub-end

terminals, and these stub-ends were but two city blocks

apart. But those two city blocks were the business heart

of Spokane. One was filled with substantial business struc-

tures, while upon the other stood the City Hall. Moreover.

to perfect the entire scheme it was necessary to condemn,

a few blocks further west, a twelve-acre tract owned by no

I Mill himself The problem of that thin.

K^^^^ "r^ H
N
Pai

1

indTnSDokane and it proved impo ible for investigators to asc,

U hel^
suits which became neo try for the acqtnsitton oi the land, St r;

h rn his attorneys, his chief clerk and his stenographer were mer-

THE NEW UNION STATION AT SPOKANE

This terminal, which owes its construction to the energy of Robert E. Strahorn,

jointly by the two railroads which he has brought to Spokane

A NEW ELECTRIC BUS FOR NEW YORK

It is planned to operate these busses in New York at a five-cent fare and with women conductors

after the Continental fashion

cilessly grilled on the witness stand to make them divulge

the secret of the source of their funds. They all solemnly

agreed with every theory as to where the money was com-

ing from, and it gave them just as much pleasure to adopt

the suggestion that the Northern Pacific was supplying it

as it did to agree with one that the funds came from the

Illinois Central. In the panicky times of 1907-8 the favorite

gtiise assumed by detectives was to appear at the Strahorn

headquarters as bond dealers and to offer unlimited finan-

cial aid to the new road—provided that they could be in-

formed of all its inside workings, including the name of

its workers.

• * t | | *

It was not until [910—when Strahorn had purchased

every last foot of ground necessary to his enterprise—that

he came out into the open and the plan was known as the

entrance of the Oregon-Washington system to Spokane: a

joint plan which also provided for the coming of the Mil-

waukee to that city. Actual construction was then begun.

not only upon the six-mile pathway for the two railroads

through the heart of the city, the extension of the O-W
and the forty-mile line bv which the Milwaukee would
reach Spokane from its first main line at the south, but

upon a joint passenger terminal on the site of the City

Hall, just being replaced by a larger one: a station that

would be well worthy of a city of half a million persons,

A half-million population seems to be a modest hope in the

mind of the average citizen of Spokane.
Before that construct ion was done some $22,000,000 had

been expended. Remember that the plan originally con-
ceived by Strahorn contemplated a "stub-end" station for

will be used
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through passenger service between Spokane and

Portland. The new terminal, not yet six months in

use, has already begun to come into its own.

TRACK INSPECTION ON THE PENNSYLVANIA R. R.
*

The arrangement of the seats in this observation car allows the inspecting parly a clear view of the

track ahead

the Harriman lines alone—a structure to be builded opposite the old

City Hall and reached by a subway or open-cut line from the west.

The inclusion of the Milwaukee in the terminal had made radical

changes necessary in the plans. The terminal was turned from a

"stub-end" into a "through" line; from a subway into a viaduct

without a grade crossing for its entire six miles across Spokane.

Xot the least part of the problem was the construction of a heavy

bridge which not only rises 225 feet above the waters of the turbulent

Spokane River, but simultaneously crosses one of the busy highways

of the city.

The heavy expenditure includes the sum spent in building the Spo-

kane terminal, includes not only the revision of the Oregon-Washing-

ton road's direct line from Spokane to Portland in such a way as to

shorten the route between the two cities some fifty- four miles, but

also the construction of the Milwaukee's branch from Plummer Junc-

tion on the main line, forty-one miles distant. In fact, the recent

decision of the Milwaukee to route its two famous pumpkin-colored

trains—the Olympian and the Columbian—through Spokane, makes

this branch a portion of the main passenger line. From Spokane

back again tc Marengo on the road's first line—which is still main-

tained for through and local passenger traffic—these trains will use

the rails of the Oregon-Washington system. And a brand new light

train—already in service and known as the Cascadian—has been in-

troduced to perform daily service between Spokane, Seattle and Ta-

coma. The Oregon-Washington is making similar arrangements for

Memphis Also Gains a New Station

SPOKANE is not the only town to boast the

opening of a new fine railroad station in the

troublous days at the end of 1914. For instance,

there is Kansas City—whose very wonderful new
station will be fully described in the next issue of

Travel—and there is the quaint old city of Mem-
phis, Term., which long has held the distinction of

being the largest city in Mississippi. Of course

Memphis has ceased to be so much of a quaint

old city. On the contrary, with its three modern
hotels and the impressive Union Station which

the Gould lines, the Southern Railway and the

Louisville & Nashville built five or six years ago,

it bears a distinct resemblance to one of those

smart growing towns of the Far West which for-

ever boast of their metropolitanism.

The new station—called the Grand Central Station, so as to dis-

tinguish it from the slightly older Union Station—stands but two city

blocks—you call them "squares" when you are south of the Ohio
River—from that other passenger gateway. It is not less impressive.

It cost more than two million dollars to build and equip, a cost which

A FIFTH AVENUE GASOLINE STAGE
This type of bus, with its seats on the roof, from the first attained great popularity

with New Yorkers

THE GRAND CENTRAL STATION, MEMPHIS

This station, with its imposing facade and ample space, has eliminated the unsightly

features which usually accompany railroad terminals

has been shared by its tenant railroads—the Illinois Central, the

Frisco, the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the Rock Island systems.

The building is of the Roman Doric type, the main motif consist-

ing of a colonnade of Bedford stone, running three stories from the

sidewalk to the first cornice line, above which an office portion, of

brick and terra cotta trimming, continues up for an additional five

stories. The interior finish and decoration of the station is effec-

tively pleasing with its mosaic tile floors, gray Tennessee marble

wainscoting and ornamented plaster side walls and ceilings.

Leading off the main entrance of the station is a spacious lobby,

with ticket offices, baggage-checking counters, parcel rooms, restau-

rants and lunch counters, and access to and from a carriage way and

cab stand. Leading from a middle concourse, a half flight above, are

general waiting rooms, the concourse being a well lighted and ven-

tilated area for passengers going to and from trains, the entrance

and exit gates to the track platform, another half flight above, being

at its lower end. On this middle concourse are also ^hops, public

telegraph and telephone offices, news stand and entrance to barber
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shop; and connecting with it, a half flight above, are the main wait-

ing rooms, where patrons can wait for trains in quiet without being

disturbed by the bustle of the concourse. Connecting with these

waiting- rooms are rest rooms for women and a smoking room for

of the hotel-car.

of a half-shell

roast cost 75 cents

IUU could have them "raw' -there is no mention

at o cents stewed or fried at 60 cents, while a iancy

its Bu for 75 cents you could have a vemson steak,

ItufZ far Ld wide in railroad restaurant, before

men.

Five stub tracks and rive through tracks, seven platforms of width

sufficient for the longest train, two of the latter being exclusively for

trucking baggage, mail and express, the remaining five passenger plat-

forms being covered with umbrella sheds, also baggage elevators, a

baggage tunnel and a passageway twenty-five feet wide under the

through tracks, are additional main features of the station.

as there was no cold storage m
. .

. , ,._ "

French coffce or tea

Eating on the Train Long Ago

AN old-time menu-card of the Pullman service has just come to

this desk. It is a small and simple affair, although elaborate

in the printing standards of 1869, the date which it bears. This menu

was used in the six

"Pullman's Palace

Hotel Cars," which

were in daily ser-

vice between Roch-

ester and Chicago

over the New
York Central,

Great Western
and Michigan
Central railroads.

These six cars

—

the Viceroy, the

President, the City

of New York, the

City of Boston, the

Plymouth Rock
and the Western

World— ran by
way of the Sus-

pension Bridge
over the Niagara

River, across Up-
per Canada and
into the United
States again by

means of the an-

cient car-ferry at

Detroit, which was

1869 or for a good m

after thev must have been fresh vegetables. Frck.~. ~
-

nationlht not noted-cost 15 cents a portion, with tfher orders^

cents if ordered alone. And in passing it ma> be noted that those

two staunch bulwarks of the Pullman buffet car to-day

a la jardiniere and chicken a Marengo-

rhey had not even been devised
absence.

roast beef

are conspicuous by their

in 1869.

The Rise of

the Motor-Bus

T

regiments

ROUNDING-UP STRANDED AMERICAN BAGGAGE

Two thousand trunks belonging to American travelers were assembled in Hamburg, Germany, by Wells Fargo & Co

Express, which sent over a special expedition for the purpose

only recently aban-

doned. From the seaboard one might catch them by leaving Boston

at 5 o'clock in the afternoon or New York at 6.30 o'clock in the

afternoon of the preceding day, and then traveling all night in a day-

coach. After those early day-coaches, with their low-backed seats

and miserable ventilating and lighting facilities, one of ''Pullman's

Palace Hotel Cars" must have seemed luxury indeed. To have pri-

vacy, a comfortable seat by day and darkened berth at night in a

car that boasted a complete kitchen as well—that was luxury indeed.

The hotel car left Rochester promptly at 9.20 o'clock each morning.

By noon it was crossing the Niagara River, and through the after-

noon it was passing through the gardens of Canada. It left Detroit

at 9.30 o'clock each evening, rolled across Michigan through the

night, and was due at Chicago at 9 o'clock in the morning—a journey

which to-day is performed in about half the running time. Return-

ing, the car left Chicago at 5.15 P. M. and was due at Rochester

some time in the late afternoon.

A glance at the price-list portion of the menu-card shows no great

variation from the cost of eating on a Pullman broiler car to-day.

Half a spring chicken broiler cost 75 cents, although a whole chicken

cost but a dollar. Beefsteak or mutton chops, with potatoes included,

however, sold at 75 cents, while at 50 cents one might purchase either

breakfast bacon or ham. Eggs, boiled, fried, scrambled, poached or

in the form of a plain omelet were served at 40 cents a portion.

Fancy omelets, with ham or with rum, cost 10 cents more. Oysters

were a good deal of a luxury inland, but they were in the iceboxes

HE motor-
bus is not

a new institution

in the United
States. Vet the

wonder is that it

has made such

slow progress
here. In London

and Paris, in many
other of the great

cities of Europe, it

came into its own
long ago ; a fact

that was early ap-

parent in the war,

when long trails

of these vehicles

were used for the

transportation of

w hole
of infantry over

the smooth roads

of France and
Germany. Yet in

the United States,

which has given

the warmest encouragement both to the social and the commercial

use of the automobile, the motor-bus has received scant welcome,

save in New York, where the excellent service of the motor-driven

stages in Fifth Avenue long since ceased to be a novelty. Phila-

delphia tried the experiment at one time and upon an elaborate scale.

For reasons never fully explained, but supposed to be largely political,

it was abandoned. Recently the motor-bus has come into a wave of

popularity in Los Angeles. Yet other cities have not even experi-

mented, save in isolated cases. Watertown, N. Y., is one of these

where a regular motor-bus service has been maintained for four

years, summer and winter, through residence streets where trolley

tracks had long since been refused an entrance. And in Washington
the motor-bus is coming into increased use.

New York, bent upon cosmopolitanism, has long since decided that

she wants more motor-busses. The success of the Fifth Avenue ser-

vice has made her hungry for a fuller service. The company that

maintains the present line not only upon that via sacra of the chief

city of the two Americas, but upon several important thoroughfares
that are tributary to it, is anxious to radically extend its system. In
addition, several other companies are seeking similar franchises in

the streets of New York, among them a corporation which promises
both a five-cent fare and woman conductors, after the war-time
fashion in Paris and Berlin. This last company had two busses of

the type it proposes to use in case it gains a "franchise in service

(Continued on page 57)
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See America First" Idea

Till! "See America Now" idea is certainly uppermost this win-

ter. With so many foreign channels of communication closed,

it would be strange if travel in our own land did not attain the popu-

laritv it has long d< rved. America is for those who seek her—

a

traveler's paradise. Xo other civilized land offers so many and varied

tractions. We have nearly every climate, our shores are hounded

by the two great oceans and the scenery includes ever) charm which

triety can afford. Kxcellcnt hotels, large and small, may he found

everywhere. Train service is uniformly good, and the great need oi

omfortal'lc journeying, good highua\s and country roads, is rapidly

bei: u realized. Added to this the fact that in the West two great

^positions are to be open simultaneously, and we have a combination

if circumstances conducive to American travel which will probably

p er be repeated.

The San Diego Exposition Opens Its Doors
With the first day of the new year the Panama-California Exposi-

ion at San Diego has become an accomplished fact. This exposition

will remain open the entire year, thus breaking records as a continu-

ous performance. The equable climate all the year around make- a

Iwclve-month exposition the proper thing down in southern California.

There the sun shines on an average of 3^0 days in the year. 1
he

average summer temperature is 68, the average winter temperature

60. leaving a variation of only 8 degrees. i Inn 1- little rainfall on

the coast, and in beautiful Balboa Park, the site of the exposition.

It will be as near perpetual summer as one would be able to find.

San Diego has twenty-three hotels and a multitude of smaller ho

kelries, suiting every purse. The rates as a whole will be moderate.

'I'he exposition covers 615 acres of ground and there are fifteen main

[buildings. The group resembles more a Spanish city than a typical

great fair. It is widely dissimilar both in appearance and plan to

the San Francisco Exposition, which will not be open until Februar)

20 and everv visitor to the West would do well to take in both cele-

brations.

Did You Receive Your Exposition Bulletin ?

I The Club has recently issued to members a Bulletin devoted to the

[two California Expositions. If you did not receive your copy please

I let us know and we will send one to you. If you know of friends who

are interested, we would be very glad to send them a copy also. We
plan to issue another Bulletin very soon, continuing the same subject,

I but devoted more to side trips in California, as every visitor to the

great State will find a tremendous amount of interest outside of the

fairs. In this connection, did you read the article by Charles Francis

Saunders in last month's Travel? It is entitled "California Outside

the Expositions," and if you have not read it, it would be well worth

your looking up. Mr. Saunders is on the Club's Advisory Board, and

speaks with authority, as he has lived for some years in California.

Other Points in the West

When one goes West the chief difficulty is in seeing as many of

tin big features of that great stretch of country as possible. As it is

next to impossible to visit every spot one wants to see, a little careful

planning ahead and reading up on the subject is desirable. Eor in-

stance, one can plan to go by the southern route and come back by

the northern, thus taking in the mountains of Colorado, the Grand

,11,111 in Arizona, the Salton Sea. and the southwestern desert, Los

\ngcles and Southern California. Santa Catalina Island, the Yose-

mite \ alley. Lake Tahoe, Yellowstone National Park. Glacier Na-

tional Park, Salt Lake City, and many smaller places of interest. The

Club Library and Service Bureau are at your disposal when planning

your trip. We will be glad to help you with suggestions as to how to

jee the most in a limited time. But if you write, please do not wait

until the last minute.

Winter Trips in the East

New York is the starting point for many pleasant trips in the win-

ter, no less than in the summer. There is the pleasant over-night

trip by boat to Virginia; a two-days' trip to Charleston and a little

further to Savannah : there are Bermuda and the West Indies—all by

comfortable boats and under skies which constantly grow balmier.

One can go by boat or rail to Florida, which is at its best in January

nid February. Indications point to an unusually large volume of

tourists to Florida during this season. The head of one of the Florida

railroads said recently: "We propose to increase our train service

this year very materially. There are 150,000 to 200,000 Americans

who are in the habit of spending the winter in Lurope. This year

they must go somewhere else, and we figure that a great many of

iliem will come to Florida or to Cuba."

An increasing number of persons delight in winter sports, and do

not depend upon summer skies for their outings. For these hardy

souls there are pleasant jaunts in the East to such places as Lake

I ,eorge, Saranac Lake and the Adirondack Mountains. Comfortable

hotels keep open, and a trip through the snow-clad forests to points

such as these is a revelation. For those who prefer the wilder re-

gions of the north, Big Moose; Fulton Chain and Long Lake offer

many attractions.

Going south along the Atlantic Coast, one finds Atlantic City hos-

pitable even in winter time, and Old Point Comfort, further south,

enjoying life to the full. Down in North Carolina there are golf,

horseback riding and motoring at Pinehurst, and in the Land of the

Sky around Asheville. In the Middle West several year-around re-

sorts are found, such as the French Lick Springs in Indiana, Hot

Springs in Arkansas, and Excelsior Springs in Missouri, where the

curative waters vie with attractive hotel life to attract the comfort

seeker. These points are set down at haphazard and merely serve to

indicate the variety of journeys which await the vacationist in winter

no less than in summer—and in America in better measure any and

every year than abroad.

4'
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THE CLAY BIRDS FOR SPORT
HOW A TRAPSHOOTER WAS MADE—THE FASCINATION OF THE FLYING CLAY DISCS—A NEW GAME IN THE

OLD SOUTH

W I L L I A M S II A YNES

WE sat "round a blazing pine knot fire in the smoking room, and
every man in the group, except the Banker, had been hobby-

horse riding.

The Collegian and his Father had started it by holding, as golfers
are so very apt to do, a post mortem over their afternoon round.
This led the Editor, who had slipped away from the impatient tele-

phone and the hungry presses for a couple of weeks' winter vaca-
tion, to compare causticly golf and tennis to a tallow dip and an
incandescent bulb. Casualties upon this old battlefield were tactfully

prevented by the Manufacturer, who said that both these good sports
paled into utter insignificance before the glorious sun of quail

shooting.

"I wonder," put in the Banker, "if you gentlemen ever read a poem
of Whitcomb Riley's called "His Favorite Fruit'? It's a little dialect

sketch in which some Hoosier farmers, gathered in a cross-roads
grocery, discuss their favorite fruits. Each holds out for his own
personal choice—the apple, the peach, the pear, the watermelon—and
slanders unmercifully the taste of the last speaker. But all the time

the teller of the story "chaws on an' sez nawthinV Finally one of

the party asks him point blank, 'Jim, what's yourn fav'rite fruit?'

He 'chaws on fer quite a spell an' then he sez, slow and solemn like.

'Terbaccer,' an' you oughter heard 'em roar."

"You," continued the Banker, when the laugh had subsided, "have

all been slandering each other's favorite sport, but I have been

chawin' on an' saying nawthinV and I wonder who of you will laugh

at me and my favorite sport as at the Hoosier farmer whose favorite

fruit was tobacco."

"Personally," remarked the Editor, "I laugh at no sport except
tiddle-de-winks."

"How about ping-pong?" asked the Collegian.

"Did you ever plav it?"

"No, thank
"

"If you had you'd not laugh at it, either."

"I came down here to Pinehurst," continued the Banker, '"to get
some good trap-shooting."

"Huh!" came from the depths of the chair where the Manufac-

ON THE FIRING LINE
The remarkable growth of trapshooting in this country dates from the time when the helpless and harmless live pigeon was supplanted b the hurtling clay disc
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turer, after a long day following his brace of pointers over the

Sandhills, was luxuriating.

•"1 expected that from yon, Charlie. You cannot for the life of

you understand why a man should come down here into the very

heart of the best quail shooting country in North Carolina to smash

clay pigeons at the traps. A couple of years ago I felt just as yon

•do now. and I'm not going to slander your favorite sport, for it was

mine. too. I used to come

down here quail shooting

he lore you were out of

school, hut I can tell you

that trap shooting is also

good sport."

Before we broke up, an

hour later, we had made an

engagement to visit the

traps the next morning to

witness the Banker's prom-

ised conversion of the

Manufacturer into a trap-

shooter, and none of us

will ever forget his great

surprise when he found the

little clay birds so "gamey"
thai he only broke nine out

of his first twenty-five. It

was a hard jolt to his pride,

but he stuck out his jaw,

tucked his gun under his

cheek, and tackled another

"string." He did better later, and he soon got into the habit of join-

in- the party at the squatty little gun club house in the center of the

big open field over against the great red barns of the dairy herd.

At first he came sheepishly, but later with brazen effrontery. Finally

he stayed over a week longer than he planned to enter in the Mid-

Winter Handicap Tournament the last of January.

In no very strict historical sense can the adjective "new" be fairly

applied to the sport of trap-shooting. The supplanting of live tame

pigeons, thrown into the air, frightened and confused, from a collap-

sible wooden cage by the little clay disc hurled with lightning speed

from a steel spring trap, is the basis of the development of our trap-

shooting as we know it in America, and this took place years ago.

A quick eye and steady wnsl are essential

qualities

Smashing the clay birds to smithereens is not only more humane

but also more sporty than slaughtering the live pigeons.

The ••newness" of trap-shooting is the wonderful renaissance of

i lie sport in the last few seasons. In four short years the number of

active trap-shooters has increased fourfold; from about 100,000 in

[910 to over 425.000 in 19.14. Trap-shooting clubs have also mul-

tiplied from about f.coo to 4,000 in the same period, and it is esti-

mated that this last year

about 500,000,000 clay pig-

eons were thrown into the

air at the shooter's sharp

command "Pull!" In a

Presidential term, trap-

shooting has sprung for-

ward from a low place

among the so-called minor

sports to occupy a position

second only to baseball in

the number of its devotees

and active participants.

Few of us can appreciate

this without the aid of the

cold figures.

The fact that each trap-

shooter is an active par-

ticipant is what gives gives

the sport its strongest grip

upon the interest of its fol-

lowers and furnishes a

mighty advantage over

those sports where thousands gather to watch a score of active play-

ers. There is a great world of difference between being a "rooter"

and a "player." The tense moment of "two out and the bases filled"

;

the jerky, crashing advance of the battling human machine, carrying

a pigskin ball down the field; the rush of the ponies and the hollow

click of mallet against polo ball—all these tighten the muscles and

quicken the heart-beat of any live spectator, but, as the psychologist

says, these are all decidedly external stimuli.

Let the same man—or the same woman, for many of the ladies

shoot at the traps nowadays—step up to the score, tuck his gun

against his shoulder, brace himself and draw a deep breath, glance

down the long, blued barrels, and call "Pull!" Whizz goes the little

There is a tense moment before the command
"Pull!"

THE SCENE OF THE MIDWINTER HANDICAP

This tournament held annually at Pinehurst is typical of a sport which now numbers 425,000 devotees in this country, a fourfold increase since 1910
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PICKING OFF THE CLAY BIRDS

The fact that each trapshooter is an active participant U what gives the sport its strongest gnP upon its followers ll is the new sport in ihe Old South

black disc hurtling away at a speed that makes the teal and the nial-

ard seem'a lazy laggard. A moment of intensely concentrated *Bort

and keen excitement till the flying saucer ts found just above the

forward sight ; an almost involuntary squeeze of the trigger finger

.

the thrilling jump of the discharge, and puff '-the Cay target ts

knocked into a thousand bits.

Tke tremendously concentrated effort of finding the speeding clay

bird hi aim followed by the physical climax of the almost simultane-

ous HckoTthe gun and shattering of the target-these are the secrets

of tlwitchin, spell that trap-shooting weaves around its devotees.

It is a Iport so individual, so personal, and the birds, flying a un-

known angles, furnish so never-ending a combination ot problems

each new and each to be solved in a seconds time, that this spell

Trows stronger and stronger. Once you mount the trap-shooting

hobbv-horsefvou may just as well make up your mind to settle your-

self in the saddle for a long, long gallop.

Over and above the inherent fascination m knocking the flying

clav targets into powder, the fact that there is no closed season on

iese da birds and that every city and most villages have nip-

shooting clubs, while a hand trap and an open field will furnish

?me"
b
anywhere, go far towards making "the sport

:

a luring the

sport universal. Nor do the changing seasons handicap the trap-

shooter. Any and

every month in the

year he can follow

his pastime. In

fact, club shoots

and big tourna-

ments are sched-

uled for every

month from Janu-

ary to December.

This month, al-

though traps are

being sprung all

over the country,

the trap -shooter's

thoughts are turn-

ing naturally to

Pinehurst. On
January 19 the

eighth annual Mid-

Winter Handicap,

with events for

both the profes-

sional and the

amateur, opens at

•

t.r nlav nWce In the Sandhills of North Carolina.

Uns famous wmterpl^ac.
ed pine/

, with January

wmmm
the pick of blooded bird dogs are tried out tor the.r field P^orm

ancc But the quail shooter and the trap-shooter are brothers in

^rms Often like the Manufacturer converted at the Pinehurst

traps' laS w iter, they are sporting Siamese twins. The traps fur-

Sh good practice to the field shooter and good sport when the closed

season would otherwise keep the gun in its case.

I is this aspect of the sport which has accounted for much of

the growing interest in trapshooting. Old followers ot the dogs or

he decoys taking a hand at trapshooting. as they apologettcalh sa>

••to keen their eyes in," have found themselves returning again and

again to he trap's for the mere fun of the thing. This is how tran-

sfers are made and seems to account for that fourfold increase ,n

the past years.

Pinehurst is not

the onlv center of

the sport in Amer-

ica, although it

certainly keeps the

game alive during

the winter months.

In the north there

are flourishing

clubs at T ravers

Island, Crescent
Athletic Club, at

Larchmont and at

Piping Rock. The
colleges are becom-

ing interested also

and Yale and
Princeton have an

annual inter-col-

lege shoot. Trap-

shooting seems to

be becoming a

great national

sport.

AT THE ROANOKE GUN CLUB

Tra shooting is one of the most personal of sports. Each shot presents new problems which must be instantly met
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THE VAST CROWD IN THE NEW YALE BOWL
1914 Yale-Harvard football game attracted the largest crowd which has ever witnessed a sporting event in America. It is estimated that 70,000 persons attended

this, the first game to be played in the new Yale stadium, and the gate receipts reached the huge total of $137,000. Harvard won easily by the score of 36-0

THE YALE-HARVARD FOOTBALL GAME

COOLIDGE OF HARVARD MAKING HIS FAMOUS RUN
One of the most thrilling moments of the game occurred when Coolidge snatched a fumbled ball and, outfooting his pursuers, ran ninety-five yards to a touchdown,

This is the longest single run ever made in the history of Yale-Harvard football
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TIME was when

to the city

dweller the mere
mention of a winter

vacation in the wil-

derness brought an

involuntary shudder

to the spine and dis-

agreeable visions of

chilblains. Wasn't
Old Boreas bad

enough in any case?

Why attempt to

court his rigors and

disc om forts fat

from the steart/hcat,

the hot water,* the

storm windows and

all the other appur-

tenances of our very

modern urban civili-

zation ? I am not

trying to belittle the

city dweller: there

is much to be said

for his hibernating

propensities, as any-

one who is com-

pelled to pass his

winters in a city

will allow. The
trouble is that he

has never had to

pass them in the

country. How dif-

ferent the attitude

of the European !

To him winter is

one long season of outdoor enjoyment, and he docks to the mountain

resorts of Switzerland, which are bright with color and lite then as

at no other time of the year.
,

Fortunately, Americans have now begun to discern the possibilities

of their own country in this direction, and to realize that not only are

the natural conditions unequaled. but that a greater variety of winter

sports and amusements are possible here than anywhere else. In-

Phot,. I>> J. L.

laying ball on the ice with a soft ball is one of the popular games at Lake Placid

COURTING WINTER IN THE
ADIRONDACKS

THE EXHILARATING SEASON OF WINTER SPORTS IN NORTHERN NEW
YORK—OUTDOOR LIFE AT LAKE GEORGE, LAKE PLACID AND SOME

OTHER ALL-YEAR RESORTS

Andre Nor m a x

deed, many of the

most popular winter

sports had their be-

ginnings in America

and are rank aliens

to Europe, hockey

and snowshoeing to

wit.

Perhaps no other

great winter resort

in the world offers

a wider range of at-

tractions, combined

with tin- highest de-

gree of comfort,

than the Adiron-
dack region oi New

York State. Dis-

tant from the city

of New York only

six to ten hours

by train, the locality

possesses every

charm of the primi-

tive outdoors in lak<

and mountain, for-

est and field.

It i> hard for th<

summer visitor to

the Adirondacks to>

realize the magic
charm of this vast

winter woodland, its

rare beauty and it i

resources for health

a n d am u s e m e n t ,.

without the actual

experience of a

visit. One looks out over a rolling landscape of white, relieved here

and there by a patch of green where some pines have cast ofl their

snowy burden: or follows with the eye a crystal chain of rivers and

lakes, their icy surfaces now swept clean by the wind adown the

valleys: or sees the frail curling smoke from some hospitable hous

nestling in a grove on the mountain side: or hears the re-echoing

shouts of a snowshoeing party tramping in the woods below, or the

V
I V '

.''
'

A HALT FOR LUNCH

The winter trails through the magical white forests invite you to snowshoe tramping

in the woods

A SOFT SEAT ON THE TRAIL

The brisk winter atmosphere is filled full with health and vigor which zero weather
cannot dispel
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sharp, incessant strokes of the logger's axe. The sun comes up huge
and red in this happy country, casting a rosy sheen along the snow-
carpeted spaces and touching the tree-tops with fire; and at dusk,
long blue shadows creep out of the woods and lie athwart the fields,
until the white moon comes up and, riding high in the heavens,
turns the landscape into shimmering silver and black velvet.

But there is more than scenic
interest in the Adirondacks.
Over these snowbound hills and
along these frozen rivers and
lakes were waged some of the
bravest and bitterest campaigns
of the Revolutionary War.
Fort William Henry on the
shores of Lake George, Ticon-
deroga and Crown Point over-
looking Champlain, are names
to conjure with in the early

history of the nation.

The winter season in the

Adirondacks begins with the

first fall of snow, which gen-
erally comes in early Decem-
ber, and ends with the first

thaw and the breaking up of

the ice in late March. The Christmas holidays find the winter life

in full swing, and throughout January and February is the high season
of gayety and amusement. The proximity of this section to the great
cities of the East—New York, Boston and Philadelphia—makes it

possible for the city dweller to come here for a few days' vacation
over holidays or the week-ends.

And now a word about what one ought to wear on a winter outing

—

and in this connection let me dispel a few illusions or delusions about
the weather. If you happen to live in sea-coast towns, like New
York, for example, you need not be told how the damp and pene-
trating northeast winds of midwinter set your sciatic nerves jumping
and bring you visions of a rheumatic old age. In the clear, dry air

of the mountains,

these nightmares

are cheerily dis-

pelled, and while

the mercury flirts

coyly with the zero

m a r k
, you r om p

about outdoors
with an extraordi-

nary sense of well-

being.

As to clothing,

you will not need

an overcoat except

in traveling to and
from the place. If

you arc going to

take your part in

the outdoor sports

an overcoat is a

nuisance. The
ideal costume is a

heavy Norfolk suit

with knickers,
woolen stockings,

and a flannel shirt.

An angora or
llama wool cap,
jacket and muffler

will keep out any
stray chills. Heavy
boots with hob-
nails, such as are

used for mountain
climbing, will be

Photo by I. L. Stedman

The glassy surface of the mountain lakes is ideal for the old game of curling

found a great convenience and will prevent many an otherwise nasty
fall on the ice or the hillsides. Short skirts of some heavy material

and high leather boots with angora jackets, mufflers and tarn o' shan-
ters have been found the most practical things for women. Style

is perhaps sacrificed, but comfort and utility are requisites, and, to

compensate, there is the brilliant red, green or yellow of the knitted

jackets and scarfs.

There is such a variety of en-

tertainment going on incessant-

ly at these hospitable winter re-

sorts of the Adirondacks that

one can only try to touch on
some of the various centers of

winter sport and to describe

briefly the features and char-

acter of the life at each. First,

then, is the Lake George re-

gion, which is in many ways
typical. Here there are two
glorious toboggan slides which
will whizz you in one long,

swift rush down to the lake side

and out upon the glassy surface

for one-half mile. It is hard to

THE TOBOGGAN SLIDE AT FORT WILLIAM HENRY
It will whizz you down its 1500 feet in one swift rush and out upon the lake for half a mile. One cannot write

calmly about it; it must be experienced

write soberly about this thrill-

ing experience; it must be tried to be appreciated. At night the
1,500-foot slides present a beautiful and striking effect, as the coasters
plunge down between two brilliant rows of colored lights.

Hockey games are going on without end on the splendid outdoor
rinks, and if you enjoy the skill and endurance of this great Canadian
game you will like to play it here under ideal conditions. The great
rolling fields of snow and silent forest trails invite you to join a
snowshoeing party for a day's tramp over the hills. Skating is, of
course, ubiquitous, and if you are not afraid of a few initial spills,

you can try a few leaps and runs on skiis. This is not as easy as it

sounds, but, once learned, it is a grand sport. One of the most
popular amusements at Lake George is a "tailing" expedition. A

long string of to-

boggans are
hitched to a horse-

drawn sleigh and
the party sets out

on an adventurous

and hilarious jour-

ney over the hill

roads. As may be

imagined, there are

possibilities in the

sport.

Journeying
northward into the

m ountains we
come to another
center of winter
activity— Lake
Placid. Here we
find the same spirit

of gayety which
characterized Lake
George and much
the same forms of
games and amuse-
ments. Baseball
on the ice, and, for

the less vigorous,

the old Scottish
game of curling,

are among its fea-

tures. At Lake
Placid, during the

holiday season, are
held a series of
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picturesque Christmas, Twelfth Night and

Candlemas ceremonies, and pageants after

old English and Norse traditions and cus-

toms. Christmas morning the waits sing

carols in costume; at twilight there is a

pageant and in the evening a Christmas tree.

On the last day of ihe year the march of the

Druids in costume through the forest seek-

ing the mistletoe and bringing it back in fes-

tal procession precedes the ceremony of ring-

ing out the old year and ushering in the new.

Combined with these are numerous gym-

khanas for prizes, which add to the general

mirth and merriment.
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Photo by I. L. Stedman

At many of the resorts folk dances and gymkhanas

add variety to the regular round of amusements

As regards the sporting equipment you will

need on your trip, the fact that you do not

possess a full assortment of the necessary

paraphernalia need not deter you. Many

people do not like to be bothered with skates

and hockey sticks in their luggage, and, to

accommodate them, these as well as snow-

shoes, skiis, coasters, etc., may be bought or

hired at any of the resorts. At Lake George,

where sleighing on the lake is a popular pas-

time, sleighs accommodating from two to

twenty persons may be procured for a rea-

Photo by I. L. Stedman

Here in its natural outdoor surroundings is the home

of hockey above all others

Lake Saranac offers a revelation to the

winter vacationist. Here will be held this

season the famous biennial midwinter car-

nival with the picturesque storming of the

ice-palace. This is the only festival of its

kind in America. Saranac is also noted for

its interest in skating, and speed and fancy

skaters gather here throughout the winter.

Tupper Lake to the south, and Raquette Lake

also keep open house during the winter sea-

son. At the latter there is particular inter-

est in iceboating and racing. Plattsburg, on

Lake Champlain, offers further attractions

of skating, snowshoeing and tobogganing for

the winter vacationist.

•

ICEBOATS ON MIRROR LAKE

Iceboat sailing is growing rapidly as a winter sport at all of the lake resorts

AT THE TOP OF THE SLIDE

Racing with coasters on the toboggan slides is especially popular with the women

sonable sum. For the winter photographer there is no more likely

spot than this winter landscape with its great possibilities of con-

trast and composition.

The .winter colony finds no time for "porch-squatting" or gossip

—those old standby s of the summer vacationist. You are here to get

outdoors and stay there from the first toboggan slide after break-

fast until the stars begin to blink and the dinner horn, comes sound-

ing over the hills. Grippe and influenza are strictly tabooed, and

even a sneeze is a rarity.

It is an inspiring land of refreshing largeness and freedom, this

Adirondack country. The brisk winter atmosphere is filled full

with health and vigor; Nature assumes an added splendor in her

dress of white; friendships grow apace and life takes on a new zest

and charm. Then at night, gathered around the huge fireplace with

its crackling logs, "when the hearth smiles to itself and kindles

the room with mirth," Winter will reward you for your courting

with the consciousness of perfect peace.
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Health and • II ft at Lake Georg
And Hospitality Offered the Year 'Round

Fort William Henry Hotel
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the world two 1500-foot toboggan slides, the thrill ofice boating, the fun of snow shoeing and skiing on the hills. After a fine hard day's
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with accommodations for about 150 guestsLocated directly on the lake shore, easily accessible via Delaware and Hudson trains.

CONDUCTED ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN by

BOOKLET ON REQUEST

Delaware

Albert Thieriot, Manager
LAKE GEORGE, NEW YORK

Hudson Serviice
Shortest, Quickest and Best Line from New York to Montreal

The Delaware and Hudson Lines give easy access to the surpassing region
of Northeastern New York, embracing the Adirondacks, Lake George, Lake
Champlain, Lake Placid and Saranac Lake, Saratoga Springs, Sharon Springs,
Cooperstown and Ausable Chasm.

,
Pullmanjsars on night and day trains through without change, between New
~

*
~ al Station and Montreal. Cafe cars enable passengers to dine in

Champlain, the magnificent, and the mountain scenery for
which the D. & H. is famed. Be sure that your ticket reads via The D. & H.

Lake

For information regarding Winter and Summer
trips and accommodations write to

A. A. HEARD, General Passenger Agent, Albany, New York
£.< -3 New York City Information Bureau, 1354 Broadway

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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system; through Observation and Dining Car.

For information and illustrated literature, address

NEW YORK CITY NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO

366 Broadway Metropolitan Bank Building Flood Building
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By the Author of the prize-winning novel in the

Reilly & Britton $10,000 Prize Contest

Uncle Noah's Christmas Party
By LEONA DALRYMPLE

This charming story of the Christmas season is a worthy suc-

eesTo^o M « Dalrymple's first story of Uncle Noah The kind

old darkey secretly plans a Christmas party, to which he invites

the ooor chUaren of the neighborhood. Uncle Noah's comical

hospftaUties and Christmas spirit serve to melt away stubborn

^ran Kements and reunite all the branches of the Fairfax family

llmo Illustrated by Charles L. Wrenn. $1.00 net. Postage,

10 cents. _ _
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INTO THE TOMB OF
THE CARAVANS
(Continued from pag* 33)

l
( .,l ,|„ .,,, ,, r uncounted miles of burning,

flying sand, made camp at evening, drank

out of the sanu puddle with his camels, In

a fire, sel bis black, long-necked pot of hoi

water in among the ash< made his bed on

his own khahit. and. after drinking his b L,

slept to sunrise- without a move or a mur-

mur What for us was an undisguised tor-

ture was for him his daily and accustomed

task. His z« 1 it would be difficult to equal.

While in the virgin "forests" beyond Geok-

Cha, we si: ested one day that he turn over

a few decayed logs and look for scorpions,

and, while we napped, he uprooted trees in

all directions with such thoroughness that he

marred the topography of the land and we

had to move camp to take our measurement

and photographs! Simple, faithful, ever

smiling Rajab—big-souled Sart, prince 01

camel drivers!

That evening we exchanged teacups in

token of friendship. Those two hours with

him sitting on his khalat, sipping the un-

sweetened "explorers' " tea from his minia-

ture colored bowl, and looking over a section

of the earth's crust which the eyes of man

had never beheld before, stand out as the

pleasantest memory of the entire sojourn in

Turkestan. The nights in Kara-Kum are as

cool and pleasant as the days are torrid and

insupportable. We pulled of! our footgear

and plunged our aching feet deep into the

soft, thrilling -and. I asked innumerable

(and T suppose odd) questions of Rajab, and

he asked me what the wages of camel drivers

in St. Petersburg were and where they kepi

the devil that made the trains go! The sky

hovered close overhead like the roof of a

vault, and the inimitable clarity <>; the nigh:

nir disclosed more myriads of stars than can

be seen anywhere else in the world. Cool,

nocturnal zephyrs bathed our bare limbs,

medicined their ache and fanned us into a

quiet, delicious drowsiness. All was silence

save the plangent, slumbrous breathing ot

the desert, an obligato that harmonized well

with consonantal Russian vocables intoned

with Sart and American accents. After we

had fallen silent, there drifted from the di-

rection of the wells of Geokcha the plaintive.

seductive notes of a Sart lad, who. squatting

in the sand by the open door of his airy

kibitka, his face bathed in moonlight, blew

into his simple reed all the loneliness and

poetry of this exile wilderness of sand and

silence.

From Geokcha we made two dashes on

successive days into the unknown, uninhabit-

able sands, returning at nightfall for water.

Our "farthest south," reached on the second

day. provided an appalling spectacle. The

Sahara Desert. Professor Kurakin assured

me, has nothing to compare with its awful

desolation. T was not able to make any note-

on these forced journeys; recollections are
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like tin impressions oi some delirious dream.
rhis region before the ice- period formed the

bottom oi a vast sea reaching from the Bal-

tic to the mountains oi Northern India, the

c aspian and Aral seas being its only vestiges.

[Tie sand formations were for the mosl part

what is known as bugristie, being sand bills

of no definite form anchored to the earth 1>\

sir;, gling vegetation. I hi- latter was
mainl) the Mack and white Saksaul | lloloxv-

lon Ammodendron), unique to Turkestan.

It looks like a tree, but botanically it is

classed as a grass It has no leaves and no

trun! ind takes fort) years to attain to the

height of a man. So porous and brittle are

its branches that one can tear off even the

la t i them with small effort. These

1 inches wiggled like snakes out <it' the hot

sand, died and la\ like bleached bones strewn

over the door oi a horrible in mo. The

only other vegetation were sand acacias,

Sal la Richteri, Calligonum, and the ubi-

quit -and grasses which fodd< id the

cam-

On the - "nd day w< tin lost our cam-

els and spent hours through the greatest beat

of the day in our -addles without a drop oi

water or a moment'- rest- There were no

trails, no pi sing caravans, no camel car

cas >, nothing to direct our movement- but

the blinding and indi juishable sun. We
were in despcrat< raits. We rallied our

stri -,'th by making wagers a- to who could

k< his -addle long* without falling out.

We were discussing the advisability of

throwing away our instruments when the

Co ick pied a solitary camel in the dis-

tance standing atop a bugor.

For two hour- we had I n wandering in

circ' our compasses like hounds alter a

t- and at first thought the animal was

merely a figment of our dizzy brain-. We

red toward it, however, and were

overjoyed to find that it pos essed all the

sul ntiality of one of our own long-suffer-

ing, odorous tandem of b *age bearer-.

I | our ca van been robbed and Rajab

murdercl"' It wa- not impossible.

We rode on and soon discovered a whit<

donkey in a dolina or ravine. I rubbed my

gummy eyes and looked again. Yes, a rea

nkey!
'

1 was incredulous. We waded

down into the Una and. brave sight

und a bivouac pitched, a little bower mad.

a bush and a tarpaulin, and Rajab snoring

acefully beneath it' And there, swinging

• m a branch in the hot wind, bun- a large

flask of water partially cooled by the eyapo-

r ion of its water-soaked c .
Hie tepid

aline water from that flask meant life, we

,,i o!y the flask and sat down to a bucket

. hot water mixed with sour sh p curds

1 win. 1 drank until I sank back help-

1 to the sand. «

We worl I with our heavy landscape and

step pic cameras that evening and began

tie- ary return to Uch-Adji the same night

At a late hour on the second day wc

ambled into a nocturnal camp ol *m
, nd-drivers. One of the ^»*f^
circle roa : to receive handhold our horses

while anr,ther led us to the at leather

water-bottle at the edge of the encampment.
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With a Bulldog Grip—Tough and Double-Thick

The All-Weather tread is an ex-

clusive Goodyear feature. In a dozen

ways it is the most efficient anti-skid that's

known.

It is double-thick, and made of rubber

toughened by a secret Goodyear process.

This means maximum resistance both to

wear and puncture.

The grips are deep and sharp. They

last for thousands of miles. Their grasp on

wet or icy roads is resistless.

They spread out, so strains are not cen-

tered as in old-time anti-

skids. They are flat and

regular, so they don't

cause vibration. On all

roads at all seasons they

run as smoothly as plain

treads.

You'll find anti-skids priced one-third

higher, but nothing compares in moderness

and merit with this Goodyear All-Weather

tread.

Xire Royalty

(JOOD
No-Rim-

With All-Weathe

The No-Rim-Cut tire with the All-

Weather tread represents tire royalty. It

can't be rim-cut. It gets the "On-Air" cure

to save a major cause of blow-outs. It con-

tains a patent feature to combat loose treads.

We spend $100,000 yearly on
research and experiment to keep it the

best tire built. And its

sale — exceeding any

other— shows that men
regard it so. Get it,

for your own sake.

Any dealer will supply

you.

YEAR
AKRON.OMIO

Cut Tires
r Treads or Smooth

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

The Secret oi Louis Philippe
By MARIA STELLA (LADY NEWBOROUGH)

Translated from the French by Harriet M. Capes. With an introduction by

by B. D'Agen

Maria Stella, Lady Ncwborough, was, as documents in the Secret Archives

of the Vatican show, the daughter of Philippe Egalite and was exchanged by

him in infancy, for a boy (the son of an Italian named Chiapp.ni) who sub-

sequently became Louis Philippe. Her supposed parents baptized her in the

parish church of Modigliana, a small town in Italy as Maria Petronilla and

when she was scarcely the marriageable age forced her into a union with an

elderly English nobleman. Lord Newborough. The greater part of Maria

Stella's life was devoted to the rectification of her baptismal certificate and the

preparation of these memoirs which, when they first appeared, created a sensa-

tion all over Europe. Svo. Illustrated. $2./> net. Postage 20 cents.

McBRIDE, NAST <EL CO , Publishers, Union Square, New York City
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TRAVEL

Los Angeles

San Diego

Pasadena
Riverside

Less Than Three Days to

California
Santa Barbara

Del Monte
Oakland
San Francisco

Finest modern all-steel equipment—entire train, including

dining car and observation car, through without change between

Chicago, Kansas City and California.

There is no finer train—no better service than the ' 'Golden

State Limited"—no quicker, more comfortable nor more interesting

route to California than the Golden State Route—the

IDireel li.xs& °* JoweslAlKlucW
via Rock Island — El Paso Southwestern— Southern Pacific

Every luxury of modern travel—observation club car

valet service, telegraphic news, magazines,

facilities, etc.

The "Californian"—a second transcontinental train via the

Golden State Route—modern equipment—excellent service.

Enjoy your European holiday in California this season. Visit both San Diego and

San Francisco Expositions by way of Los Angeles. Early reser-

vations important. Telephone, write or call on nearest representa-

tive for full information, interesting literature, tickets, etc. or

address

-barber,

correspondence

11

<fi
; O'J,

*i J

L. M. ALLEN
Passenger Traffic Manager

Rock Island Lines
Chicago, 111.

A. N . BROWN
General Traffic Manager
El Paso Southwestern

El Paso, Tex.

C. S. FEE
Passenger Traffic Manager

Southern Pacific

San Francisco, Cal.

*> Both Expositions included in one ticket at no extra cost

San Diego— 1915— San Francisco

Thirty Years in the Manchu Capital

In and Around Moukden in Peace and War

By DR. DOUGALD CHRISTIE

Dr. Christie, who is one of the quiet heroes of peace, went to Moukden

in 1882 as a medical missionary. His intimate knowledge of Manchus of

the capital and province gives authority to his vivid pictures of the Chino-

Japanese War, the Russo-Japanese War and the Boxer Rebellion.

8vo. Illustrated. $2.75 net. Postage 20 cents.

McBRIDE, NAST &> CO., UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK
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O that slimy, smelly fount of cool, human

comfort ! One by one we squatted beside it

and embraced it with our knees, which forced

up the cool, sweet water from the leathern

depths

!

The last lap of our journey was made

through the heat of one of the hottest days

of the summer. We covered the eighteen

versts under 164 degrees of sun in three

hours. My pony, being the youngest and

freshest, took the lead. I sat my padded

saddle sidewise like a native, and dreamed.

When going into the desert I had seen the

Sart caravan leaders sitting across their don-

kevs, their limp legs swinging against the

doddering beast's ribs, their chins on their

chests, asleep and snoring !
I could not un-

derstand how they did it. But my days of

desert life had taught we many things; and

now I sat across my saddle and dozed, though

T did not sleep. I could not keep my eyes

open: they craved darkness as those of a

dungeoned prisoner's crave the light. All

my past life was lost to my consciousness: I

couldn't even remember how I had come to

be where I was; I did not even realize that

my adventure was about to end; I was no

longer suffering from the weaknesses of

hunger (though I had eaten nothing but a

few mouthfuls of rice during the past sev-

eral days). I was in a coma, speechless, vic-

timized by but one hallucination—visions of

cold water! I heard the thunder and saw

the leaping waters of Niagara; I recalled the

exquisite cold drink I once had from a moun-

tain stream in the Rockies; I heard the

clink and splash of soda fountains; I smiled

at sound of the sweet tinkle of cracked ice

in tall, very tall, glasses; I discovered my-

self drowning in a crystal Canadian lake

—

with unspeakable delight ! I had joined the

company of the Ancient Mariner ; and to this

day I never see a glass of cold water with-

out having my spirit quickened by the good-

ness and the comfort of life.

At last, towards evening, we came in

sight of the high-stilted blue water-tank on

its spider legs, the white-walled cabins and

the gleaming steel rails curving over the

tawny sands like a pair of silver threads,

and our little caboose on its high wheels.

We were home. We drank bottled lemon-

ade with ice which Pavel had secured from

a passing train. We repaired to the little

bania and washed our sandpaper skins in

sun-heated water.

Our adventures were over. We had the

information the Tzar's ministers desired.

Russia's military outposts were safe.

We coupled to the end of a freight train

and started for the Arabian Nights coun-

try of Samarcand and Bokhara; and, as the

little springless caboose thuttered and danced

about on the rails, I dreamed of a home-
land where labor is humanized, where the

sun is considered a blessing, "where a man
can quench a thirst."

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c per case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles.

In writing to adve-ttisers, please mention Travel
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AN AMERICAN GIRL
IN THE POLISH
WAR ZONE

(Continued from page 21)

through it all little Therese was perfectly
happy and showed no sign of the worry that
was making us all pale and hollow-eyed.

But that was the end of our suspense. The
Austrians failed in their attack on the Rus-
sian line and fell back on lines of their own
just inside the frontier. With this cessation

of active hostilities, a messenger from Yolot-
chisk came bringing word that the family at

Frydrykow were unharmed, news we re-

ceived with heartfelt joy. They wrote that

everything in the town had been razed by the

bombardment, but that the house was unhurt
and suggested that it would be safer at this

juncture for us to join them than to remain
at Ostropol. My husband decided to take

this advice. So we packed up our necessities

and prepared to start the next morning for

the two-dav drive.

That evening when I had sunk, more than

exhausted, into a chair, up came our police-

man in a great state of excitement. We
must leave the house without a moment's de-

lay. Why? Because a band of sixty of the

most notorious peasant malcontents had de-

serted from their regiment and returned fully

armed to the village. At the moment they

had broken into a liquor store and were prim-

ing themselves with vodka preparatory to

attacking the house.

Our nearest neighbors, some ten miles

away, were cousins of my husband, and we

decided to take refuge with them. Hastily

the four-horsed phaetons were brought to the

door and our little party set out, hoping to

proceed the next day to Volotchisk. We
slipped out by the back way and made off by

dusty roads in heat that made our discomfort

greater still. However, like most of our

fears, this came to little, for my husband was

able to get word to the local army corps

headquarters, and our deserters were rounded

up before they did any great damage.

The next day we were about to go on

when we learned that it was impossible again

to penetrate the lines, for the Austrians were

entrenched twenty miles to the east of Volot-

chisk. the Russians were advancing and con-

stant skirmishes were going on. Only a

short distance in that direction was a scene

that indicated what might have happened to

us. The villages were blackened shells, filled

in many cases with unburied dead; the for-

ests were torn and burned by the awful rain

of shells that had been poured into them
:

the

fields were fire-swept, seamed with trenches

and rifle pits, plowed up by hailstorms of

projectiles from cannon and rifle.

There was nothing to do but to return

again to Ostropol and set the house in order

once more. That night we had another

shock. Our chief forester had not had time

to reach Austrian soil when war broke out,

and so returned to us and was our most de-

pendable guard. He had been marked down
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Managing the Business of 8,500,000 Telephones

Imagine a manufacturing business

having millions of customers scattered

over the country, with millions of ac-

counts on its books, most of them

less than $30 a year, and including

a multitude of 5-cent charges.

Consider it as having shops and

offices in thousands of cities, and

reaching with its output 70,000 places,

more than there are post offices in the

United States. Think of the task of

patroling 1 6,000,000 miles of connect-

ing highways constantly in use.

This gives you a faint idea of the

business of managing the Bell System.

Not all the 8,500,000 telephones

are in use at once, but the manage-

ment must have facilities always ad-

equate to any demands for instant,

direct communication.

In so vast an undertaking, every

branch of the organization must work
in harmony, guided by one policy.

The entire plant must be managed in

the light of accumulated experience,

and with the most careful business

judgment.

The aim of the Bell System is to

make the telephone of the utmost use-

fulness. This requires an army of

loyal men and women, inspired by a

leadership having a high sense of its

obligations to the public.

Animated by the spirit of service,

and unhampered by red tape, the

1 50,000 Bell employes have the cour-

age to do the right thing at the right

time upon their own initiative. They
work together intelligently as a busi-

ness democracy to give the public

good service.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

One Policy

And Associated Companies
One System Universal Service

RAPSHOOTING The Sport
With

Thousand Thrills

...

BECAUSE of its fascinating, exciting, mystifying qualities, trapshooting occupies the

centre of the recreation field.

Half a million ardent men and women are its loyal followers. Its popularity is in evidence

at thousands of shooting clubs, popular resorts for health and pleasure and country clubs and

private villas.

Travellers should become proficient shooters, and avail themselves of the shooting

privileges trapshooting permits.

Write for free booklets— "The Sport Alluring" for men—"Diana of the

Traps" for Women,— and learn why trap

shooting is the sport with a thousand

thrills. Address Dept. 438-S. .

Du Pont Powder Co. Sff^^^=x=M

AT THE
TRAPS

PINEHURST,
N.C

*«
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War will not affecf the
1915 Panama Expositions

Plan now to go and visit Grand CanVon
of Arizona on the way

four /rains a da# including Cali/brnia Limited

Tfie Santa fc deluxe (extratoweekly in winter

On request will send ^ou our Panama Expositions
and Cali/brnia trains folders.

' W.J. BLACK. Passenger Traffic Manser
Atchison. "IbpekaS Santa Fe Railway.- 1066 Railway Lxchangt?. Chicago.
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THE OPEN DOOR
By Richardson Wright

Co-author with Bassett Dighy of "Through Siberia"

Rarely has the dark night of a woman's soul been so vividly
drawn as in this story of Kitty Flint, the recluse, who lives alone
in an old house in a Philadelphia suburb paying a spiritual debt.
It is a chapter of medievalism set down in a bustling modern
suburb; an echo of the past ringing down into the present. The
story will cause discussion as it will cause tears and laughter.

12mo SI.85 net. Postage 10 cents.

McBRIDE, NAST ®. CO., 31 Union Square N., New York
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by the- authorities, and when a file of troops

marched up to the door at midnight it was

him they sought. lie was the first to go,

but was soon followed by all our Austrian-

Polish servants except my maid, whom I suc-

ceeded in hiding.

This was too much. Our last hope of do-

ing any good by remaining was gone, and my
husband determined to gel me and the baby

to a place of safety. Mobilization being com-

plete about the middle of August, the train

service was once more thrown open to civil-

ians. We set out for Odessa to join there

some of my husband's relatives. We were

fifteen hours by train on the way, standing

up much of the time and making so many

changes that we were all in an exhausted

state when we arrived. But here on the

coast of the Black Sea we arc safe, far from

the awful scenes and sounds of war. unless,

indeed, the Turks should side—as they now

have done—with our enemies and a naval

battle be fought off the harbor.

About the same time the Austrians were

forced to withdraw into their own country,

and the family, who had been through all the

fighting at Frydrykow, escaped to KiefT.

After a few days my husband decided to re-

turn home and do what he could to help the

demoralized peasantry and save sufficient of

the ungarnered crops to carry them over the

winter. Even with his best efforts the out-

look is very black. The losses in this coun-

try have been terrible, and we hear even

worse things of the more westerly provinces,

where the Germans have been more difficult

to dislodge.

The condition of Yolotchisk and the estates

of Frydrykow defies description. Everything

is ruined—the houses, the barns, the stores,

the very crops in the field. There are no

people, no animals, no tools, everything is de-

stroyed, and the fields are so plowed up by

shell fire that it will be difficult to get them

ready for planting again. The whole coun-

tryside has become a vast cemetery, and vet

we are told that all the dead are not yet

buried. For days corpses floated in great

numbers in the river, the corpses of Aus-
trian soldiers killed by the Cossacks as they

retired finally into Austrian Poland.

There shall be much for history to tell of

that dreadful campaign, much of horror and
gallantry, of jealousy and sacrifice that as

yet we know little of. The heroism of Po-
land has once more come into prominence
as it has so often before. May these latest

agonies imposed on the land of my adoption

be the last of her sacrifices and the blood of

my husband's kindred the last shed for her

good cause.

The ancient kingdom of Poland, which has

suffered so much at the hands of its preda-
tory neighbors and was thrice divided among
Germany, Austria and Russia during the last

one hundred and fifty years, has again come
into prominence with the present war. Cra-
cow, its former capital, will be the subject of
an interesting article in the February issue
of Travel.

In writing to advertisers, picase mention Travel
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IN THE WAKE OF THE

SNOW ROLLER
i mtinued from page 24)

varietj of jobs thai would make a trades
union man Stagger to even think of, and he
knows so much of the conditions that sur-
round his own farm that yon had better sink
your own ideas until you get out of his do-
main. By looking at your horse he can make
shrewd guess as to how far you haw trav-

eled; he will know better than you how much
grain it should have. He can tell you about
the probable conditions of the roads which
rc before you, and his weather wisdom may

save you trouble. Rut it must be a give and
take game. He i> interested in the things
which you know and he wishes you to be in-

terested in the things which occupy him. If

you know nothing about them, don't try to

bluff your way. The bets arc even that he
knows more interesting, world-wide impor-
tant things than you do. that he would live

nd llourish where you would die.

The lun of the winter road is strong upon
me. On it are health and vigor, fun and
fascination, and. as night falls, a heart-warm-
ing welcome. 1 long to see the country just

1 r the next ridge, I'd like to know who
lives in the next house, I want to hear the

friendly hail of the man we meet. I yearn for

the Freedom of the Winter Road. O' that

we may follow it again !

A LAST LOOK 'ROUND
AMERICA

{Continued from page 27)

and the Atlantic Ocean was the English

hannel. Indeed, were it permissible in this

article, I would praise the British common
sen^e which has forged together so securely

in Montreal the interests of two peoples

Mere was the entente COYdiale in real and

blessed co-operation two thousand miles from
I'.u rope.

If von would know the real Montreal—the

.Montreal of wide, clean streets bordered

with maple trees, and the high wall enclos-

ures of institutions both French and British

—you must find it for yourself. Montreal

does not show her heart to all who enter her

gates. Or if you do not wish to know the

contents of her heart, but only the contents

of her pocket—as some travelers unblush-

ingly admit—then remember, please, that

great building of solid stone which occupies

one side of a hilly street. The Hank of Mon-
treal is a pocket worthy of cities twice the

size of this one, and its fame is world-wide.

And so, having seen much more than I can

speak of here, I board the ship that heads for

England. For some months 1 have lived

mong you Americans. I have eaten your

salt. I have breathed your air. I have pene-
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In America, most certainly. At Old Point Comfort

—

on Hampton Roads, with its wonderful all-year climate.

Hotel Chamberlin— open all year. A luxurious social

ask any
center, famed for its cuisine. Easy to reach

Tourist Bureau or Railroad Agent.

The Means? The most complete Electro - Hydro -

Therapeutic Establishment in America. Under skilled

medical supervision, we duplicate every Treatment given

at Karlsbad, Nauheim, Vichy, Aix or Harrogate.

Environment? There's always "something to do"
at Old Point Comfort. Fortress Monroe, the big Army
Post, with its Drills and Parades; Hampton Roads, right

Golf,in front of the Hotel, an ever-changing panorama,

tennis, motoring, driving, dancing, walking and real sea-

bathing in the big Swimming Pool. And your kind of people.

Curative Waters? Surely, always flowing from a deptl

of 900 feet. Used by thousands of Chamberlin patrons with

remarkable success in Rheumatism, Gout, Indigestion, etc.

Its Radio-activity adds greatly to its medical value.

Are you interested ? Then write to Mr. Geo. F. Adams, the Manager, at Box 301, Fortress
Monroe, Virginia, for well-worth-while books on the Treatments and Medicinal Waters,
the Hotel, the Climate and a very interesting one entitled " Cured." This tells of

many cases that have been to The Chamberlin for Treatment and been "Cured."

>
"It's a triumph," says Gertrude Atherton; "interesting from first to last/'

THE CAPTAIN OF HIS SOUL
By HENRY JAMES FORMAN

Author of "London, an Intimate Picture."

This brilliantly written novel, laid entirely in New York, gives perhaps the most absorbing

picture of life in America's greatest city since the "House of Mirth." Mr. Forman, how-

ever, is an optimist, and shows the modern young man and woman as dominated by higher

ideals than those of the preceding generation.

I2mo. $1.35 net. Postage, 10 cents

McBRIDE, NAST & CO., 31 Union Square, North, NEW YORK ».
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FastExpositionTrains Daily

Via Chicago,Union Pacific

and North Western Line

over the most direct and scenic route following

the historic highway to

CALIFORNIA
Low Excursion Fares $62.50 Round Trip

From Chicago to San Francisco, Oakland,

Los Angeles and San Diego, Cal.

Tickets sold daily, March 1 to November 30, 1915.

Return limit three months, not to exceed December

31, 1915. $17.50 extra for route via Portland or Puget

Sound points in one direction.

Choice of a wide variety of attractive scenic routes

Favorable stopover privileges. Liberal return limits.

The Best of The Most Complete Train Service

Be sure your ticket

reads via the

Chicago &
North Western

Railway

and secure

Everything Offered by Any Route
0»_..l_ •« «1 I ;m ;tArl The fastest and only exclusively first-
verland Limited

dass tmin Chicago to San Francisco.

(Extra Fare Train) Saves a business day en route.

I n* Angles Limited Fast '
luxuriou8ly equipped train direct

L.0S /\ngeies l^liuueu
tQ Lqs Angeles and southern California.

San FrancisCO Limited Splendid fast electric-lighted train, with-
Oan r ranCISCO L.IUliieu ^ exua fare^ Chicago to San Francisco.

California Mail Fast train dail? Chicae° to SanFrar>
CISCO*

The Chicago & North Western Ry. and connecting lines operate

more miles of rock-ballasted heavy double-tracked roadbed pro-

tected by automatic electric safety signals than any other trans-

continental line.

For train schedules, itineraries covering various tours, and particu-

lars, call on your nearest agent

or address r-7

Chicago &
NorthWestern flggjl

0L3557

Railway
A. C JOHNSON, P. T. M.

C A. CAIRNS, G. P. ®. T. A.

Chicago, 111.

-'

AH trains arrive at and depart from the

new PassengerTerminal,

Published a few days before the war, this remarkable book

ived the unqualified praise of the German Crown Prince
recei

The German Empire's Hour of Destiny
Colonel H. Frobenius

With Preface by Sir Valentine Chirol

Formerly Foreign Editor of the London Times

This book predicts the War and the strategy thereof, and shows the why and wherefore of The

Kaiser's Challenge to Europe and his defiance of the opinion of the civilized world.

12mo. $1.00 net. Postage 10 cents.

McBRIDE NAST <& CO., Publishers, 31 Union Square North, New York
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trated into your homes. And J have watched

you all tin- time. It has been a glorious cx-

perience. I have enjoyed it.

There are many phases of our lif« and

traits in your personality I have left un-

touched. In a previous article I said that the

writing of Itnnks on America had become a

habit. I feel the habit stirring in my bones.

MALTA, A FORTRESS
WITH A ROMANCE

( ( ontinued from page 17)

Middle Ages, post hauberk-armed sentries

along her ramparts and one has the .Malta of

Chivalry, whose story to-day is broadly writ-

ten to anyone who cares to observingly wan

der about her old monasteries, ancient

church.- and forts. Herein at every turn is

retold the history of that remarkable monas-

tic and chivalric Order of the Knights of St.

John of Jerusalem, to whom the island owes

its grandeur and wealth, a history that is

epitomized in its two cities of Yaletta and

Citta Vecchia.

In the heart of Valetta. within fifty years

after their immigration to Malta from Pales-

tine, the Knights of St. John built the Cathe-

dral of St. John. Its dome and steeples offer

good beacons for ships far out at sea, and

I had seen them silhouetted above the sur-

rounding town as we entered the I ireat Har-

bor at early dawn. In the heat of day I have

followed down the Strada San Giovanni, left

the heated, glaring street and passed bare-

headed, reverently into the soft shades of

the inner glory of this Valhalla of the great

spirits of which the Maltese have good reason

to be proud. In striking contrast is the sim-

ple and unassuming exterior of this church

of St. John at Yaletta with its elaborate inte-

rior, decorated in part, I presume, by the two

Grand Masters Cotoner. who as artists deco-

rated several of the chapels on the island.

Through circular windows sun shafts shot

their beams of golden light, illuminating in

the predominating red and blue of the ceil-

ing, gleaming in reflections from carved side

wall and tapestry of gold, touched brilliant

notes of red in the hangings and shone in a

wonderful turquoise green from the marble

pilaster, then cooled where below a canop>

the altar glistened in an accent of dull blue

and silver.

Beneath me, under this chapel pavement,

was the crypt of the Grand Masters, and in a

marvel of color design their escutcheons and

memorial tablets cover the floor in mosaics,

like the rich colorings of a series of Oriental

rugs. Among the names inscribed is that of

Sir Oliver Starkey, the only Knight not a

Grand Master here immortalized. In the

writings on the memorial tablets which cover

the floor of the nave and chapels is the whole

history of the Knights.

In the course of time Britain may relin-

quish this island fortress to other hands, the

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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great war may bring some sudden change, but
naught can efface the effect of Malta's epoch
under the flag of the threefold crosses of St.

George, St. Andrew and St. Patrick, which
will ever be cherished by the nation of the
Eight-Pointed Cross. But the ancient walled
cities of its sires will exist for many epochs
to come, to flaunt from bastion or parapet
the flag of whatever nation they serve and
will stand a unique and marvelous monument
to herald to the world the storv of the won-
derful romance of Malta and of the Knights
of the Order of St. Tohn.

PROGRESS IN TRANS-
PORTATION

(Continued from page 40)

between the Brooklyn Borough Hall and
Coney Island during the past summer and
autumn.

These two busses differ chiefly from the

Fifth Avenue stages in the fact that they are

electrically propelled instead of burning gaso-

line. Powerful storage batteries drive them
from forty-five to fifty miles without the

necessity of recharging. And the journey
from the Borough Hall to the seaside—some
ten miles—was covered in from forty to

forty-five minutes.

One of these busses, designed especially for

service in streets where traffic is congested,

seats twenty-five passengers, the other, a wee
bit larger, has seats for thirty-two passen-

gers. The sides of the cars are open so that

in summer the passengers may have an unin-

terrupted view. In winter glass panels take

the place of the summer screens and fresh

air is secured through the roof ventilators

and the front windows. The cars are

equipped with a four-motor, four-wheel

drive, by which each wheel has its own motor

direct connected. There are no chains or

shafts, no transmission system or clutch.

The gearing is completely encased and runs

in oil. Each wheel is equipped with its own
internal expansion brake, while for emer-

gency stops the motors may be reversed at

the pressure of a button.

One feature, however, the Fifth Avenue

motor-bus possesses that gives it charm all

its own—the cross-seats upon the roof. Only

one car has ever been placed upon this ex-

tremely popular system—practically the only

popular transportation system within New
York—that has lacked these roof-seats. It

was a foreign type, an experimental unit, in

which a circular seat around the back plat-

form was substituted for the roof seats. But

New Yorkers would have none of that. They

had enjoyed the roof-seats and the passing

show that they gave of the gayest and most

beautiful street in America ever since the

days of Elliott F. Shephard and the horse-

GREAT BEAR SPRING WATER
50c. per case of 6 glass-stoppered bottles.
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Two Fairs Fair Winter

Three great treats in one trip—a winter in California, the

San Diego Exposition and the San Francisco Exposition.

Both Fairs will open in full swing to a host of winter

tourists. See the "American Riviera" at this gala time.

Go direct from Chicago to either Los Angeles

or San Francisco without extra fare and with-

out change of cars on the Jsteel equipped train

of double destination—

1915 Winter Attractions

Expositions
Grounds—Exhibits
Buildings—Carnivals
Floral Displays
Aquatic Displays
Daily Programs

San Francisco
The Bay—Oakland
Alameda—Berkeley
Mt. Tamalpasis-
Golden Gate Park

Southern California
Los Angeles
Pasadena
Ocean Beaches
Catalina Islands
Orange Groves
Spanish Missions

Amusements
Motoring—Golf
Tennis—Polo
Surf Bathing

.

"The Pacific Limited>>

To make your trip one of splendid variety return in the

Spring via the Pacific North coast and the "St, Pauls"

scenic northern line—the picturesque "Trail of the

Olympian.
CHICAGO

Milwaukee& St.Paul
RAILWAY

Write today for literature treating fully on the Expositions

and other Pacific Coast attractions—address

GEO. B. HAYNES, General Passenger Agent, CHICAGO

FIVE MEN WHO THREW A WHOLE WORLD
These five men were the Kaiser, the Chief of the General Staff,

the Minister of War, the Minister of Railways and the Chief of

the "Admiralstab." How these men set in motion the most

stupendous and efficient military machine of all history is told by

Dr. Armgaard Karl Graves in

THE SECRETS
of the GERMAN WAR OFFICE

$1.50 net, postage 14 cents

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

McBRIDE. NAST (BL CO., Publishers, Union Square North

WAR

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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Remember

See America First

w

I K'T-*
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\

means

See Glacier National

Park on tJie Great Northern

Railway

For several year- the Great Northern Railway

has been proclaiming the "See America First

'

idea. The slogan is deservedly popular today,

been taken up b) many railroad advertisers.

"See America First" as used by the Great Northern is not

an eleventh hour appeal to Americans to know their home-

land, but the pronouncement of this great fact for tourists:

Vmerica—Glacier National Park— is worth seeing first, it

demands first attention because of its superior attractions.

1
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MGo Great Northern"

to tlie Panama Pacific Exposition

The Great Northern Railway is the only transcontinental route in tin* nation whose main

line touches direct one <>! the people's playgrounds, Glacier National Park*

Vacation*, $1.00 to $5.00 per day.

In connection with the now Groat Northern Pacific fast express Steamships, "Great

Northern
w
and "Northern Pacific" operating between Portland, Astoria, Flavel and >an

Francisco, the Great Northern Railwaj offers a pleasant northern rail and water route to

or Irom the Exposition.

See America First Send today for descriptive booklets, details regarding

tares, etc

II. A. NMIILI , Gen9
! PtMfnprr Agent, Si, Paul, Minn.

Glacier National Park

c. \*. puts,
Gcn'I Ag% Pnii DepL
2 It) So. Mark Street

Chicago, III.

STEPHEN LOUNSBERY,
Gen*! ig't, Pa». Dept.

1 IH't- Broadway
Nc*- York. \. ^ .

UNDERSTANDING THE FRENCH
By ROLLIN LYNDE HARTT

Author of "The People at Play."

A friendly and comprehensive study of the every-day
living charm of modern French life of Paris and the

provinces.
Mr. Hartt is here concerned more with people than

places, and he pictures the enviable qualities of the

Frenchman at home, the little courtesies and urbanities,

the variety and vivacity of street life social diversions,

in short, everything that constitutes the living France.

8vo. Illustrated. $1.50 net. Postage 14 cents.

McBRIDE. NAST (Si CO.. Publishers, 31 U
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drawn coaches upon "the Avenue," and tip

did not propose to be robbed of them. In

t, on a sunshiny day a roof-seal on a Fifth

Avenue motor bus is a real m asure and one

of which a j».: enger is not to be robbed,

willingly.

There is little likelih dofhi beingrobbed

of his seat. The excellent system under

hich the busses are run do< :s !>"• permil them

to receive more than their actual seating ca-

pacity of pa sengers. \s a result, many per-

; will walk one or two blocks out of their

way. pa^t surface and elevated and subway

lines, tor the privilege of riding on the

bu es—at twice the ordinary tare for cil

transit. Service does not count. And there

ought to be something in the example of th

Fifth Avenue buss< 3 that ought to appeal I

the initiative of transportation men ai

capitali in the other large cities of the

land

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel

THE CENSUS OF INDIA
The results of the census of India taken in

191 1 have recently been issued by the India

Iffice in London.

The difficulties of taking a census of a

population numbering about 300,000,000, over

an area of 1,803,657 square miles, were enor-

mous. They were especially great owing, as

the report puts it, '"to the long lines of rail-

way, the big rivers on which boats travel

sometimes for days without coming to the

bank, the E01 t to which woodcutters resort,

often for we< ks at a time, and the numerous
sacred places, which, on occasion, attrac:

many thousands of pilgrims." People had to

be enum< ited wherever they were caught.

In the cave of railways, for instance, all per-

sons traveling by rail who took tickets after

7 P. M. on the night of the census were enu-

merated either on the platforms or in th<

trains. The latter were all stopped at 6 A. M.
on the following morning, in order to in-

clude any travelers who up till then had
escaped notice.

In spite of this, the census was taken on
the night of March 10, 191 1. at a cost of only

£135,000, by means of a staff numbering
nearly 2,000,000 persons, and yet the results

for the whole of India were received com-
plete on March 19, and were issued in print

the next day.

The summary tables show that the total

population of India (including the native

states) on the night mentioned was 315,156,-

396 (as against 294,361,056 ten years pre-

viously), of whom 2 1 7.586,892 were Hindus.

66,647.299 were Moslems, 10,721.453 were
Buddhists, and 3,876,203 were Christians.
The literates numbered only 18,539.578 per-
sons and agriculture claimed the labor of

224,695,909 persons as against 35,323,041 per-
sons engaged in industry.
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SOUTH AMERICA AND
THE WEST INDIES

The Lower Amazon. By Algot Lange.
453 pages with too illustrations and maps.
< i. 1*. Putnam's Sons. $2.50 net.

Within recent years the attention of both
this country and Europe has been increas-
ingly turned to South America with its great
natural resources and commercial potentiali-

ties. I U velopment has been constantly going
on in Argentina, Chili, Pern and other parts

of this great continent, but the largest coun-
try of them all, Brazil, has been practically

untouched by modernization. In an earlier

book Mr. Lange described his explorations
into the upper Amazon country; the present
volume is devoted to the east or lower Ama-

.11 region in the Stat.; of Pern. His prin-

cipal operations were three in number: a trip

nj) the Tocantins River, another to the head-
waters of the Rio Moju, and the last into the

interior of the island of the Marajo at the

very month of the Amazon. One can con-

jecture the extent of these travels from the

act that I il exceeds the United Stales in

total area by -"me 250,000 square mile-.

Much of the author's labors ware concerned
with the collection of anthropological and

rcheological data of the now vanished

Amerindian tribe, who. judging by the re-

mains, attained a comparatively hit^h staue

of culture. His canoe voyage up the To-
cantins River gives a splendid account of

the life among the native tril

Perhaps the most valuable feature of the

book is the greal store of practical informa-

tion it contains regarding the economic pos-

sibilities of Brazil with its great resources
1" rubber, timber, nuts, vegetable fibers, etc.,

s \ il as potential agricultural and manu-
facturing field-. Mr. Lange has a pleasant

style, and hi- graphic narrative would make
ttractiv< reading without its added advan-

t. of a well-nigh inexhaustible subject

viewed by him with understanding and real
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insight. H. A.

Three books that, by reason of an awaken-

ing tourist interest in the West Indies, will

have many reader-, are "'Cuba, Past and

Present," "Porto Rico, Past and Present"'

rid "San Domingo of To-day," all from the

j. en of A. Hyatt Verrill. (New York: Dodd,

.Mead cN: Co.. Si. 50 net each.) The plan of

the books is practically the same—a historic

background, the picturesque life of to-day,

the geography, climate and scenic features,

and considerable detail regarding industrial

conditions. As guides and books have a dis-

tinct value, yet the one on Cuba is marred by

one or two statements that are misleading.

In a list of places of interest in Havana, the

National I beater is given without any men-

tion of the fact that it is now included in

the fine new clubhouse of the Centro Gallego,

which has just been completed. This struc-

GREAT) FLEET ff

* '—there she lies

white as a swan—
our home for two weeks

—and such a home ; all the state rooms

are outside rooms, de luxe and en suite ;

there are bdths in plenty ; spacious decks

;

meals that tempt the appetite. Courteous

service ; restful ease.

Havana, the beautiful ; Jamaica, "Land ot

Smiling Summer " the Panama Canal, the

romantic by-ways of the Spanish Main

—

you can enjoy them all in the wonderful

ships of the GREAT WHITE FLEET,
built especially for tropical travel.

Sailings of GREAT WHITE FLEET
ships from New York and New Orleans

everyWednesday.Thursday and Saturday.

Cruises from 17 to 24 days to

CUBA, JAMAICA, PANAMA CANAL,
COLOMBIAN PORTS,

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA

Liberal stop-over privileges granted

Ships Bailing from New York on Wednesdays and

Thursdays and on all days from New Orleans are

\n -plan servlca; fare includes meals and

berth. Cruisi om New Vors «\ cry Saturday, on

the palatial new -i. ain-!n|h, Pastores, Tcnadores.

Calamares and Metapan. Berths included in price

of transportation; an ill extra; restaurant service

« [s B :
I •

OFFICES FOR INFORMATION
202 Washington St., Boston; 630 Common St., New Orleans

1955 Continental and Commercial Bank Bldg.. Chicago

or any ticket or tourist agent ; or write

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT
UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
STEAMSHIP. SERVICE

17 Battery Place New York

for folders, sailing list and full information

Arrange ynr
trip to ihe

Panama Ex-
position, via

Havana, Ja-

maicaaml the
Panama Can-
al Writefor
particulars

The Story of a la Carte
A Historic Rem. in which Li

reJutcd. in Ancient Medieval
nnd Modern time*. what pto-
plr ale &I Sea— and how.
A Uonr of h*« dining, Imm
4,500 B.C. to dot.

^SsS^f^l ***

Sailing^Under the American Flag

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY STEAMSHIP SERVICE

THE KING BEHIND A KING
By WARWICK DEEPING

Author of " Uther and Igraine," " The White Gate," etc.

Warwick Deeping has returned to the field of his famous first book,

"Uther and Igraine" and has written a thrilling romance of Merrie

England when Richard II was King and the mob of ragged peasantry

were making him shiver with fear in the Tower. Isoult of the Rose, like

Igraine in the earlier tale, is a resourceful maiden of steadfast spirit and
charm and her love for the masterful Fulk Ferrers glows with the spirit

of old romance.
12mo. $1.25 net. Postage 10 cents.

McBRIDE NAST CEL CO., Publishers, Union Square, New York City

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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3000 Tropic
Islands
and almost as

many things to do!

Golf, tennis, swimming, boating,

fishing, polo, riding, dancing al

fresco, all winter long.

Bahama*
Charming English social life,

frequent entertainments at

Government House.
Bahamas \ Splendid Hotels, Fur-

nished Villas, Boarding

Houses. Special

January rates.

Reached in 15 hours

Please mail me V from Miami,
Bahamas Booklet \ Fla., or direct

from New
Name \York by

water in

\ three
Address \ d s

Government

Agent

Suite 21

303 Fifth Ave.
New York

TheBoys Book
o Famous
jk Regiments _y<

'She booK
thai toill

delight

your boy*

By H. A. OGDEN
With the collaboration of

H. A. HITCHCOCK

of the history and
A SPIRITED narrative

* exploits of more than a

hundred of the world-famous fight-

ing corps of the United States, Eng-

land, France, Germany, Austria,

Italy, Russia and many other coun-

tries. In addition to the color pic-

tures of sublime moments in reg-

imental history, Mr. Ogden has

provided detailed sketches of the

uniforms and notes on their pic-

turesque history.

12mo. Illustrated in color and line by

H. A. OGDEN. $1.50 net.

Postage 14c.

McBRIDE, NAST & CO.

31 Union Square North, New York
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ture, which is the finest modern building in

Havana, is dismissed with only a passing

reference to the club's million-dollar home

and membership of some 37,000 Galician

workingmen.
Part of the pleasure, however, of visiting

a foreign country is discovering things for

yourself, and guide hooks that are infallible

are, fortunately, few. In their essential de-

tails, which includes interest and apprecia-

tion, these arc very satisfactory.

JANUARY
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THE LITTLE TOWN OF
MONTIGNIES ST.

CHRISTOPHE
The devastation which the war has visited

upon the little towns of France is graphic-

ally described hy Irvin S. Cobb in a recent

article in the Saturday Evening Post. Mr.
(

Cobb followed for days in the wake of the

German army in its first dash through Bel-

gium. We quote in part from his narrative

:

"Every house in sight has been hit again

and again and again. One house would have-

its whole front blown in, so that we could

look right hack to the rear walls and see the

pans on the kitchen shelves. Another house

would lack a roof to it, and the tidy tiles that

had made the roof were now red and yellow

rubbish, piled like broken shards outside a

potter's door. The doors stood open, and

the windows, with the window-panes all gone

and in some instances the sashes as well,

leered emptily at us like eye-sockets without

eyes.
"

"So it went. Two of the houses had caught

fire and the interiors were quite burned away.

A sudden smell of burned things came from

the still smoking ruins; but the walls, of thick

stone, still stood.

"Our poor tired old nag halted and sniffed

and snorted. If she had had energy enough

I reckon she would have shied about and run

back the way she had come, for now, just

ahead, lay two dead horses—a big gray and

a roan— with their stark legs sticking out

across the road. The gray was shot through

and through in three places. The right fore

hoof of the roan had been cut smack oft", as

smoothly as though done with an axe; and

the stiffened leg had a curiously unfinished

look about it, suggesting a natural malforma-

tion. Dead only a few hours, the carcasses

were already swelling. The skin on their

bellies was tight as a drumhead. We forced

the quivering mare past the two dead horses.

Beyond them the road was a litter. Knap-

sacks, coats, canteens, handkerchiefs, pots,

pans,' household utensils, bottles, jugs and

caps were everywhere. The deep ditches on

each side of the road were clogged with such

things. The dropped caps and the abandoned

knapsacks were always French caps and

French knapsacks, cast aside, no doubt, in

the road for a quick flight after the melee.

'The Germans had charged after shelling

the town, and then the French had fallen

back—or at least so we deduced from the

looks of things. In the debris was no object

that bespoke German workmanship or Ger-

ln iirriting to advertisers, please mention Travel

"A splendid number of THE
CENTURY (the Christmas

number). Illustrations and
l.ookwork, paper, every-

thing, make the number

one of the finest examples

of American magazine work-

that one can recall."—The Buffalo News

Five brilliant features ol

the brilliant January

Century:
"SWEPT AND GARNISHED"

A Story by

Rudyard Kipling

THE S0UI OF THE FRENCH
A Picture of Old Paris and New France

By Samuel P. Orth
Author of "Germany's Destiny/' etc., etc.

"THAT DAY" IN PARIS
By Estelle Loomis

Author of "Her Him Book i>

RUSSIA AND THE OPEN SEA
By Edwin Davis Schoonmaker

Author of "From Caesar to Kaiser,
"The Saxons," etc.

> r

AN EXPLANATION OF THE

GERMAN POINT OF VIEW
By James Harvey Robinson
A Distinguished Authority and author of "The

Develooment of Modern Europe,' etc.

Three Numbers of THE CENTURY free

(with James Lane Allen's "The Sword of

Youth" complete) and the 12 months of 1915

for $4.00 and this coupon.

THE CENTURY CO.
Union Square, New York

Enclosed find $4.00 for which send THE CENTURY
for 1915 (and October. November and December of

1914, free) to

Name

Tr. 1 Address

Teaching the Child at Home
A Practical Gift

The Mother In Education
By FLORENCE HULL WINTERBURN

Author of "From the Child's Standpoint," "The
Children's Health," etc.

Mrs. Winterburn believes that the intelligent mother can
do wonderful things in the mental development of her

child. and, what is far more important, in the develop-

ment of character. She offers a logical and practical plan

of home education which is flexible enough to meet the

needs of a mother with only a limited amount of time at

her disposal.

12mo. $1.50 net. Postage, 10 cents.

McBRIDE, NAST (SL CO., Publishers

31 Union Square, North, New York
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man ownership. This rather puzzled us until
we learned that the Germans, as tidy in this
game of war as in the game of life, make it
a hard-and-fast rule to gather up their own
belongings after every engagement, great or
small, leaving behind nothing that might give
the enemy an idea of their losses.

"We went by the church. Its spire was
gone; but, strange to say, a small fla^—the
lncolor ot France—still fluttered from a
window where some one had stuck it. We
went by the tavcnic. or wine shop, which had
a sign over its door—a creature remotely re-
sembling a blue lynx. And through the door
we saw half a loaf of bread and several bot-
tles on a table. We went by a rather preten-
tious house, with pear trees in front of it and
a big barn alongside it; and right under the
eaves ot the barn I picked up the short jacket
of a French trooper, so new and fresh from
the workshop that the white cambric lining
was hardly soiled. The figure 18 was on the
collar: we decided that its wearer must have
belonged to the Eighteenth Cavalry Regi-
ment.

_

Behind the barn we found a whole
pile of new knapsacks—the flimsy play-sol-
dier knapsacks of the French infantrymen,
which are not half so heavy or a third so
substantial as the heavy sacks of the Ger-
mans, which are all bound with straps and
covered on the back side with undressed red
bullock's hide. Until now we had seen, in all
the silent, ruined village, no human 'being.
The place fairly ached with emptiness. Cats
sat on the doorsteps or in the windows, and
presently from a barn we heard imprisoned
beasts lowing dismally, but there were no
dogs. We had already remarked this fact—
that in every desolated village cats were thick
enough

;
but invariably the sharp-nosed, wolf-

insh-looking Belgian dogs had disappeared
along with their masters. And it was so in

Montignies St. Christophe.

"On a roadside barricade of stones, chinked
with sods of turf—a breastwork the French
probably had erected before the fight and
which the Germans had kicked half down—

I

counted three cats, seated side by side.

"It was just after we had gone by the bar-
ricade that, in a shed behind the riddled shell

of a house, which was almost the last house
of the town, one of our party saw an old, a
very old woman, who peered out at us
through a break in the wall. He called out
to her in French, but she never answered

—

only continued to watch him from behind her
shelter. He started toward her and she dis-

appeared noiselessly, without having spoken
a word. She was the only living person we
saw in that town. The sun was almost down
by now, and its slanting rays came lengthwise
through the elm-tree aisles along our route.

Just as it disappeared we met a string of
refugees—men, women and children—all

afoot and all bearing pitiable small bundles.

They limped along silently in a straggling

procession. None of them were weeping;
none of them looked as though they had been
weeping. During the past ten days I had
seen thousands of such refugees, and I had
yet to hear one of them cry out or complain
or protest.
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NABISCO
Sugar Wafers

•entrancing sweets which
are always and everywhere
popular. Wafer confec-

tions centered with deli-

cately flavored cream.
The perfect accompani-
ment for every dessert.

In ten-cent tins; also in

twenty-five-cent tins.
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KAT^-"

a new conception in

chocolate-flavored sweets.

ILxquisite wafers of crisped

baking with choc-
olate-flavored cream
nestling between.
Anola has achieved
a new delight which
only taste can tell

a flavor which gives

immediate pleasure.

In ten-cent tins.

NATIONAL
BISCUIT

COMPANY

A VIVID PICTURE OF PRISON LIFE

The Subterranean Brotherhood
By JULIAN HAWTHORNE

Mr. Hawthorne, the son of Nathaniel Hawthorne, and the author of many works of fiction

and general literature, was sentenced to the Federal prison at Atlanta for misuse of the United
States mails. This book presents the results of his experience and observation of the pernicious

conditions of our penal system and offers some constructive reform suggestions, which, though
radical, challenge the interest and attention of all thinking people.

8vo. Illustrated. SI.SO net. Postage, 12 cents.

McBRIDE, NAST & CO., Publishers 31 Union Square North, New York City

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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<4mcr/ai's Cleverest Weekly

In all the attempts that have been made in this

country to establish a weekly publication expressive

of the lighter side of American life and letters, none
has so completely won its way to popular favor as

THE REBORN

Yffi

m.

Most of the witty, satirical stories of the day
have their start in its columns. Its color pages each

week are well worthy of framing. They represent

the best work of the leading American, English,

French and German colorists. It is by long odds

the most brilliantly edited weekly ever launched on

this side of the water.

Go to Your Nearest News-stand and Get
This Week's PUCK— or send us $1.00
for a Three-months' Trial Subscription.

PUCK PUBLISHING CORPORATION, 301 Lafayette St., New York

jfX. ift JBonfeg, ol Unusual (Quality,

Qfo W\)kU W\[[ Deltgfjt $ottj tfjc^^ GTrabeler anb tfte g>tap-at^ome

ABROAD AT HOME
The American adventures of two happy fel-

lows, JULIAN STREET, writer, and WALLACE
MORGAN, artist.

Julian Street and Wallace Morgan made the trip
from New York City to San Francisco and back,
stopping in many of the principal cities and seeing
much of the life outside the cities. And they got
right down to the very roots of American life—they
picture it as it has never been pictured before—the
amusing side, and r above all, the human side.

What Mark Twain did for Europe in "Innocents
Abroad" Julian Street has done for America in
"Abroad at Home/' and Wallace Morgan's fifty

pictures match the humor and local color of Julian
Street's description.

Price SJ.oO net, postage 12 cents.

ROMANTIC AMERICA
By ROBERT HAVEN SCHAUFFLER

A guide to America's most interesting and pic-
turesque places—rich in information. Frontispiece
in color and 78 illustrations by famous American
artists.

Price $5.00 net, postage 12 cents.

THE YOSEMITE
By JOHN MUIR

An open door to the wonders and beauty of this

marvelous region. Unique in its practically helpful
directions to sightseers of limited time.

Illustrated. $2.40 net, postage 12 cents.

Also by JOHN MUIR

THE MOUNTAINS OF
CALIFORNIA

Illustrated. Price $1.50 net, postage 10 cents.

ZONE POLICEMAN 88
By HARRY A. FRANCK

A close range study of the Panama Canal and its

workers by a prince of vagabonds and raconteurs.
Everybody should read it.

Pictures. $2.00 net, postage 10 cents.

Your bookseller has these books. Published by

THE CENTURY CO.
Union Square New York

" Rich in humor and kid philosophy that tickles us to the marrow."—Ohio State Journal.

Letters of William Green
-By JAMES W. FOLEY

Author of "Songs of Schooldays", "Boys and Girls", etc.

Every one of these letters reveals the eager spirit of the eternal boy and
every hearty laugh will have an echo, which wakes up the memory of

the time when you were a boy to the fullest extent of the law.
12mo. With decorations and headings by Charles Guischard. $1 net. Postage 10c.

McBRIDE, NAST & CO., 31 Union Square North, New York
• • 4 '

.; - JS
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An Old Magazine with a
New Sparkle

For nearly half a century LIPPINCOTT'S has been
one of the "Old Guard" among magazines of

character and distinction. Now it has passed
under new editorial management, and the coming
year will be marked by a vigorous forward policy.

The January number, now ready, is the second
of the new issues. Get it! Read it! Then you
will know why this coming year should be a

LIPPINCOTT year with you!

The Best of Everything
Nothing is too good for the New LIPPINCOTT'S
—that is the motto of its new board of editors,

and the first number proves it. From the first

glance at the attractive cover, done in rich colors,

to the very last page, you will rind added sparkle

and zest. Every story has a plot and a purpose.

The best work of established authors and the first

work of new writers of promise will be found side

by side here. LIPPINCOTT'S has no literary

axes to grind.

Now Issued by the Publishers of TRAVEL
The New LIPPINCOTT'S is now issued by the

publishers of TRAVEL, and the progressive

methods of this magazine will he reflected in its

pages. A year's numbers will contain over 1,300

pages of brilliant fiction, articles of current interest,

crisp sketches, and refreshing humor. We shall

endeavor to make and keep it "The Standard
Fiction Magazine of America." I

Try the New LIPPINCOTT'S Half a Year
for ONE DOLLAR

We want you to enjoy this splendid magazine for

yourself. Its visits to your home will be con-

tinually welcome. The many hours of entertain-

ment will abundantly repay the small cost. The
magazine is regularly $3.00, but in order to make
TRAVEL readers acquainted with the new
LIPPINCOTT'S, we will send it to you six months
for one dollar.

Just Pin a Dollar Bill to This

McBride, Nast (Si Co., Union Square, New York
I accept your special offer to Travel readers of LIPPINCOTT'S for six

months for $1. Please find money enclosed. Begin with the January
number.

Name

Street

City

The Renaissance of American Travel

February

1915

Cents

$3 a Year

Announcing a series of three articles on

LINCOLN~HjGHWAY
Great National Road
By NEWTON A. FUESSLE

Beginning in the February issue

The series will form the first comprehensive
description of this notable project, a national
highway bisecting the country from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. As a memorial of an historic
figure and as an expression of the progressive
spirit of America, no less than as a splendid
means of travel from coast to coast, the Lincoln
Highway is unique in the history of any people.
It may be compared in its significance to the
great Roman highways of antiquity, which
linked the remotest provinces to the Imperial
City on the Tiber.

Each instalment will be fully illustrated with
official and personal photographs taken en
route by the author, together with complete
touring maps.

• The series will be a fitting introduction to the
1915 touring season and every motorist should
follow it with interest and profit.

€J Other features of interest to American travel-

ers in the Februarv issue are

—

An inspirational article on the Yellowstone
Park by F. Dumont Smith.

A happy adventure story by C. F. Saunders,
" Snubbing Up the West Coast/' from Panama
to San Francisco.

Beautiful and striking illustrations.

You are getting a full and mature survey of the
war situation, both in writing and in pho-
tographs, each month in TRAVEL. The Feb-
ruary issue will contain a timely and colorful
article on Cracow, the ancient capital of Poland.

McBRIDE, NAST (Sb CO., Publishers, Union Sq., New York '

Gentlemen: I enclose One Dollar, please send me Travel for six months
I beginning with the current issue.

Name

Address T

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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The leading Fiction of the year

The beginning of the new Serial by

N-.

JOHN GALSWORTHY
Author of "THE DARK FLOWER »»

THE FREELANDS

A Tragi-comedy of the English Countryside

JOHN GALSWORTHY
To run nearly through the year

" On the Choice < >f a Profession, " an unpublished

essay by ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

Richard Harding Davis will describe the shelling

and destruction of the Cathedral at Rheims, of

which he was an eye-witness.

A grahpic and impressive account of "The

Taking of Antwerp," by E. Alexander Powell.

Madame Waddington, whose French home was

occupied and all but demolished by the Germans,

gives a graphic picture of rural France

' It is a scene of desolate homes,

of the passing of troops, of the wounded, and

of the hard struggle for existence.

A story for the times: "Coals of Fire," by

Mary R. S. Andrews, author of "The Perfect

War Times.

Tribute. " This is a story with a most original

idea, of the work that Aileen O'Hara began in a

great war, in the cause of humanity and to

further the cause of women, by setting an ex-

ample of self-sacrifice. It is a story that grips

your heart and stirs the emotions irresistibly.

Olive Tilford Dargan, one of the most dis-

tinguished of contemporary poets, contributes a

long poem about "This War. " It is inspired by

high feeling and imagination and expresses with

great dignity the significance and thought of the

present world-conflict.

"Kipling's Children," four full-page paintings

by Jessie Willcox Smith, reproduced in colors.

Other Articles, Stories, Poems, etc.

CHARLES SCRIBNER SONS, NEW YORK

!

]

In writing to advertisers, please mention Travel
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Brilliant, Entertaining, Vital Features in

Magazine 1915

Colonel Goethals's own account of the building

of the Panama Canal. Four articles.

The man who has been at the head of the greatest constructive work

of peace, the Panama Canal, will write the story of its building and the

important questions which had to be solved. Colonel Goethals is a man
of deeds. This is the first and only account of this great work that he

has written.

The Personality of Col. Goethals

will be written about in a preliminary article by Joseph B. Bishop, author of "The

Panama Gateway," and for nine years Secretary of the Isthmian Canal Commission.

Mr. Bishop will give in detail Col. Goethals's methods cf meeting and solving the many

problems that confronted him from day to day, illustrating it with numerous anec-

dotes and incidents. It will be a pen picture of the great canal builder on the job. Prom a Photograph byO, \ \ Buck

COL. GEORGE W. GOETHALS

g dealt with in vSCRIB-q The World War is bein

NER'S in all its phases by Richard Harding

Davis, J. F. J. Archibald, Edith Wharton,

E. Alexander Powell, and others.

t| French Impressions of 18th Century
America, by Charles H. Sherrill. They reveal

the gayer side of American life in the colonies.

Illustrated with rare prints.

C] A short serial, "Bunner Sisters," by Edith

Wharton, author of "The House of Mirth."

^ An animal romance by Ernest Thompson
vSeton. Illustrated by the author.

^ Walter Damrosch's Musical Memories,
Impressions of the Great Composers.

^ Several Groups of Elmendorf pictures.

Mr. Elmendorf s famous pictures have never

before been reproduced except in vSCRIBNER'S.

€J Twelve Historical Frontispieces by noted

artists, reproduced in color: "Kipling's Chil-

dren," by Jessie Willcox Smith; four pictures of

modern dancing, four "Fete Days, " by Howard
Chandler Christy.

^ The beautiful special Christmas
Fiction Numbers, and a great

NUMBER.

and
MOTOR

tj The best of short stories by writers old and

new.

A Holiday Suggestion

In making up your list of Christmas and New
Year gifts, is there anytiling for $.1.00, the price

of a years subscription, that would be more apt

to please? Send for a Prospectus.

Subscriptions to Scribner's Magazine may begin with any number. The subscription price is $3.00 a year. Remittan
draft, express or postal money order, or in currency if sent by registered mail. No extra charge for Canadian postage,

other countries in the postal union single subscriptions $4.00.

by
For

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, 597-599 Fifth Avenue, New York

/
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TOR every musical occasion, for intimate hours or
* informal dances at home, or for more pretentious

social events, the Columbia Grafonola is the one ideal

musical instrument. Its superb tone-quality, so vividly

true, natural and rounded, and its perfect and exclusive

control of tone-volume, are two distinguishing features

that have established the Columbia as the finest musical
achievement.
I here are 8,500 Columbia dealers. Be sure your dealer shows you a Columbia Grafonola. You can be sure
it is a Columbia by looking for the exclusive Columbia tone-control leaves which have taken the place of the
old little-double-door idea.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: All Columbia Records can be played on Victor Talking Machines.
Likewise all Columbia Grafonolas will play Victor Records.

GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, - - Box A230, Woolworth Building, New York
TORONTO : 365-367 Sorauren Avenue

*

Dealers wanted where we are not actively represented. Write for particulars. Prices in Canada Plus Duty

Columbia Grafonola MIGNONETTE
as illustrated with

Individual Record Ejector, . . . , $no
With ordinary Record Racks, ..... $100
Other Models, $17.50 to $500


